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The Master will look at his trees to-day |
As He walks by the white road side,

While the music of pleasure is in the air
Of the brilliant summenr-tide :
i
And, as upward He raises those tender eyes;
‘With solicitous love made sad,
What shall be seen on the strong young tree
! To render the Master glad?

He planted them all in their sunny homes
With loving and skillful care,
:
And round about them He caused to breathe
The warmth of the scented air;
Shade and sunshine have been freely given,

And dews, and the gentle rains; .
"And what have the trees to show to-day
For the Master's loving pains?

.

Tender green of the dancing leaves,
And strength of branch and limb,
A home for many a singing bird,
And a gentle shade for him?
But the Master is looking for fruit to-day,
Concealed by the shining leaves,
ror the harvest

And covered with leaves of green,
To be kissed by the silver sheen ;—
But who only live to be beautifnl,
And have nothing but leaves to-day
For lips that are parched in summer’s heat,~
For the weary who pass that way.

comic echoes

.

the useful ground,

+And have nothing to show but green?’

And smite not the trees to-day
With the blighting word of a stern rebuke,

That brings in the swift decay.
Let them linger on a season yet,

If perchance there soon may be
Not leaves alone for Thy se#fching glance,
But some ripened fruit for*Thee.
—Marianne Farminghan.

ing, Mr. Kennedy's singing of the songs of
Scotland should do if. In the national

Christian Convention, Mr. Beecher, in justification of a smile in 2 religious meeting,
If I wanted to make people weep,

If you are

carrying a pan of milk, and spill it over on
the

other

Nancy” to the

‘ Land

sive than the illustrative reverse spillings of
the milk-pan.
Thisis evidence, not in figurative analogy, but experiment in the
thing itself.
;
!

ning,

Hours

‘‘ Twa

at

for each

Hame.”

a

representation of the Scottish Home as he
gives in his singing and story-telling, well
redeems the promise. To such.a promise it
is-not likely any of the family within distance will fail to respond by their pres-

LY

ence.

from the ludicrous

“ I’m wearin’ awa’, Jean,
Like snaw-wreaths in thaw,
I’m wearin’ awa’

where the emigrant’s expressed apprecigtion of his native land is scarcely less than

the Scottish patriarchs in-his admonition to

“ There's nae sorrow there,Jean,
There’s neither cauld nor care, Jean,
The day is aye fair

To the Land o’ the Leal.”

And now are touched the cords of connubial love

to

the

depths

of

its

tenderness,

wherefrom up-well sympathetic tears, not
only as those of spectators, but tears of
many a heart identifying with this its own
affection :
“ You've been leal and true,
Your task is ended now,

And

we

that wiil

live on, a quenchless, heavenly joy in earth-

ly grief, while the laugh’ of earthly comi-

cality was a flash, dying with its moment.
It was a time and place under the power
of that sympathy by Christian faith, to the
effect of the heavenly joy'in earthly grief,
to ask the vaunting conceit of our day,
naming itself ‘The Positive Philosophy,”
what it will give us, in place of what it bids
us deny, by its boasted

inated

by

science. to be elim-

chemical analysis and anatom-

ical dissection, and demonstrated

in figures

it
nt lake” through Americanized generations leaps to the notes of the pibroch,and

Jean,—

hearts of the multitude into one feeling, its

whole volume a consciousness in the

vidual heart,

indi

filly it with ah intensity

beyond which the spirit's flesh and blood
connection scarcely bears a higher degree :—
“ And I'll welcome you

To the Land o’ the Leal,” '

Now, in variation of affectional domestic
relation, the aggregate heart of the multitude
answers with scarcely abated intensity of sympathy and self-appropriation to
the living imagery :
¢ Our bonnie bairn’s there, Jean,
She was baith guid and fair, Jean;

And we grudged her sair
To the Land

o’ the

Leal.”

From this the feeling is let down from the
intensity af the personal to the more gener-

al relations :
La Sorrows sel’
And joy is

“ A full house,”

In our politics we are at peace, satisfied
with Grant and heartily seconding gou in
proposing Charies Sumner for Secretary’
of State.
"This - cgunty has vockntly lost two, of its
best mefy ¥Both Congregational ministers,
Rev. B. C. Chase, of Foxcroft, who died of
internal

cancer,

and

Rev.

Mr.

Perry,

Joy

that’s ay

of

Gilford,who prayed fervently at the funeral
of Bro. Chase and the next morning died

instantly

in his oir while taking his Bible

to commence his’'morning devotions. Bro.
Chase was a noble spirit, a leading man in
county, and was cut off in the

fulness.

vigor of

use-

Bro. P. was a father in the church,

an aged man and much beloved.
We are a thorough temperance

Bn

Thereis something soothing.in the word.
Our eyes love to linger over it, for there is
repose in its suggestions. Who. has not
felt the blessedness of peace sometimes in

this worldof incessant care?
comprehend all there

peo-

is

Does

of

rest,

it not

in- ' days, over

and

-And now another shook of the

multitudin-

enly personages,’ over-bending- the

death-

bed,

to

waiting to’ bear

their charge

its

home with the blest;
To the Land

'

o’ the Ledl.”

1 don't know if it can be determined wheth-

not | see it done.

which

both

branches

will

| Warde made

cause suffers.

Every harsh

and uncharit-

able word, every unchristian action, reflects
dishonor on our Master.
Though we may
suffer, and those

of - whom

we

complain,

Christ's cause sustains a greater lossthrough
reproach. , O how we need tke indwelling

after the first of

January,

1870,

‘United

theyre iow ‘reeivable.”

He also urges

the

Kingston

murderer,

in

this

place,

administered

ministerial labor about us,

Christmas is coming

about

measureless fieldsyet to become part
ours. The mighty
than all the rest of

us

blessed

name

to awaken

can we,

with gladness,

dare

we,

when

refuse

his

peace

offering

of

no, rather, maxhe

ever find us enjoying

the pleasures oe

and good will to the

children of men, that in Christ's everlasting

kingdom we may evermore
of eternal life.

enjoy the gift
H.M. L.

Canandaigua, N. Y.

and the laborers

lie

other

almost

of civilization destined
of this great world of
state of Maine, larger
New England, centers

hard this way or even east of this.

Who

Events of the Week.
——

+

ns

CONGRESS
reassembled on Monday,

but its

proceed-

ings. have not been of special significance.
The first day of the session witnessed the

introduction of an unusually large

number

of

relation

bills,

the

questions

‘which Georgia,

of

sustains

the

to the

not hope to buy our

PRESIDENT'S

testify in his own

behalf.

oath that Holmes

first assaulted

that he struck back

otherwise,

with

him,

and

a stone in self-de-

felt,

"The religions of the world are somewhat
vas

ried coins of the world's religious currency
will pass in heaven,save such ag shall bear
the image of Christ crucified.

introduced in both Houses embracing the topics
which are principally to occupy the attention of
Longress during the present session. In the Sen-

ate the credentials

and

thus

the

task

its honor.

was

Hill, as senator

been complied with by the Legislature and that
the governinent of the State is thercfore only
provisional in its chargeter. A memorial also
from a convention of the colored ' people of
by all who

desire to

understand

the

is characteristic of Andrew Johnson,
and demonstrates his utter inability to learn anything

Rev. Dr. Wallace, of Manchester, was of the
opinion that prohibition and moral suasion must

concerning any subjeet upon which

go together.
Inthe case of every other wrong
we try to persuade persons to follow the paths of

temperance work?

He believed in

ulary. law out and out.

The

enactment

Hampshire

in

the New

friends

It was then

the Constab-

hard work for prohibition.

hold their own. This year has been call
devil’s year, and the speaker was glad
was most out,
Manning, of Worcester, Mass., believed

own

sympa-

perance question,

Henry

W.

Pierce, of

Hillsborough,

a

brother of Ex-President Pierce, was sorry Cn
any one should bring politics into the meeting.

He was a Democrat; but he learped
from his

father, who went

temperance

through the

revolu-

The

completed

most of the Senators vacated their seats. In |

contents

of his stomach

upon the

head

of

portion of the message
most attention.
This

will, however, attract the
portion of the message

hardly rises to the level of alow stump speech.
It appeals to the lowest passions and prejudices
of men, and endeavors to sow the seeds of hostility between
creditors of
necessity of
inviolate,he

the masses of the péople and the
the nation.
While prating of the
preserving the public faith and credit
proposes that all payments ot interest

on the public debt shall hereafter be accounted
as payment of the principal debt! That would be
sustaining the public credit with a vengeance!
This feature of the message was denounced on
ull hands and found no defender in the House of
Representatives.

I have

mo

room

to comment

further “on this remarkable document. Fortunately for the country the opinions
Johnson

have

become

of

of Andrew

little consequenceto

anybody, and he has obtruded them upon the

’| country for the last time in the shape
of an annu-

tion.

Mr. Manning

The result of the election has

Congress. He ought to feel better after relieving
himself of such a mass of bad stuf. The financial

thy, but not enough work, and was yery severe
on the Democrats for their. action on the tem
Col.

become a clifonic complaint with him,and rgcov-

ious

of such an
Legislature

| that the temperance cause had too much

passions

evidently added to his excess of bile, and he
spews forth tlic whole mass of the bitter and bil-

did not strive for it lust summer, because it was
ists to
ed the
that it
J. F,

his

or prejudices haye been aroused. Railing against
Congress and the reconstruction measures has

ery is hopeless.

rectitude, If they do not, we punish them.,—
Why should we not take the same course in the

tion. Mr. Plerce found friendsof the caus§ in.
Senate accordingly adjourned before the. all political parties.
Rev. Dr. Wallace sald it was absurd to talk
reading of some of the more objectionable
about polities in temperance with the city of
portions had been fairly reached, and the Manchester as an example before the Conven-

next day when

vindicate

of Joshua

from Georgia, were presented.
Mr. Drake, of
Missouri, opposed the admission of Mr, Hill, and
a debate sprung up upon the condition of affairs
in Georgia.
A communications{rom
the Govern«
or of Georgia, was read in which he alleged that
the conditions of the reconstruction acts had not

Georgia. was read.
It is an 1_gxceedingly
well
{ written production, apd is’ Avorthy of a careful

future y events must determine.

respecting the relation of temperance to politics.

way to give expression to the indignation

5H

had come indeed, and that the political millennium was not far distant.
Nor was this all mere
simulation.
There really was less of partisan
animosity and more of real kindly feeling than
I have observed since the commencement of the
war of rebellion.
The questions that divide parties have just been submitted to the great tribunal of the American people for
decision, and
the hopeful and cheerful spirit in which their
verdict is received gives good ground of hope for
the perpetuity of our institutions.
The members of both*Houses were very generally present at the opening” of Congress, and
the proceedings of bothrHouses- indicated an intention to enter upon the business of the session
at once. A variety of bills and resolutions were

He stated under

effected, there was quite an interesting discussion

Thisis an un-

in its

from various

Mr. Sumner introduced a bill to sccure the
In response“toa call previously issued, the | right of suffrage to all classes in all of the States
by Congressional enactment.
friends of temperance in this state met in convention in the M, E. church, in Manchester, on
Mr. Cragin,of N. H\ and -Mr. Pomeroy, of
Wednesday, the 9th inst. The Convention was
Kensas,
severally
introduced a constitutional
called to order by Hon. J.D. Lyman, President amendment to secure the same end. Mr. Sum
of the State Alliance, who made a brief and apner willundoubtedly press his idea of congrespropriate address.
The Secretary of the Allisional authority over this subject but it will
ance then made his annual report, in which he
hardly be sustained by Congress, 1 think. Mr.
referred, among other things, to the many obstaSumner also introduced a bill to provide forthe
resumption of specie payments.
Other gentle~
cles which had opposed the advancement of the
temperance cause within the past year. The fumen in both branches submitted bills looking to
ture, however, has a brighter look, and there is the same end,and I trust some legislation tending
much to encourage the temperance people of to the accomplishment of this object will be perNew Hampshire to work.
The great trouble in
fected before the end of this session.
this state arises from the non-enforcement of the
The message of the President was not received
present prohibitory law,
till yesterday, and 1 presume you are already inWhile the permanent organization was being
formed of the treatment it received. The messag:

document and it received un-

insult, offered, and each sought

PI1scATAQuIS,

gentlemen

would have fancied that the era of good feeling

# perusal

no use.

It being in its fea-

by

N. H. Temperaitce Convention. | merits of the case.

Union, of

ity big us look that way? But we will con- |tutes a perversion ot itory in the interest
gent to wait until our capacities justify our "of private revenge, aud studied falsification
ambition, and not attempt to set up another of the condition of the country in the inter’| luminary ‘till sure that the beams of the est of personal animgsity, heither House
was disposed to endure without protest the
Morning Star will not utterly eclipse it.

addresses

vened in exceedingly good humor.
The utmost
cordiality seemed to prevail on all sides, and the
beholder of the hearty hand-shakings and greetings between members of opposite political faith

affords the first instance in Massachusetts,

MESSAGE

was sent to both branches.
precedented

for

The evening was devoted largely to short and
spirited

ing that some one struck him in the face as
the: cause of his strange conduct. This trial

can say that this vast Maine Empire shall universal
sufftage,
naturalization, ¥ and
not yet rise to the dignity and high impor- finance and others receiving attention.
tance of other localities which already ex- Decided opposition was manifested to the
hibit a much loftier ambition to be world- course pursued by Hon. Reverdy Johnson,
centers ? Who shall say that there will not our Minister to England, and the President
speedily arise a becoming ambition from was asked to let the House know what inthis quarter which shall propose to es- structions have been given him. The protablish its denominational centers inde- ceedings of Tuesday were for the most part
pendent of the rest of mankind? With such unimportant. On Wednesday the

an ambition may we

will support no man

any office, eithe
nfluence: or votes, who
is, or ma
, engaged in the sale and traffic of
intoxicat
liquors contrary to the provisions
and laws of the state.

on

peace ? While his eye looks into our hearts,
cjm we permit enmity to dwell there?

The following resolution was introduced by
Col.: Pierce, of Hillsboro’, and adopted by the

Convention :
Resolved, That we

ing offices are filled by prominent members
earth and good will to the children of men of the Liberal party. Earl Russell, for a
was proclaimed, will not our hearts accept wonder, is without office, and John Bright
anew the great gift that made Israel rejoice | _declines to accept it. The British ship of
then ? While the footprirts of the Invis- ‘state is thus again launched and commences
ible seem fresh upon the earth, and we a voyage upon tinknotvn waters, but whethfancy Christ walking and talking with men,
er it will be long or short, prosperous or ||

that filled

are few.
A vast section of country lies north of us
in this country, as yet ‘mostly unsettled, —
large enough and rich enough to make a
state, and © all

man.

.

andstriking his face with his hands, alleg-

fense. His testimony seemed to produce
no decided impression either way, though
had it come from a disinterested and credible witness it would of course be conclusive.
The week has witnessed the formation of a
NEW MINISTRY
in England.
The audience of Mr. Gladstone with the Queen resulted in his being
vested with the dignity and authority of the

the

directly or

brought to a close early last week, when sections .of the state. The attendance of delethe verdict of manslaughter was rendered gates was not so large as at.some previous gath-by the jury. The trial attracted much at- erings ‘of the friends of the cause, but the lack of
tention and possessed features of interest. numbers was fully compensated in éarnest work
Thé principal plea made by the defense was, and deep feeling.
that of insanity. It would seem that to
Washington Correspondence.
make this plea more effectual, the prisoner
%
Pf
—
felt called upon to give an illustration of his
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 10, 1868.
mental aberrations by jumping up with a
The third session of the Fortieth Congress conshriek during the examination of a witness

and faithfully every duty, we need not fear
but we shall be bidden higher. Keeping
near the Shepherd we shall dwell in peace.’
If we wander, gentleness will win us back
perhaps ;*but contention,—will that soften
a wanderer ?
Peace in our churches! What makes us
love the courts of our God more than peace
in her palaces ? We
cannot sustain and
strengthen our pastors withoutit, we can-

when

furnish, either

tice so abhorrent and degrading asto deserve the
-severest reprehension of every true temperance

of the Holy Spirit to keep fault-finding out ‘in which a prisoner has been: allowed to
of our hedrts.
When we humble ourselves,
we shall be exalted, if we have done well

oppose our

hands they expect political distinction—a prac-

was

Chancellor ofthe Exchequer,and the remain-

who preaches

re-

indirectly, intoxicating drinks to those at whose

loch’s political opinions, little or none can
be found with his financial. Here his views
are in the main sound and his recommendations judicious,
3
THE TRIAL
of Andrews,

candidates for any office who

for political offices to

fault may be found with Secretary McCul-

the echo

Baptists live and worship together in loving brotherhood. Recently "Bro. Redlon,

acceptable

forts, literally building up with one hand what
we are pulling down with thé other.
The fifth favors a State Constabulary.
The sixth declares that it is wrong in principle and demoralizing in practice for candidates

upon’Congress the propriety of declaring
that the principal of five-twenty bonds is
to be paid in coin. This explicit declaration he considers necessary to obviate the
harm that has been done, in . depressing the
value of these securities by the discussion
of other methods of payment. Whatever

of

the service of Christ.
Here
Methodists,
Congregationalists, C." Baptists and .F. W.

and

cause, for in such case we support with our votes
what we are opposing in all our temperance ef-

ever, except tthe government dues for which
+

er’s family.
And now,

The religious interest is quiet but steadily onward.
Dexter ought to be occupied at once by a
Freewill Baptist Minister. Abbott is enjoying a revival, Already eight or ten of the
young people have been ‘converted, and
more are anxious. One prominent Spiritualist, a man of years, has renounced that
scheme of delusion, and is now active in

polls

contracted, and that after the first 8f January, 1871, they shall cease to be alegal tender
on any contracts, or for any purpose what-

Society, Sunday School Convention twice a
welfare.

pleasant

school temperance societies, which shall be auxiliary to the State Alliance.
;
The fourth says it is wrong to support at the

States notes shall cease to be a legal tender
in payment of all private debts subsequently

cessful in finding men willing to accept office under hii. - Lord
Clarendon becomes
Foreign * Secretary, Mr. Henry A.
Bruce, Home Secretary, Mr. Robert Lowe,

Law,

some

marks on assuming the duties of presiding offiTIE REPORTS
for? How the little child loves it, and when
| cer. An eloquent Jetter'was rdad from Hon. J.
folded closely in its mothet’s arms it knows of the heads of the several departments || 'W. Patterson, U. 8. Senator, now in Washingthe luxury of peace. How beautiful it makes have been made and published in due form, | ton, who regretted his inability to be present.
our homes, and yet how easily its charm 1s’ allof which possess more or less features | The Committee on Resolutions made a report,
broken. One gloomy frown, one impatient of interest. The report of the Treasury De- | | presenting a series of Tecsolutions,’ which were
action, one hasty word, and tumult takes its partment, will doubtless receive special at- |t adopted scriatim, with “discussions and some
place. ‘We do not need-to be a guest long tention. The Secretary is apparently quite | | afhiendments, The first advocates the employin any home to determine whether peace well satisfied with the condition of the pub- ment of both moral and legal means for the suppression of the trafli¢ in intoxicating liquors, the
abides there. Tt cannot exist where strife iis, lic debt, although showing an increase of teachings of the pulpit, the instructions of the
and one jar in the domestic machinery af- over thirty-five and a half millions on ac- Sabbath schools, the earnest entreaty of personfects the most distant and minute member.
count of the loan to Pacific Railroads and al effort and the restraining influence of the
O how weneed this element in ourhomes.
the Alaska purchase. Among the more pledge should also be employed.
The second recognizes the church of Christ as
Weary husbands and discouraged wives important of his recommendations is one
need it, thildren and servants need it. for enactments by which contracts for the the most powerful auxiliary ini the good work of
temperance,
‘@wife takes all the sweetness out of life, it payment of coin can be enforced, and that
The third advocates the formation of Sabbath

Premiership, and he has been unusually suc-

Maine

| Concor d, fér President, and an appropriate number of Vice Presidents and’ other officers. Col.

ad-

not pray for ourselves, or for sinners, with-

the

like its moneys ;. but not one of all the

© And angels’ wait on me

It is

In the afternoon a, ‘permanent organization
probable that ‘Congress will address itself
to its work im earnest until ‘after the holi- | w as effected by.the choice of Col.-D. A. Warde,of

clude much of what there is worth living journ.

accumulations of the ¥F. W. B. Printing
Establishment ?_ Does not its past generos- precedented treatment.

“ Then dry that glist’nin’ e’e, Jean,
My soul lungs to bd free,Jean,~"

feeling is: represented as intense.

out this seal of our reconciliation to Christ,
this pledge of our adoption into our Fath-

with

39.

ordered’'to be printed, but it was not re- | ance cause, andl if any good could be. got out of
ferred to the committee on the whole. The | that party in New Hampshire, he should like to

and

satisfied

such a race of glory by a gift from the high

st

N umber

would gladly live a State Constabulary to
put it through. We have a County Bible

ple,

swaddling clothes with which to start upon
wears past, Jean,
caymmin’ fast, Jean,

* is charmed by the song and melody of its ous heart at the disclosure of shining heavCaledonian ancestry, Their spirit as their
names descended to us,
Auld Scotia was grandly represented, as
well in auditory as performance, at Mr.
Kennedy's first appearance for this winter,

miles of Dover,

the ordinance of baptism and made additions to the church." Many are the calls for

Jean,~

And.by the next two lines comes a shock of
sympathy too strong for ‘tears, fusing the

the blood that *‘that tracks back

last Wednesday evening,

was, it was enough for the hour.

may believe it was an inspiration

‘| promotion of human

Pe Lando?
Leal”?
his - dispontented -sons—under-the emigra~ fern
tion fever,—*“Tha ills.o' Scotland ye'll find Again comes the touch, of personality :
every whar,but the gude o’ Scotland nae-

on

or equal, if it had not been by such momentary transition from laughing. As'it

year, a Christian Convention now and then,
and other needfu! organizations
for the

Jean—

To the Land o’ thé Leal,”

life,

and * Scotland Yet!” tells that not the
household only, but the nation too, is the
home of the Scottish heart, however fartraveled and long-absent in person. Every-

gis

‘ we

to the

** The Cotter’s Saturday Night" tells

what the domestic home is to Scottish

ceased,

on the bed of sickness, declining
grave, and in view of life beyond:

eve-

Such

scarcely

he will
In the
solemn
hoping,

Mr. Kennedy aptly heads the programme
entertainment.

Kennedy, while yet the

have

to the serious. Ilo announces that
now sing.‘‘ The Land o’ the Leal.”
first lines the auditory come into
sympathy with the suffering and

quicker!”

0’ the Leal,” on his full audience at Steinway Hall, should be evidence more conclu-

of his public

whether the weeping had been more or less,

manhood and in the midst of eminent

The effect in Mi. Kennedy's sharp transition
from ¢ My Spouse

el

1868.

1b

the House the document as read as ustial. | turbing the harmony of {he meeting. He Ell
was not to blame for the truth. In Massachuand the customary number of copies was | he
setts the, Democrats would not help the temper--

Ponce,

~

preceded so immediately by the ludicrous,—

the

pig anyy thing can test Mr. Beecher's theory of the correlation of laughing and weep-

on

;

And the view opens to the contrast of that
land, with this earth, as the refuge from all
ill:
;

——

it spills.

have been

changes, in the moment,

New York, Dec. 8, 1868.

one side,

feeling would

will have something of a different kind.”
And with the change of histone and countenance the mental atmosphere of the scene

°

York Correspondence,

-I would first-make them Jangh.

full,

having, at the first break-

** Now,” says Mr.

for the trees that have only leaves

O Patient Master, be patient still,

said:

round,

the pathetic

more or less, or the same, if it had not been

sonation of the more essential Scottish life,
we can afford to -miss its dress; and yet be

ground and welkin.

What if the Master should say to them—
“ Nevermore shall fruit be seen

N

his

ing line a coal to the powder ‘of the main
magazine, exploding -to laughter shaking

For the Master's.piercing gaze,
That live and flourish and bloom in v alo

©

middle-life,

cy,” a culmination of the humor, wit and
comedy of the entertainment,—the conclud-

Lifting their faces evermore

New

of

fresh face, of pleasing features,is alive with
the spirit of the occasion and theme. Why
the ‘“hame” costume was not more befitting
and would not be more happily effective, I
wonder. But with so much of the imper-

battle-ground by ¢‘a horse in readiness,’
in prudent..regard to ‘ sleepin’ in a hale
skin.” And now comes ‘* My Spouse Nan-

Alas! for the trees that are straight and tall,

On the trees that camber

fitly

ing of the * din of the bagpipes,” left she

joy is upon the earth,

After these many days!

desdéndants ; and

ed man. Mr. Kennedy is in stature scar cely
above the medium hight, but greatly beyond the medium capacity of chest. Of the

o’ his ain defeat,”

And the fields of golden sheaves.

Alas!

dress,

er

DECEMBER

‘and combinations on a black-board? What
will it offer us more positive, more palpahardly reconciled to the dress-coat and bly positive,fkan the immortality of Christ's
white-kid substitution.
gospel,jin its word and spirit,—the Land
In the fisherman’s seng, ‘‘ Boatie Rows,” of the Li¢al, witnessed by that great audi- cheats us of ‘all its sunshine, it makes our
he brings his auditory into sympathetic par- tory, a felt reality to all, the accordant con- hearts bitter, our homes repellent, ‘it leaves
ticipation of the love, hardship aud dan- sciousness of the whole multitude, as one no place for the blessing of peace. Society
ger of, the toil that “‘ buys the parritch mind and heart? “Net the solid rock it is but a chhos without peace, where faultmeal” and ““ wins the bairn’s bread.” “And ‘“ bores tgeprove that he who made it is finders'feed their gross appetites by slanif to ‘“ a’ who wish the boatie speed,” be mistakenfin the date,”is so ‘‘.positive” as der and contention.
This one iscensured,
indeed the ‘ happy lot” the chorus wishes,a "the objects of Christian faith.
E. M.
and that one hastily accused, and uneasy
*“ happy lot” have we all. In ¢ There's nae
tongues lash every available subject.
luck about the house when our gude man’s
- What is_society without peace” but ‘a
awa',” he takes us into the home and heart Down East, —r Plain-Letter.
dreary waste,no rest, #o repose, but one
-of wifely love and care and joy. In the
incessant round of warfare. We need it
Winter is upon us in substantial earnest, here, that we may not malign one another,
““ March of the Cameron Men,” he bears
us along with them in patriotic triumph. —plenty of snow and capital sleighing. that we may not injure the innocent, or. do
~~
The call of ‘the audience for its repetition Lumbering business is opening’ inggreat ac- violence to the guilty. Peace will exalt our
isanswered with promise that, instead, he tivity, from Bangor to Moosehead Lake social position and place us above the grovwill, in the Course of the evening, sing and the upper regions. TheR. R. to con- eling spirit of rivalry. Politically we need
¢“ The Land o’ the Leal,"—the promise as nect Bangor and Dover is progressing rap- it. O how greatly in these days of tumult!
warmly applauded by the auditory as the idly, over thirty miles being already graded. We plead that brother may not rise up
repetition it was to substitute had been call- The remaining fifteen will be completedby against brother, that oppression may cease,
‘ed for. In ‘‘.The Married Man's Lament,” April, and early next season the beautiful andOpposition to just and righteous laws
he demonstrates a miserable marriage ; and valley of the Piscataquis- will be open to be succeeded by unity.by. “Roy's Wife,” an unhappy celibacy}: the rest of the world. Dover,Foxeroft and - We, on whom Christian vows, sacred and
"In « Wattie and Meg,” he gives the practi numerous other villages are building hotels, solemn rest, need aBove all things to have
cal recipe forthe cure of a "scolding wife. stores and private residences’ with great: peace among us. . We, on whom Christ beAfter recess,
he gives the order to-*Xfarch— rapidity. Real estate rises from twenty-five
stowed peace and by his most precious
march !" to the gathering clans, and fired to a hundred per cent. All branches of blood reconciled us to the Father, should
flourish to the
utmost. ‘The dwell in unity. Peace in our churches! do we
for the ‘“ Old.Scottish glory,” we are borne business
with ¢¢ a’ the blue-bonnets over the. Border.” railroad from. Newport to Dexter, has justly estimate its vilue here? The world
Then we have ¢ Johnnie Cope,” the general been recently Speed and is running in full watches us narrowly,and if the workers and
of the English army ¢ Come wi’ the news blast, bringing the world within twelve members togethet abide not in Christ, his

The Worning Star.
—

virtues, not

setling off the representation, here and there
the plaided wife or lassie, and the bonnet-

maturity

m

mn... o£.
standing inthe© Froowill Baptist Connexion are

Leaves

living, and whose

are their adorning. There were the thinking heads and’ solid-sensed faces of Scot-

All letters on business, remittances of money, &0.
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
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disclaimed any intentién of dis

al message.
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We

.

| to trust, ready
present system

LATER CHAPTERS OF HISTORY.

”

IIL

It well became
which "took

OW

expense

human favor for their elevation, and

of

which

sodghs, against many adverse influences,
the-secial and intellectual improvement of

advan-

heathen mind a substitute for his false Taith.
It is essential that the churches have men,

that love Christ and the souls of the Hin-

doos, while
stition goes
vent both a
men to-the narrow limits of any one’ state
It still more became a church | ligion, and
or country.

its members, not to confine its interest in

the breaking down of superforward, on the ground, to prereactionin favor of the old reand
the taking up of atheism
!

—to fill hands throwing away
founded on a belief in the impartial love of | infidelity,
‘God towards men and in an unlimited atone- | the Shasters, with the word of God,—to
cred duty, the work

in the com- | Juggernaut,

involved

mand, ¢ Go ye into all the “world,”
preach the gospel to Gvery creature.”
At a time when the cause of foreign

of prostrate

pedestal

on the

a sa- | put the cross

to cheerfully accept, as

ment for'sin,

and to recast

character and

and | life under the formative influence of Christ's
»
| gospel.
The work we “have begun in that bemis- |

the Freewill | nighted land, in’ view of these sure but per-

sions was yet in its minority,

Baptist church engaged in- the enterprise, | haps slowly coming events, assumes a very
great importance. Our missions have aland sent ferth her representatives to lands
With a willingness alike ready won the confidence of the natives.
across the sei.
creditable to her piety and scop® of faith During the late famine, hundreds of Hin-

doos were only saved from stafvation by
the
Christians. of our churchés? Such

she accepted the work of preaching the redemption of Christto the lost of India, The

philanthropy the

liv-

of men,

condition of so many millions

heathen

can

nomination, and therefore successfully appealed. Its interest in the evangelizing of
heathen nations, more than thirty years
ago, was expressed by sending missionaries to them.
Years -have only -deepened

on their wings,” by the

press,

by

Zenana

work, by public and private preaching, our

missionaries in India are gaining in influ-

for ‘constantits devotion to that work ; for, although the’ ence, and securibg a positionmass of idolaters among whom-its

...began, have

not,

like those

ly increasing usefulness. As much as can
be, they are hastening
the long expected
day, and they; or their descendants, will be
ready, when it comes, to gather a wide
harvest for Christ.
WN

mission

of the

Sand:

~ wich Islands, beeh redeemed,
nor any dis=

tinguished success covered

its

work

with

glory, yet relying with steadfast faith on
the promises of God, its churches have]

Not so much
by what has been
HO
mn
4
actual conversion
the
ir"
Plished
|
both
contributions,
{heir
enlarged
steadily
| by results now maturing

ing.

Freewill Baptist missionaries that -have |
grown aged in India, are laborink: there toOthers, who long ago went from us
day.
» to proclaim to the Hindoo bthe unsearchable riches of Christ,” sleep beneath the |
waves of the ocean beating on the shores of |
that dark land, and ethers beneath the

-

vet ready to receive the word of God.

sea! How life-givimg the. cool, translucent wave ! How ther green grass would
grow luxuriant and rich on the banks, and the

flowers open their golden petals clothed.in
greater beauty than Solomon in all his glory, and the trees wave their varied and

accom-

of the

and

ere

long-to

rustling

be realized, must our missionary undertakings be estimated. The harvest gives
value to the seed-time. Of the husbandman of gospel

sod.

Young hearts and strong have recently left
our schools of training and entered the
In the
battle there; more bide their time.
country lying northwest of Bengal bay, a
little colony of our members, pattly native
and partly Americane®e seeking to undermine ““Satan’s seat.” They toil with hope.
Letters recently written from India, and
from the part of it where our mission Tis
planted, declare the existence of a silent
and gradual revolution of réligious belief
in the native mind. The ancient faith,
attacked by thé gospelon every side, is
slowly yielding to the truth, and the reign
of pagan despotism draws to an end. The
seed of distrust is sown in many minds not

restless tossing .and real of the troubled

heathen, as by the preparations, rhade, and

of men and money, for this holy. undertak-

|
|
|
|
|

truth

it has

been

said, he

“waiteth patiently.” Every year the success of Christianity makes progress, and
the redemption of the world draws nigh.
I have sometimes thought that the FreeWill Baptist denomination was called into
existence to be primarily a missionary
church. For this, it has seemed to me, it
is better fitted than to compete with older,
wealthier and stronger bodies for suprem3cy at home. Every. denomination has
some distinctive work.

This may be

ours.

entering,

and to which giving its best energies, it may‘hope to be made of inestimable value to
the cause of Christ. The Moravians are
now the banner church of the world in this
interesting and remunerative department

Old

prejudices are softened, and the gods are
losing their hold on the better classes of so-

of Christian

work.

Similar

zealous consecration

unselfish

to Christ

crease our missionary

and

would in-

success

to

a

great

< degree. But while this is not the primary object before us, we may claim, in view
In just the same way, in earlier times,
of what we have done and are doing
did the more enlightened paganism of the- “abroad, that not the least of the reasons
Roman Empire yield to the préaching of the that prevailed, at the first, to give us “a
gospel. First came a loss of interest in the local habitation and a name,” is the wide
national worship; a slight stroke of paraly- and blessed work which we are to do for
sis benum bed the popular faith; the. culti- .| Jesus in India.
ATLANTIC.
vated classes swung off into open unbelief’;

ciety.

the power of superstition was broken; then

The Continuing City of Life.

Christianity appeared, at a time when the
religious element of man, dissatisfied and
famishing, cried eut, *‘O that I knew where

“%.

*

I might
time”

find Him.”
Christ

came.

Lord” was “prepared”
advanced more

The

most

rapidly

“In
“The

way

of

beforé%iim,
on

The church of God is

the fullness of

community

the

and he

foundations of the city

that account.

Before

most

ancient

Before

Cain

Rome

arose,

of God were laid.
before

Memphis

and

Thebes flourished, before Nineveh reared

Mi

its palaces, the city of God was established

Yet threé centuries passed before

\ tianity could be ‘said

to prevail.

Chris-

in the

Bloody

labor, of

earth.

Coeval,

so

to

speak,

with

man, finding its beginning in the first family and its principle of union in the first

persecutions against Christians, up to the
beginning -of Constantine's reign, were
chronic in the empire. The way cast up
for the coming Christ was not free from
Three hundred years of steadohstacles,
fast zeal and

the

world.

builded'a city, or Nimrod founded Babel, the

signal triumphs 6f the gospel

were then won

in the

mise of a Saviour,

the church of the

Wipg God is the most venerable
tions.

The most”

venerable,

of institu-

it is also

the

most youthful; the oldest, it is also the
youngest of communities established on
the earth. It has existed all through the

vigorous work and

stalwart faith, did not any more than carry
the balance in favorof the Christian reli-

ages ; it has seen many vicissitudes,

it has

been persecuted, patronized, caressed; it
Taking a lesson from the analogy of has been tried by adversity and tried perearlier times, it is safe to assert that, asa haps with greater peril to itself by prosperity and peace; it has changed its out' general rule, it is too soon for the church
ward form, and again and again taken a
J}.¥ of our day to look for the prevalence and
supremacy of Christianity over the heathen- new beginning ; it has been limited to one
to one land, having its
ism of the nations among whom her mis- tribe, to one nationy
sions have been planted. Protestant mis- central place of assembly in one city and
upon one hight; it has spread” among all
gions are scarcely an hundred years old.
nations
and people and tongues, and exIn 1732 the Moravians, with an entire congregation not exceeding six hundred per- tended to every land and formed for itself
sons, sent out their first and the first Prot- many centers of union and association ; yet
estant missionaries, Sixty years later, through all its changes its essential characgion.

ter has not been lost, its inward life has

. Carey inaugurated the great movement in
England. Since the year 1800 all Ameri-

had the same general features in all time.
What is true of its life and spirit in oe pe-

can foreign mission societied commenced
their operations. Shall the modern church,
usually considered to be less endowed with
power from on high, in the face of active
opposition and hoary usages, two thousand

riod is true of every period, with varyings

only of degree in all its diverse conditions.
The city of God is thus a continuing city.
The church of the faithfulis secure and imyears older than.the Roman, be expected, movable. Everything that man makes may
in less time than the ancient church, to be moved. Everything he creates may be
subvert heathenism and plant the cross on shaken. Empires 'may be convulsed and
Prophecy and history agree broken up ; thrones may tremble and totter
its throne?
that it is a work of time to carry the king- to their fall; all human systems, all human

power ‘may be shattered. The story of the
‘doms of this worldto the side of Christ.
But God may make the force of truth, in world shows us great things upreared and

established by man.

these latter days, ainulative and increas-

world isthe story of the shaking

The presence there of pominal

uments of genfus,, skill and power, Em:
pires, thrones, kingdoms, principalitiés,

of Christianity in India is sensibly felt.
wristians, the first as men. of business,

powers;

latter
as apostlos of Christ, is preparing

+ the way of the Lord,” and making, ready

"for 5 his
reign.
fanll
rood

Wasy

‘circumstances show

-|
oven now

a glim#|

commercial agi

‘¢ometh.”

philosophies,

emotion begets deep emotion.
It is the
law of our being. Soon sinners will be |
moved,

.

A

with some is like throqw=

_Second~ Summer;

|.

for

mercy. Such |

O that |

God

. | ness for such undeserved
love and goodness.

-Ne'er fired a soul in vainy
hears us most when to our hearts
His answer is least. plain!

Yes; but how wrong we were to look
for sorrow when

of the spirit” to sinners, even though

it be

over a backsliddén church, will ¢“prick them

in their hearts.” Revivals have often” broken out among the impenitent when the
church-as a body were asleep. And they
could only say, ‘the Lord was in the: place, |

and

healing flow from Him in upon our life
from day to day in this city of His holiness,
the holy place ofthe tabernacles of the Most

High
Divine city of life, continue still the’ ornament and grace of our earth, the dwelling-place of God among men, the source

but we knew it not.” If God give any one |
a burden of soul for sinners, a special spir- |
it of prayer for them, they will be convert- |

ed. ‘Will he bring to the birth and
give strength to bring forth

not |

This waiting to get the whole church en- !
listed before we make

direct effort for

the

conversion of sinners, finds justification
neitherin the history of revivals nor the |
philosophy of truth. Itis presumed that sin- |
ners are sufficiently enlightened and orthodox. What is wanted is to drop metaphysics, stop generalizing, theorizing, and ply
them with those stirring, searching truths
that are essential to salvation, making pungent appeals to their hearts and consciences. We must humble ourselves, if it be
humbling, and come down from the sermon style and ‘“ warn and exhort with
strong crying and many tears.” When we
weep over sinners as Christ did -they will
be troubled. It will notbe long after we
can say

as Paul did, I have

warn every

not ceased

one nightand day with

publicly and from

house to house,

to

tears,
before

he would

that we

And He will take thy part;
Yea, though thou stumble in His hands,
He'll lift thee toward His heart!
>

were loved

Covet and have great things of God,
And take them not by stealth;
Seize on those things that most he loves,
And covet all His wealth,

then,

but now

the

summer even to those

who expect only

in the
sweet sound of a voice intoned with tenderness comes into our hearts, bright eyes

Dread not the dizzy, icy crags;
Fear ngt to pierce the skies: *
Stay not upon the topmost peak,
But spread thy wings and rise!

winter.

They see their God who 1ift their hands
With longing toward His throne;

is’ kindly, take our own. What
is only a second summer come
edly; our Father is better than
for—he will notlet us grow sad
least,

we

and death.

whose

touch

then? It
unexpectwe looked
too early.
here
Here, at

expect

only

But how

gloom, and

often

cold,

God sends His

. | light at eventide! Some find that the end
of the day is brightest, the warmth of the
last summer
hours the most delightful.
sumSo may it be with us, and the secon
mer, which comes when all earthly
things

Have faith; for feiirless faith unbars God’s treasure-housc on high;
It soars to heaven; it grasps His wealth
And bears it from the sky!
God gives to men His greatest gifts
With kind, yet jealous care;

begin to fade, be but the introduction

brighter,
spend on

born of large desires,

come not without prayer.

Many good things abroad;

to

a

fairer summer which we" shall
t he *‘ evergreen shore.”—Chris-

tian World.

He scattereth with lavish hands
But of all good be thou content
With nothing less than God!
— Watchman &

hands,

We go down into a dark valle
there are shadows that frighten us,

God honors zeal ; His loftigst gifts
To those bold souls are given
Who, Titan-like, pile up the hills
:
That they may mount toward heaven!

And

New friends‘come, once a;

look into ours, strong

scale the rugged mountain steeps,
And climb the eliffs alone.

Large gifts are

friends .of

our oyouth are dead, and the--stfength
and buoyancy we knew then have departed
from us, And the sadness creeps over us.
We letour eyes grow dim with weeping
over the past, we waste our little remaining strength in repining and fears. But how often does God send a second

Look up with eagle eyes:
For, high as thou dost dare to gaze,
So
high ’tis thine to rise!

Who

only

should

have only joy.
Weare growing old. How sad it is to
Never again shall we
lose our youth!
have the joy that made it so fair to us. We

Climb, O my soul, toward God's high things,

all ministers understood what unlimited |
power for good they have through Christ! |
The word preached in the * demonstration | . Dare to aspire to lofty hights,

Life is there, spiritual and divine

-

Little Graves.
Reflector.

** God plants his flowers at any time,
And gathers at any age.”

Man's Antiquity and Scripture.
—

Geologists are just now eagerly

discus-

.

These graves are very small—they are so
narrow, deep and dark. They make me

shudder with

their “cold, damp

silence.

Tread carefully, speak lowly, -these little
:
sing among themselves the question, wheth- ones may have life.
These
little
k|
But
innocence
has
no
fears.
er the creation of human beings dates bac
pilgrims have explored the depths of these
prior to the period assigned to man’s crea- graves—with no sense other than sleep—
tion by the first chapter of Genesis. Some with no serious regrets, no tormenting reof them insist that the presence of human morse.
Innocence is engraved upon every linearemains in the strata of the earlier geologi:
cal periods proves that human beings must ment of those sweet faces—see those fair

there will be the *‘ sound of abundance of
rain.”
of blessing and salvation to perishing | Pastors! you may all have a precious revival during the next three months. Do
souls!
Awake, arise, shake thyself from
you believe it? May Christ helpyou. Talk, have existed, it may be hundreds of thou- brows, no care wrinkles there, no avarice mars that supattial beauty.
the dust, thou daughter of Zion; let thy
pray, preach for it. Make it a specialty, sands of years ago; others declare that the
They d
not the cup of life to its lees,
light
shine,
thy
glory
be
revealed;
put
on
|:
the objective point.” Begin at once. Let evidence~adduced falls far short. of proof. they sipped. its nectar sweets, Their spirits
thy beautiful garments; stand ready in
your next sermon be a revival sermon; In view of this controversy the Advance were winged ere they left these wondrous!
maidenly purity and grace, ‘ ‘prepared as a
fair bodies. They were of heaven. Angels
name it thus. Give notice that you will SAYS:
;
bride adorned for her husband!”
knew them
loved them. We knew
preach the next Sabbath on the same theme.
If, at last, the intelligent gfblogists many themby one name, the angel#’by another.
T.G
Let that-be the burden of conversation as of whom are Christian men, come unitedly We watched and tended.themwi tenderest
you visit your people. Pray revival pray- to the conclusion, that the evidence of pre- care once ; but the angels will minister and
a
ers. You may be pardoned if your soul historic races of men, prior to the present care for them evermore. We watched them
Revivals.
becomes so absorbed in it that you forget constitution of things, is overwhelmin 2 | entering into this mortal life ; they wait and
5
a
ar
and must be accepted, let the verdict be re- look to give glad welcome to our spirit
to pray for any thing else till the blessing corded and standon its own proper scien- homes.
;
PASTORS ENCOURAGED TO LABOR
FOR THEM.
comes. Read revival portioiis of God's word. tific ground. It will then remain for BibliWe are surrounded with the dying and
There is too general an impression that a
Sing revival hymns. Give revival exhorta- cal scholars to do one of two thin , con- the dead ; but they are in that clime where
good pastor cannot be a revivalist, and
tions. Hold the public attention to this fess frankly, for the time being, a discrep- they die no more, and there is ‘‘no sorrow
that a suegessful revivalist cannotbe a good one thing. Let nothing else come in to ancy between the apparent teaching of nat- there.”
aral science and the Bible, and patient]
Let us cover these little graves with forpastor. Both are errors that are working
divert it.
:
wait till further light shall remove the dif- et-me-nots and = beautiful immortelles.
much harm to Zion. Some, it is-true,«may
Concentrate all thought, sympathy, log- ficulty,as we are often compelled to ‘do on
heirs is the victory without its battle, the
be better adapted to the work of the one
ic, power of -appeal on this one point. other subjects; or else, set themselvesto crown without the strife of the race, life .
than to that of the other. Still the two may
review their interpretation of the Bible, without a fear of death,—Methodist Reeordbe happily blended. Pastors may some- Brood over ity till your souls are wrought and to ascertain whether any mistake has er.
.
up
to
agony.
Pat
in
extra
meetings;
don’t”
been made there, and whether the laws
times need the help of the evangelist. There
hesitate
through fear of failure.
Put of language fairly and honestl
allow
being, however, but few of this class of
What it Cost Him.
a meaning to be putu n the words, which
your
reputation
on
the
altar.
Be
willing
preachers, their assistance cannot often be
Foal
—
to become
‘fools for
Christ's
sake,” will be in harmony with the conclusions of
* What is the value of this estate ?” said
obtained.
Shall, therefore, no effort be
science. If the scientific data and reasonand for the sake of souls. Venture all, ing are correct, then the latter will prove a
gentleman to gnother, with whom he was
made to bring sinners to Christ? Must souls
sed a fine mansion surTrust all. Consecrate all. Do all,not to save to
riding,
as they
Thus
the
solution
of
the
difficulty.
for:whom Christ died perish because help
your reputation, not directly to build up before the discoveries of Co rnicus and rounded by faig#and fertile fields. .
from abroad cannot be secured? .
«I don’t knoW
what it is valued at; I
Galileo, the Christian world had unitedly
your church, but the kingdom of Christ,
Many pastors have resigned themselves that.he may ‘‘ see the travail of his soul and believed, not only that the sun revolved know what it cost its late possessor.”
« How much P”
Ab
to the conviction that they have not the abil. be satisfied,” and God will not withhold the around the earth, but that the Bible clearly
‘ His soul I”
taught the fact., Hence, when science demity to laborin revivals, that their commission
“early and the latter rain” I censure none;
that the sun was the stationary | A solemn pause followed this biief anis to ‘feed the flock,” instruct and discipline I sympathize with all, meaning only to onstrated
tenter of the system, and that the earth re- swer, for the inquirer had not sought first
righteousness.
the Church, guarding it against error, cul- speak a word of encouragement.
and his
‘‘I be- volved around it, and upon its own axis the kingdom of
referre
to d
was the son of a
tivate the ground and sow the seed, but lieve, therefore have I spoken.”
the theologians of all schools were alarmed ~The
ious
laboring man. Early in life he proat so plain a contradiction of Scripture.
that others must reap the harvest. They\
M. H. ABBEY,
essed faith in Christ, and ‘soon obtained a
But with a fixed fact of sciénce to. start u
would educate the people almost up to the
on a mew investigation, the ehurch soon dis- subordinate position in a mercantile estdbpoint of salvation, but not quite ; and others
covered that the contradiction lay in a | lishment in the city. He continuedto mainmust push them into the kingdom. Here
false meaning
given to Seripture, and not tain a reputable religious profession till he
_ Chips.
their responsibility ceases.
On reaching
in Scripture fisolr, “And the whole Chris- became partner. in the firm. Labor increastian world, Romish and Protestant, has se t-|ed. He gave less attention to religion, these conclusions they make a sad mistake,
——Poverty may excuse a shabby coat, tled with as much unanimity as before, up- and more and more to his business, and
yetthey evince a spirit of rare seM-immola- but is no excuse for shabby morals.
p
The same rev- the cares of the world choked the Word.
on this new interpretation.
tion by being willing to do nearly all the
olution, with the same unanimity in the re- Ere he became old, he : was exceedingly
Tt is better fo have a thread-bare coat
work and even rejoice that other . men
sult, has followed the scientific discovery | rich in money, but so poor and miserly in
that the earth did not begin to exist only soul, that none who knew him would hav @
may gather the sheaves. All this prelim- than a thread-bare credit.

inary work is essential.
may reap.

Buf he that sows

“They that sow in tears shall reap in
joy. He that goeth forth weeping, bearing
precious seed, shall doubtless come. again

that he had ever borne the sa~—TFaith is a cablo which holds
us to the | six thousand years ago, and was not crea i- i | suspected
name of him who said, ‘It is ,more
A parallel ehango
ed
in
six
literal
days.
anchor cast within the veil. Every trial
endared, instead of weakening,
new cord to its strength,
—— «The children

but addsa

of this world

are in

with rejoicing bringing his sheaves with | their generation wiser than the children of
him.” There is nothing so peculiar about light;” not in the’ choice of objects, but

hu-

¢

ty

and call on God

will almostinvariably be the result.

man faiths, have again gnd again been shak- revivals as that their promotion must be
en and overturned. So shall they be till left exclusively to a few evangelists, He has
he shall come whose right ii is to reign. But no special style of speaking, no peculiar inthe church of God continues
and abides tonations nor corapass_of votbe, ability to
amid every convulsion and change, Its weep,to excite the passions, eloquence, tact,
foundations are deep and strong. Its place learning, that are essential to insure conbe successful
-of defense is the munitions of rocks. . It is versions. If the evangelist
built upon the Eternal Rock, and the very he must be'a man full of the Holy. Ghost,”
4

and still others. |

It is contagious. Nothing is more so. Deep |

other uses by which in our

God, and streams of sweetest promise

of the

governments,

throwing a

Some brother will catch the |

spirit, and soon another,

life from Him who is its source and end.
Peace is there; the peace of God, deep, lasting, unruffled, flowing like a river through
the mercy of the Lord. Joy is there, joy
unspeakable and full of glory, joy such as
the world knows not, the joy of the Lord,
the gladness of the ransomed and redeemed.
Consolation abounds; all our
springs of comfort and blessedness are in

nations and the overthrow of human mon-

and real

jin the breeze,

living flame.

wisdom we pbllute the pure streams of life
which God sends us for our good. Through
the church of the living God flow. such
streams of blessing and health. Springing from the eternal fount, rivers of grace
flow into and gladden the city of our God.
“Everything lives whithersoever the river

But the story of the

ingly emphatic. At any rate, the influence

fri:

5

tresses

broad and grateful shadow over the tired
and weary citizens reclining beneath!
How the bird of radiant plumage, and every living creature would quench its thirs}
in the waters; and the little child stoop to
drink the limpid ‘wave; and the” maiden
bring her pitcher to be filled; and .all the
city be gladdened and refreshed by its ‘soft
and pleasant ripple and flow! So might
it be in many gffmodern city, but for those

Certainly here is an open field,—“white,
already for the harvest,” having few laborers, into which any denomination

: ——Repentance

success? If not, whose fault is it but his
own?
7
It is the truth in pure hearts and spoken
by tongues touched with the prophet's ‘live

Selections.

appreciate.

The
nature of Christianity was never
placed in more advantageous contrast with
their religion than at that: time. By
schools, by annual journeys with “healing

ing the life and dying the daily death of
idolaters, appealed to the piety” of the &-

of suffering and sacrifice.

progress of scienee, for it

God,
the Creator,
endsus necessarily
to
wit, that great spiritual exaltation’ in the and we hold also to Christianity
which re-.
CI
baptism
the
kingdom of Christ must follow
veals God, the Redeemer.

ing overboard a much ‘prized cargo to}
We
get mistaken sometimes, wise as we
save a sinking ship. They much regret the
are worse than
ow and then thin
loss of sinful pleasures, yet reluctantly let wo expected. We looked for gladness, and
convulsions may overtake the earth, whatthem go to avoid a greater loss; but like have sadness instead; we expected light,
ever volcanic shocks upheave human cities
”
that saves
‘men.
How often have a | Israe} they
are soon. afterwards found and find only darkness. But.
and bury their denizens in the ruins, and’ coal,
betwhatever social convulsions shake the king- few words, uttered by stammering lips, yet craving the leeks and onions of Egypt. is the reverse of this. Our father is
ter
to
us
than
our
fears,
the
world
is
fairer
| doni3 and governments of nen,
the city ot"
God is immovable, the church
of God been as arrows in the hearts’ of the king's
weep bitterly that sin has been committed,
enemies!.
If God use the weakest of the and will mourn, not that it must part with
is secure. | ¢ She shall not be’ moved,” for,
As now, when we are made to under
“God is in the midst of her.” The re- laity,as he often does, to thresh-mountains, sin, but that the abhorred corruptions of stand what an Indian summer is like, when
may he not use you, * Oye of little faith
the earth is robed in fresh and unexpected .
sin are its only possession.
sources of omnipotence arewhers.
God
beauty. After thexrains had fallen we beIt
is God's order that ministers should give
shall help her, and that at early morn,”
~The Christian must climb many hills gan to feel almost. “disposed to
the
¢¢
trumpet
a
certain
sound,”
that
the
as’ when .Sennacherib beleaguered: the old
and journey through many a vale. After about the cold. “The summer is all over,”
d,
Jerusalem, and all his myriads of armed people understan and they will come up to. climbing the ascent Li$ trials will be re- we said ** the skies are dull, the. winds ‘are
men at the blast of the Lord's anger weve the help of the Lord against the mighty. Let: warded by far-reaching and glorious visions. cold, the leaves will begin to fall,and winter
will be here directly.” But instead we have
withered asthe leaves of autumn, in the us come before them fresh from Calvary,all
While on these hights he sees more clearly a second summer.
The sun is as brilliant
imbued
with
its
tender,
melting
spirit,
in
glance of his indignation were melted like
his future pathway, and he does well to as ever, the skies ‘as cloudlessly blue, the *
travail
for
souls
groaning
to
be
delivered,
snowin the hof noon-day sun, so shall it be
reener than in June, and
‘keep these visions in remembrance, for he meadows are
inthe direst exigencies of the church, "Man's and they will catch the spitit and follow must needs go through valleys where obser- instead of anything like winterwe feel agif
extremity shall be God's opportunity,
and where they are led. Was it ever other- | vation will be limited and many by-ways we might go back to midsummer holidays
!
and revel in the beauties of the magnifithé most imminent danger shall be turned wise ?
will tempt his feet astray. Let the Chris- cent summer, and gorgeous sunrises and
We
must
conclude,
then,
that
the
greater
into signal deliveyance and triumph. Neyer
part'of the responsibility of declension lies tian be careful in tha hour of triil not to sunsets, and. calm, clear moonlight nights.
has God abandoned his faithful children,and
from the course so clearly seen Again the joy of the glad time comes to
at our door.
It will not answer to transfer swe¥ve
us, and we drink in the beauty of God's
he never will.
All otkers may forsake us,
when
on
the
hight.
J. HAYDEN,
it to.the membership, and say, if they were
earth, singing praises to his name.
ta
but not the eternal God, *¢ our .refuge and
only in the work we should have a revivale|
. These are not the only lsummer-times
strength, our very present help in trouble.”
“| we-have—they are emblems. In the world
Their¢“ ease in Zion” cannot prevent our |
This continuing city is atity of ‘life and
of our Jives it is just the same. Some joy
| ¢¢ spirit being stirred” within us as we see |
peace and every joy. Itis a city which the
has been given us—we have-had a glad and
iniquity abounding. Their unbelief cannot |
time,
a happ,
ne better than we expected,
Hebrew bard beholds made glad by the
cause our faith to be without effect.
¢ longer. And then, as soon as
and las
streams of a riverof divine blessing. What
If we are feeling deeply for the salvation
"| it seems to be nearly oser, we let the cloud
an enchanting picture does his inspired
settle upon our faces and the gloom steal
of sinners, and are doing all we can for |
Aspirations.
‘
fancy create for us! Through an Eastern
| into our spirits, and begin our complainings
them
a revival
has really begun.
It
—
—
city with its hot and parched air, its dry and
again. But how oftén are we mistaken
always commences in some one heart, it is |
God's high things are not all ours,
here! The summer is longer than we
thirsty soil, how sweet and refreshing scarcely ever simultaneous inmany souls. | Though
*T'is ours to look above;
expected, new pleasures come to us—the
.would_ be the streams of a pure river of
All is not ours to have and hold,
In whose heart should it more fitly have its
shines again, and the
gun of
prosperit
But all is ours to love!
water ! Ilow - peace-breathing the quiet
light of God's smile floods our heart. How
inception than the pastor's? But it will not |
flow of the stream, compared with the
good hévis!
Weare filled with thankfallong be pent up there; it will break forth a | Strong aspirations, high and pure,

TOaAeT With the—zent-of-one—ag---tageof the occasion for presenting; to the

‘grieved, and labored at much

thy
with
Christ and souls.
driven out. It'would scorn to surrender; in intense sympa
it knows not how. to capitulate; it ‘cannot’ Such aman will always succeed. But may

leasure in the

remember, to

should

the lesson

be dislodged or destroyed.
less some parts of it may be,in its innermost
citadel it is always truly loyal." Whatever

two centuries go

by before the final downfall, to take

the part of the

that all

gates of helhshall not prevail

However faith- not every pastor have all these elementsof

as the dissolution of the
becomes more and more

although

ans even
| general,
of. Christi

a body

up, at home,

against it. of much prayer, faith, purity of heart and
The cliarch is in thé world and it cannot be motive, entirely consecrated to the work,

the highest degree important that there be
Christians, whom the natives have learned

the F. Baptist 5.

of

4

{ mer on the hills of the east, and foretelling
| the approach of the Messiah.
If the indications to which our missionaries have referred are not delusive, it is in

rT ———————

Rise

Sa

in the use and adaptation of means to se1|
cure their object.” The highway robber ways brings its men, and somebody wi
have the learning and acuteness necessary
may in this respect be wiser than the to harmonize the. two (divine revelations,
philanthropist.
i
“each of which stands firm on its own basis

_ ——The two aspiring
disciples who would
sit the one on the right nd the other, on
the loft hand of the Saviour, wero taught

nN

sickened and died. Just before he died he
remarked,—** My prosperity has been my
ruin.”
0, what a price for which to barter away

immortal joy and everlasting life jc

many do it.

“ When I have finished

how

this

house,” said one man, ‘then I will seek
the Lord.” * Years afterwards,”
sail the
; the house
narrator, ** I passed that way

but the man was déadI”
of evidence, and the apparent digcrepan- was not finished,

cies of whose teachings are réferable simply to our imperfect knowledge of the one
or the other, or

both.

We

erefore

take

« What shall it profit a man

gain the whole

if he shall

world and lose his own

soul PP-~Mark 8: 86, 87,

{
0

b

of opinion and interpretation las been go- blessed to give than to receive.”
At length he purchased the large landed
ing on for the last twenty-five years respec t-|
ing the universality of the™Noachic deluge. estate referred to, built a costly mansion,
Now we sfem to eome to a difficulty which
we confess to be more serious, both in itd
relation tothe laws of interpretation, and
the whole scheme of Chri an theology.
But we borrow no trouble. The crisis al-]

%

i

f

i

Ra

n,

a

v

Jel

dg

Comes

‘blossoming

)

~ Churches hate experience,

Just so soon

that, joined to the sounds of life in the street, .

Ri

softened by distance, presently soothedme
as, by thorough practife, the minister be- ‘into a half-sleep. ‘Thus the sun slipped
comes ‘qualified for the pastoral and. preach- lower and lower down the wall while Ila
er’s office, he is thrown aside.. To know on the sofa drowsing and dreaming, unt

how to preach, to be filled with the wisdom
proper to the pulpit, is a fatal maturity.
The churches don’t want such. Read this,

some sudden silence woke me.

‘The

Lord has poured out his spirit

Kennedy is not sick.

His eye

a wealthy

and

ioportant

church.

Dr!

is not

dim.

His physical ability is hot abated.

But he

is not 80 young as he was fifteen years ago,
when’ he was settled. The demand in
some parts of the state is for very young
men,-and to: this demand Dr. Kennedy had
to yield, He gave the charch the best of
hislife, and gocs into a country village,

with: a faint brightness,

as though twilicht

had been an enchanter ‘who had touched it
with his magic wand.
-. At the sudden light, 1 felt as if there had
been an inyisible presence in the room all
the day ; and then [thought of that presence
which, though unseen, is always with us,—.

the love of the heavenly Father.

y

E)

life is bright, and we are content,
‘where ‘living is cheap, to wait for some- we When
may hardly feel it; but, when evil days
thing'to turn up.
j
»
: -are upon us, the hearts of his children: turn
* ‘Now Per éontra. A year ago we entered to God; and, like light shining in a’ dark

the

Boston

Court: House, where

place, his words come

a man,

¢hirged with the crime of murder, was on
trial. - His neck was in danger. We looked
at his counsel-two lawyers with gray
heads; neither of ¢ker less than fifty! The
boy-lawyers had back seats, and were look-

ing on and learning law. Hanging is serious business. Te who fears it, and would escape, looks for -the experienced pleader.
Boy-work won't do for’ that. Among law~yers, beards and gray hairs are at a premi‘um. But—so the churches seem to say—
preaching is of no account, We want display in the pulpit; and we want a minister

who has nothing else.
Said a man of the worldto us one day:
“You ministers should be lawyers too, for
when you know how to preach, and therefore

are

not

wanted,

you

are

jpst old

squally

weather, and

shook

their

heads.

Cautious passengers fwent to” the young
captain and besought ‘him to take the
wider coprse, but he only laughed at" their
fears and repeated his promise to be in dock
at daybreak. He was ashore before daybreak,” We need not pause to dramatize

For twenty-

of the NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER, and
has attained an extraordiniry
circulation, Its fea-

you, Here is my name.”

tures are : Notes, biographieal,
geographical, and expository, for Teachers and
Bible Classes; Suggestions as to method Of teaching each lesson;
Out:
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Said another fine fellow,
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COURSE

Wesley's

hel

contrasting the unbroken stillness -thdt
hangs around the station at Springfield,
during

The

all the long Sabbath days of summer,

moss

home,
faith,

painfully

begin anew with a greatly improved course on. THE
LIFE AND WORDS OF JESUS,
T'his is not a question book systéin. The fullest as-

¢ It

to be adopted by these men as a beau-

in'the

meantime,

pretty

good

visit their

time.

manage

to have

a

They drink their wine,

relations,

go

to

and

my

respect for it grows with every re-

newal of the contemplation. Itis a thing
apparently unknown here,and altogether
unappreciated as it exists among us.

( eir-,
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in

advance,
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[6t30cow,

Calmness.

celebrated

extraordinary

Robert Hall

thing

himself

perfectly

he

the

was

‘calm and

quiescence.

-

»

imperturbable
vane

is often the best answer to abuse.”

|

Sarah Wesley
Charles Wesley,

was the daughter of
the hymnist. She was

born in Bristol, and died in that city,

Sept.

19, 1828. She had a fertile “imagination,
had read extensively, was a member of the
Methodist society, and departed in peace.
The following interesting particulars I
have copied from a letter of hers to Clarke.
-¢“ In 1775 my uncle promised to take me
with him to Canterbury. At this time his
wife had obtained by plundering his bureau,

some

letters

which

she

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,N. H.
OF

STATIONARY
AND

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,

COOPER,
Proprietors,
FOR

in the

vessel you may smile at the storm.” To be
emptied of self that
is your need. Send a
message to heaven for help. Telegraph
for a pilot. You won't ask in vain. And,
encouraged by the help that is vouchsafed
once, you will ask again and again, and
seek grace to help in every time of need.

he had gotten his handle,he cut down thém-

selves, too.

These be the subtile reaches of sin; give
it but alittle advantage on fair promise to
remove the troubles, and it will cut down
thy soul, also. Therefore resist beginnings ;
trust it not in the least.
Consider a sin, as
indeed it is, a crucifying of Christ; wilt

thou say, I may
may

The Fatal Example. %
——

bo

Wn.

my

soul

period in a distant city.
With others, he one evening yielded to
an invitation to visit the theater, not, howsome

misgivings

of his course,

as .to

These,

He went, supposing

spiritual

advice

sat down
said

and

by the

to

him:

it was

‘“You, sir, have

Be

Lord.

_As

A

Be patient, for

know who has said, ‘‘Behold, I come quick-

to

ruin my soul. Some years siuce you were dy ; and my reward is with me, to give to
staying for a short time in
city, “1 every man according as his work shall be.”
If. you are never so wretched now, rememwas then lividg there, and had often been
;
tempted to visit the theater, but had been ber

deterred by- the conviction that it was
wrong and dangerous. On a particular

“ A few more rolling suns, at most,

Will land thee on {air Canaan’s coast.”

gueningh as I stood in front of the building,
‘hesitating whether or not to go in, I saw
you go up the steps and enter. ~Immediately I thought, if Mr, ——, who is a member of the church, and was my
Sabbath
school superintendent, can attend the theater, I surely may. I instantly went in, was
. fascinated by the
rformances, and con- tinued to go till
1 hesitation was gone,

and with it all concern for my

this state

[ am

now;

dreading

mons
to appear before God.

send for you

soul,

Thy head

In

the sum-

of

» your example,” ’
“Are there not other members of churches |

who

are setting- such examples?

Ponder

the resutt,— Boston Recorder.

—y—

.

‘

into the city at dawn, began the day n)reuds
was

much

than half done, I had to "go to my
of a headache,

!

mme

rvom, ill

/

Undo r the window, a pear;free in fu'l bloom

filed

the

room

with

thorny

troubles now, but it shall wear a starry
crown ere long; thy hand may be filled
with cares—it shall sweep the strings of
the harp of heaven soon, Thy garments
my be soiled with dust now ; they shall be
white by and by. Wait a little longer. Ah!
how despicable our troubles and trials will
seem when we look back upon them! Look-

immense ; but when we
shall them
.
3 |

7

get to heaven

we

With transporting
joys recount
The labors of our feet,”

fragrance ; and

!

the

voices of the negro servants came fiom the

know what it is thus t live on the future—to
live on expectation—to antedate heaven?
Happy believer, to have so sure, so comfurting a hope,
It uy all be dark now,
bus it will soon be light ; it may be

ull

trial

now, but will soon aw all happiness. What,
matters it though ** weeping may endure
fora [ night.” when jo, cometh in the morn:
my P"— Spurgeon.
A
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MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

wept

upon

t ed
manufacture of Fertilizers, controlling exclusively the
night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New
ork,
Brooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Communipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom

the

val-

like it, Brother A.? Why, I saw you nodding assent to every proposition of the
speaker.”
:

Ir A MAN truly loves God, and has no
will but to do God’s will, the whole force of
the river Rhine: may run at him and will
not disturb him, or break his peace ;-it we
find outward things a danger and disturbance, it comes from our appropriating
ourselyes what is God’s.— Zauler.

to

Tue LATE Dr. Bogue said: “A minister
of inferior talents, who labors to improve
them by study, exercise, and prayer, will
far surpass one of much superior gifts who
allows them to languish for want of culture,
:

No REAL greatness

with

deceit,

The whole

can long co-exist
faculties of man

must be excited in order to noble - energies,

and he who is not earnestly sincere, lives in
but half his being, self-mutilated, self-par-alyzed.
1
:

PEACE DOES not dwell in outer things,
but within'the. soul.
We may preserve it
in the midst

of the

bitterest pain, it our

will remains firm and submissive.

Peace in

Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,

ground to a powder.
Its effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier, Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for
Present Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOLLARS per ton, Packed in bbls. of 250 1bs. each.

THE

’
OR LODI MANUFACTURING
66 CORTLAND STREET,
P. 0. Box, 8139.

y

ANTED.<Applications
why'the Lamb Family

other.

superior in

sll

CO.,
NEW

IT 18 very touching, it brings both smile
and tear, to see the eternal hope which always soars

Hke a white dove, from

under

the shadow of every
disappointment, so
white, so fresh. asif its wings were cleansed anew, in the darkness out of which it
came; the hope that is like a courageous
word, like a suddenlythronging thought of

spring-time, like a
an autumn
something

walk in” the cool air on

mountain-gide ; the hope
will

yet

be, that

purity is ver filled with pearls
cessful diver, that

nature

the ocean

that
of

for the sue-

is yet

rich, and

God lavish, ns of old. and one’s need not
utterly overdone.— Studies in Religion.

-
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NEW

for circulars stating
Knitting Machine is

essential

points

to

any

Sample StockingSent which no other machine

can make.
4137,

N. CLARK, Agent,
313 Washington 8t., Boston,

THE GREAT MEDICINE FOR

(ONSPALPEION
AND LUNG DISBARS
CLARKE’S

Sip-Durief the past year I have had occasion

to know of the beneficial effects of your EUROPEAN
OUGH REMEDY in several” instances, and I have
-fi0 hesitation in saying that I believe it to be one of
the best medicines to be found, for consumption and
chronic polmotss complaints in general,
spectfuily yours,
W, A, RUST, M.D.
v
A
—
’
Wonderful Cyre of Consumption,
More than seven years ago Mr. Arnold Howard of
Foster, R. 1., was considered by his friends and physicians to be in an advanced stage of consumption, —

which he still enjoys, and recommends the EUROPEAN
Cova REMEDY as the beet in the world for Consumption apd Lung Diseases.
7

Price 35 cents and $1 per Bottle,
‘Sold Wholesale by RUST RRO. & BIRD and
GOODWIN & CO., Boston ; J.BAL'H & SON, Prov.
idence, R

I.;

H. H.

HAY

Portland, Me.,

by Druggists and medicinddealers
y

and

generally,

retail

ni

84

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
To work

in Maine, New

Hampshire und

Vermont, to

whom exclusive territory will be given, tor the sale
of a Sewing-Machine first putin the market. Fully
licensed. at a comparatively low price, equal in fin.
ish, operation, and

appliance~,

to

any

of the

high

priced machines. To be sold with a fll warrant.
Tc
parties heving a good team preference wi | he given
anress

OHICOPER
13636

SEWING
: dH

MACHINR 0O,,
Bosron, Mase.

he

shall

subscribers,

-

be entitled

to

and $7.50,

( with 30

ets

-

=

in Black Walnut Case.

( Trans.

ive one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable

Cabinet
ans.
Price $125,00. ' BRO. HARMON’S
skill in selec
Instruments and his method of su
plying purchasers with them free from risk, are w
unders
and highly 3 proved by all who kmow
and deal with him.
. 0. Address is Portsmouth,

IN

Deaf-

N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forward:

ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall prefer, and so save them, when possible, the expense of
postage, &c.. These offers hold good until
Dec. 31,
868.

;

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-

the taste,
instantly

stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond
street, New

York.

Philadelphia.

EVERYWHERE,

Organs,

ESTABLISHED

6m29

1861~

THE

GREAT

SUBSCRIBE

THE

TEA

AMERICAN

COMPANY

Receive their Teas by the Cargo
Tea districts of China and

from

the best

and

sell them

Japan,

in quantities to suit customers,

JOURNAL,

AT CARGO

PRICES.

x

|

L]

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
PRICE

LIST OF

TEAS.

;

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 0c, 00c, best $1 per Ib.
MIXED, (Green and Black,) 7c, 80c, 90c, best

YORK WEEKLY.

$year Ib.

GLISH BREAKFAST, {Blagk) 70¢, 80¢, 900,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per 1b.
SS

IMPERIAL (Green), T0c, 80c, 90c, $1,00, $1,10:

best $2,25 per 1b.

FOUR

GREAT

NCOL
JAPAN, 90c,$1, $1,10, best $1,25 per I"
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.
Ld

STORIES

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

One Story 1s Begun Every Month.
“New

subscribers are

thus sure

YORK

Several

Beautiful

Amount of Reading

no matter

YORK

WEEKLY

Illustrations,

the ablest writers of America and Europe.

does

YORK

not conflne

its

usefulness

To

but

The

EIGHT

STORIES

and the VARIED

|THE

to

STREET

and,

ELI

3

TEN

Proprietors,

ene

mile

from

the

depot

at

|

|

most

at

superior

for cows to

It is a rare chance, and appli

cations should be made immediat H to
:
Rev, N, C. BRACKETT,
Harper's Ferry, West Va.
Dover, Oct. 27, 1868,
o
‘
83

O11) The Magnetic
80LD
¥

120,000

Pocket TIME-

COMPASS. In & hand

some case, with glass erystal, white enameled dial,
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, sound
and serviceable, Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years, Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sent
t-paid tor $1, 0r 8 for $2. Agents wanted.—

Circulurs

WALTER

Street, New

HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau

York City.

2033

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT
RE

A

‘He

prepared
in

to furnish

Boston,

New

any School
York,

or

Books

pub

Philadelphia,

of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
with liberal divoonnta,

i

& The putr mage of Dedlers,; School Officers
Teachers i+ noll ited,
WOODYAN
&
& 39, Brattle

\MMETT.
ptreet, Boston,

only

$18.

more elasti
the “Elastic

and

still the cloth cannot be pulled & art without tearing’
it. We pay Agents from 875 to Lovo rer month and
expenses, or 4 commission from which twice that
amount
can be made.
Address
SECOM & CO.,
PITTSBURGH,
PA., or BOSTON, MASS.

CAUTION.—Do

not be imposed upon by othéf par-

ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same nanie or otherwise,
Ours is the only gen.

uine and really
tured.

practical

cheap

machine

manufac.
8t34

WAN’ 'ED
THIS

VEndorsed by-100,000 Persons. Sells
at sight to all classes. Termsto
and Subscribers unprece
=a

f

A

Sopy given

to

any

person

who

will procure a good agent. Address satire territory
desired,
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
37 Park Row, New York
148 Lake 8¢., Chicago.

PIANOS! ORGANS!

MELODIANS !

Attention is called to the fact that many
are being greatly favored 44 Rev. L. L.
new

he

4 sending

purchasers
HARMON’S

Melodians, Organs and Pi-

anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least
risk in any way.
vents er cent is saved by purchasing of Mr,
HA

‘

!

No man rents Instruments 80 reasonably as Mr.
HARMON,
Old Instruments of allkinds taken in,

OR

Sordi

tho. oe a of from 800 $150

week to keep up a Musto §Store,
II. By sending Instruments directly
from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
: pom, .
PLEDGE,
If any Instrument fails to i) satisfac.

tion after a few Woeivs use, MR. HARMON will reand take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but 3ho nostinstrumonts,
Instrument
he sells, for

MR. HARMON for Mason & HamHn’s Cab.

together with any article needed in the Sohool Room,
focluding Globes, Maps, Charts, Pointers, Black.
boards, Ink Wells, #o,, &c. Also a full assortment

and

Price

WONDERFUL BOOK,

be rented with the farm, which will doubtless be most
JioBtible, as butter-and cheese find a ready market at
gh
prices.
'
Preferencé will be given to a Christian family, interested in our mission and educational work there,—
A minister, unable to-preach constantly, could ‘there

make himself useful.

manner.

gtronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours,
It makes

Harper’s Ferry,

or exchanged

to in-

Lock Stitch.” - Every recond stitch can be cut,

VA.

Horses, wagons and farming tools will be

reasonable prices,

$200 ‘per

Fully warranted for five years, We will
pay £1000 for any machine that will sew a

FOR

fences are all new, fruit trees and viues have been re.
cently set, and several acres are now sown with win.
sold

to

male and female,

AGENTS

Wert Va. On the farm isa large TWO STORY BRICK
HOUSE fun wood repair ; also a GOOD BARN.
The

ter wheat,

1y16

a

for Rent.
WEST

Westville, Conn.

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COM.
MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell," tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a

STO-

DOZEN
SERIAL

ivi tasivirvirvessnes $20.00
club of eight, all sent at
to a copy FREE.
Getters
add single copies at £2.50

FERRY,

BARNETT,

month, everywhere,

No. 55 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Farm

WANTED!

ANTED—AGENTS-876

DEPARTMENTS,

& SMITH,

Bt

and ample satisfaction to purchasers, Orders or inuiries will receive prompt attention, if addressed to
the subscriber, who is General Agent for New Eng-

TO SUBSCRIBERS:
One Year—single co Pessanaisanses Sisearainnas
“
‘Four copies ($2.50 each) vias uss $10.00

12435)

OOMPANY,

Vesey

remarkable
for gexibility. durability, and anti-corroding propertics.
These pens are neatly put up in a

TERMS

H"
“ight COPIER:
Those sending
$20 for a
one time, will
bo entitled
up of clubs can afierward
each,

TEA

style peculiarly suited for both wholesale and retail
business,and will yield a handsome profit to the seller,

PAPER

and HALF
A
to the FOUR

33

varieties Sdaphed to every deBeription of penmanship,

NEW YORK WEEKLY.
SKETCHES,
ADDITION

and

every town in NEW ‘ENGLAND to sell C. 8, ©’
Gereen’s Golden Pens, conceded ht eometent judges to be equal to the best gold pens in maret, and superior to any steel pens ever manufactured.
Sample cards with pens attached, willbe forwarded on
receipt of 10 cents. The pens consist of four distinct

Mat-

18 THE

Each issue contains from

31

AGENTS

Instructive

LITERARY

AMERIOAN

Nos.

N

|: answers to inquiries upon all'imaginable subjects.
UNRIVALED

33¢.

The

have attained a high reputation from their brevity,
excellence, and correctness.
THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor of many minds.
THE KNOWLEDGE BOX is confined to useful information on all manner of subjects.
;
:
THE NEWS ITEMS
give in the fewest words the
most notable doings
al over the world. /
THE GOSstP WITH
CORRESPONDENTS
contains

AN

25¢., 30e.,

Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

are .by

to amusement,

condensed form.

(Unroasted),

TT

- GREAT

the

WEEKLY

publishes a great quantity of really
ter in the most

funded.

con-

Double

Short Stories, Poems, etc.,

46c. per Ib., GREEN

best 35¢. per Ib.
A
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfaction. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re-

Matter of any paper of its class,

and the Sketches,

NEW

best

WEEKLY.

Each number of the NEW
tains

DAILY,

GroUND Corres, 20c.,25¢., 30¢., 356., best 400. per lb.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families whe
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of 30c, per pound, and warrant to
give Berisct satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80e., 85¢.

of having the com-

mencement of a new continued "story,
when they subscribe for the

NEW

;

YOUNG HYSON (Green), 700, 800, 800, $1,00,
$1,10, best
1,25 per Ib.

running through its columns; and at least

cated

« DEAR

new

“The Commission for the Promotion of Education
in the South?” desires to rent its farm of 140 acres, lo-

[From Dr, RUST, now of the firm of Rust Bros. and
Bird, Wholesale Druggists, Hanover 8t,, Boston, |

sum

will give one of Baker & Randalls Five

& (CO.,

FAVORITE

AT HARPER’S

European Cough Remedy.

same

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,
having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements. A pans portation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Ada
churches and. large
vastries. Price
,00,
:
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the
largest number of new subscribers
addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LOT
ON will

At present there are

RIES and
POEMS,in
YORK,
6mi1b

~

portation to be paid
the receiver.) Adaptedto the
parlor or vestry. Price $140,00,
10. For one hundred and
new subseribers and

Are always found in the

For Price Liets, Circulars, &c., apply to

J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N. H.

cheaper and

or for the

Double Reed

The Most Interesting Stories

Price in New York, $35,00 per Ton of 2,000

Ibs.

i

§

$65,00.

N.Y. Weekly Departments

TONS

5

8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
9. For one hundred new subserib rs, and
, We
will
give one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave

INLW YORK WEEKLY,

v

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTR

the mounin

the

this life springs from an acquiescence even He coughed incessantly, raised blood several times,
in disagreeable things, not in an exemption and was so emaciated that recovery seemed hopeless
SEARUSNRISA RESET
SAR S308 Wo Providentiall y-he heard-of5
$
—Hrom suffering=
:
REMEDY, and two dottiles re~tored him to health

ure shut up in the darkness of hell. Do you

aly

in a close,

narcow berth of a gleeping-car, and coming
tired ; go, before the day

with

Our trials will then seem light and momentury afflictions. Let us go on boldly ; if the
night be never so dark, the morning cometh, which is more that they can say who

The Hidden Light.
I had been riding all night

may be crowned

ing at them here in the prospect, they seem

i felt I mut

to tell you the influence

ANY who have

Sunday,” said a deacon, who had ¢lept all
sermon time, to a brother deacon. ** Didn't

Be patient! The husbandman waits until
he reaps his harvest.
Be patient; for you

he

an

led me

:

BTN

As suf-

Hopeful.

LODI

8,000

tains of Zion, have sung aloud

WILSON

FOR

oldest and largest concern of the kind in the UniStates, possess i extraordinary
facilities for the

Varieties.

too great;

“ Lo! He comes with clouds, descending.”

to administer

consolation.

and body a little?

Christizn ! if thou art in a night of trial,
think of the morrow; cheer up thy heart
with the thought of the. coming of thy

man.

bedside, the dyin

Canter-

Ti

-

3. For three

ORGANS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO

Mill

AND PLANTERS.

ers

side,

————

would: never be known to those among
whom he lived. Rut some years after he
and dying

to

bury we went." —Christian Advogate.

“1 pIpN'T like our minister's sermon last

the

however,

were overcome, and he went; but whether
-the act was repeated, is not known.
He returned
home,
thinking that act
wag sent for to visit a sick

his

TO FARMERS

-ley of the shadow of death.
“It is abominable that a worm should |
so sinning let us think the least iniquity too ‘swell with pride when our Lord made himgreat.— Thomas Adams.
hs self so low.”
:
burn

fering we think the least misery

from home, and staying for a short

ever, without

flesh, wound

unquenchable (fire; wilt thou say, I may

resided, and. who had been for years superintendent of the Sabbath school there, was

propriety

his

I bad finished, he replied,

to Canterbury to-morrow,” and

VOCAL

BY DEALERS

Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron

with the utmost coolness ;’
* When I devoted to God my ease, my
time, my fortune, my life, did I except my
reputation ? No; tell Sally I will take her

crucify Christ a little? . I

pierce his heart, Ryo . What man loves
the Lord Jesus w
uld either say it or
do it? Consider ita casting thyself into

.An individual residing at
, Who was
a promising Christian, universally esteemed a good man by those among whom he

away

scourge

acter; and when

SALE

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

.

T. Dax.

two copies for one year, Provided the second copy be
sent to another new subscriber.
;
2. For two new subscribers, and $5.00 ( with 20 *
cents additional to pa; DOSLAZE) we will send a copy
of the new ‘Book of
Worship,” Price $1,00.

——

aw

a 3

of

country,

Y

years;

gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
... COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! TRY IT!
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
‘Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, Address

BONE DUST.

Boreas, so- that *‘ with Christ

AND

*Shafting, Turning Lathes,
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of

an

Prémiums for New Subscribers.

ness, de., andall Disorders
resulting from COL1)S in HEAD

Portable Steam Engines,

used to the

at -

‘We offer the following premiums for nei subscribers to the Star. Of
their character we have no
need to speak. That they will be approved as eminently liberal, and induce a host of pergons to undertake the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subscriber sending $400 in advance,
shall be entitled to one copy of
the Star for two

POWDER,

As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to
and never nauseates; when swallowed,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
“Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
hs"
. Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

¢ Speak, wretch, that I may have something td Bay.’
:
Adam, that was a Tésson to me; silence

rr

IEZ"CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING 1&1

PAUL, . . AGENT,

MANUFACTURERS

Dover, N. H, Jan, 27, 1868,

CATARRH SNUFF

TROCHE

s THROAT

AMOS

Manufacturers

Groran
LA

.

This Remdy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh, but
Loosens it; frees thehead of
offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soothes the burning
heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively

Company.

Randall,

’

sion.”)

turbulence.”

Machine

ainted with the ORGANS

a

mechanical excellence,
in action, in "purity
4
ness of tone, in durabfli
in

By their skill, universally recognized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of seying
machines im)
t modifications, which have pla:
them in the front rank of manufacturers.
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a superiority which the jury
has, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed.
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
manufacturers of mackines; to Mr. Eas Howe a similar medal was awarded as promoter. The distinction
made by the jury éxplains itself.— Evening Mail,

A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Qutarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,

8S WAMSCOT

person

of Messrs. * moh

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.

AND

most dishonorable
purposes. She read
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and r.+
Resist Beginnings.
them to some Calvinists, misinterpreting
a storm at sea; the alurm of. breakers
t51)
Gas Works,
spiritual expressions, and interpolatin
Go
shouted hoarsely through the wind and the
wild orders to et the life-boats manned. | The trees of the forest made a solemn words as she pleased. An intimate frien
Enough to say
that the captain was ashore parliament, wherein they consulted on the of my father came to induce him, for the
earlier than he Jromised massed sportively ilnumerable wrongs which the axe had sake of religion, to persuade his brother to 1—COARSE and FINE. MIXED 2—FINE, suitable
for Drilling, 3—FLOURED BONE,
upon some weedy beach, a dead thing that done them; therefore they enacted that no vindicate himself and stop the publication.
the waves were weary of—a toy
that the tree should hereafter lend the axe wood: for My dear father, to whom the reputation: of
¥R.WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE.
tempest was tired of playing with, and his a handle, ‘‘on pain of being cut down.” my uncle was far dearer than his own, im- Packed in bbls. of 250 1bs, each. For Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
' queenly ship and costly freight were scat- The axe travels up and down the forest, mediately set off to the Foundery. Never equal
proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
tered over
the surfy acres of an angry sea. begs wood of the cedar, oak, ash, elm, shall I forget the manner in which my | produced most remarkable effects. Sold as low as
any
article
of same purity and fineness in the market.
father
announced
his
ill
success
on.
his
reHow was this? The glory of that young even to the poplar; not one would lend
He accosted my mother thus:
man was his strength; but he was his own
him a chip. At last he desired so much as turnhome.
‘He is a most extraordinary man. I
pilot, His own pilot! There was his blun- would serve him to cut down the briars
er—fatdl, suicidal blunder.
:
and bushes,
alleging: that those shrubs placed before him every evil consequence
We offer this Phosphate confidently as being.as
0, young men beware of being your own did suck away the juice of the ground, which could result by his leaving London, geod
if not superior, to any ever made or sold in this
market,
containing
a larger amount of soluble Phosthe
stumbling
blocks
he
might
cast
in
the
Fhe
Take the true and able Pilot on hinder the growth, and obscure the glory
hate
and Ammonia than usual in Superphosphates.
who can stride upon those waves, of the fair and goodly trees. Hereon they way of the weak, the advantage he gave
or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
who can speak, * Peace, be still,”to that were content to afford him so much. When. to his enemies, the importance of his char- effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
rough

~ THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN,
Thave been

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
(*“ Publication authorized by the Imperial Commis

phlegmatic;

of

.

cents additional to pay postage) we will send *‘ Life
Scenes from the four Gospels,” Price $2,00, or =
4. For three new subscribers, and
$7,60, we will
send the “ Riverside Magazine for Young People,” for
0, for Januthe ourrent
year, commencing with the
wishing additional emplryment, Superintendents aud
i
Price $2,60.
:
Teachers of Sunday Schools,
dot ers, male amd fe.
For
six
new
subscribers,
and
$15,00,
( with 68
male, wanted to introduce our fine FAMILY EDITION
cents additional to pay
postage) we will send the
of .CRUDEN’S CONCORDANCE
to THE HOLY
first
volume
of
‘Strong
and
McClintock’s
Biblical
and
SCRIPTURES.
Commissions liberal, and exclusive
Cyclopedia, Price $5,00, or
territory given.
Send for circulars and terms of | Theological
6.
For
eleven
new
subscribers,
and
$27,650,
(
with
agency.
; $1,36 additional to pay postage we will send the first
wv
resg 0. D. CASE & CO., Publishers, at Hart.
and second volumes of the Cyclop=dia. Price $10,00,
ford, Ct., 116 Nassau St., N. Y., Chicago, 1ll., or Cin7. For forty-five new subscribers, and $112,50, we
cinnati, Onio.
8t34
will
give a Sewing Machine, (Howe’s, or Wilcox &
|
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price

JACKSON’S

said, “The

about Wesley

stamping her foot at her
neighbor, exclaimed,—

the shows, and

forget that there is a world to be converted.
There may be something sad and severe in
the type of New England religion, buat it
means something. There is a life-revolutionizing and life-commanding power in it. It
is a power of such magnitude that a man
needs to get four thousand miles away from
it to measure its dimensions. Here I can
see, as I never saw hefore, the intensity of
religious feelings that prevails in America;

Terms,

Single number, 15 cents,

Paul's churchyard I obsegved two Women
standing opposite to each other, the one
speaking and gesticulating violently, while
the other stood perfectly still and in silence.
Just as I came up, and was about to pass
them, the- virago, clenching her fist and

tiful system of philosophy and ethics; and,
they

Lesson papers

culation 150,000) are issued as guides to the scholar
in studying. But the teach: r is always left to adapt
i to his own gifts and the peculiar wants of his
class.
;

-to Clarke, * As 1 was passing through St.

would

seem

sistance is given to the teacher.

Wesley was not “‘phlegmatic.” He had a
warm heart, an active spirit.
He said, ** I am always in haste, though
never ina hurry.” He one day remarked

The lack of earnestness,
absolute
self-devotion, is

apparent. ' Christianity

1869

was, that while he set all in motion, he was

see a man in some respects like those one
meets at home holding
like positions; but

does at
genuine

The

FOR

will be STUDIES IN THE
EPISTLES, with the last
uarter on THE GOSPEL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.
'his is the fourth year.
With 1870 the series will

Religion at Home and Abroad. costs me #1 per week to supply my pipe
| and my mouth, but I'll stop for Jesus’ sake,
ry —
:
and Exe the $1 a week for the support of
Dr. J. G. Holland, writing from Switzer- the Gospel.” Said the pastor of one of the
churches, “I have smoked my pipe. for
land to the Springfield Republican, sows:
It seems tome that any New England thirty-four years, and I have a quantity of
man coming
to Europe must feel every- H’s best in the house now, but can’t go
where around him an enormous letting down to that young men’s meeting next SaturI'll
of the moral tension and tone to which he day evening unless I sign the pledge.
sa
has been accustomed.
He sees everywhere burn up my tobacco.”
the Sabbath desecrated. Here, in Switzerland, the business day of the steamboats

one is soon coin | Christianity does
not seem to get hold of people here, as it

A bright boy who loved the sea entered
on a sailor's life when very young. He
vose to quick promotion, and while quite
a young man was made the master of.a
ship.
e day a passenger spoke to him
upon the voyage, and asked if he chould
anchor off a certain headland, supposing
he would anchor there and telegraph for
a pilot to take the vessel into port. *‘Anchor! no, not I. I mean to be in dock with
the morning
tide.” *‘I thought perhaps
you would signal for a pilot.” *[ am my
own pilot,” was the curt reply. Intent
upon reaching port by morning, he took a
narrow channel to save distance. Old
bronzed gray-headed seamen turned their
swarthy faces to the sky, which boded

said,

thorough-going business man who had been
the subject of a faithful wife's prayers for
years, was melted by the Spirit,came down
upon his knees and erected his family altar. Said he, I am fifty-four years old;
thirty-seven years I have used tobacco, but
Iam done.”

and railroads is Sunday ; and I cannot

Bwbertisements

and

two years I have used the filthy stuff, but,

Jerusalem."—Ohristian Banner.

Being his own Pilot.
Wee

meetings,

boys, Fam with

to our need,—‘As

castical.” But there was toomuch truth in
the jest.— Ambassador.

etl)

through the

one whom his mother comforteth, so will I
comfort you, and ye shall be comforted in

with hie hurry and bustle and rush of locomotives and of men, which prevail every
Sunday at the station in Lausanne, within
sight and hearingof my window. Meeting
a distinguished divine here, one expects to

énoughito get your first client.” As poor
Artemas would have said, that was * sar-

of late,

BOST
TIPE ON
FOUNDRY,

had gone quite away from the wall, and the
room was already dim with coming darkness; so, as Iturned my eyes about the
quaint room; with its draperies and niches

has just been disSome departed guest going before daylight
the ablest
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use of him as a miserable tool to accom- During the past. two! weeks forty happy
plish political or sectarian ends. A At the converts have experienced the power of retime the church was moved, this: man deeming love, and'others are crying ‘for
furnished some few dolfars’ worth of old admittance through the gate that leads by
* lumber, and now claims seven or eight the narrow way to the pearly mansions of
hundred dollars or ~thé building, and eternal life; so that we trust the good work
further , claims to be the pastor of the is but just commenced.
The meetings are
church, one claim being about as ‘valid as crowded with people from many miles
the other.
He has managed to get around, who evince the deepest interest in
cult task in a city so completely under
the control of the slave power. Our troub-

cause. Sometimes nearly a hundred exhorta-

tions are heard in. a single hour, showing
le is that we have no title to the land. Mr. earnest engagedness in the service, and ‘inTaylor, the gentlemanly agent of C. L. Co., tense anxiety for others to have the benefits
.will give us a clear title to the land for a to be derived therefrom. The father is
sum muclriess than its real value. If we led to the altar by the prayers and entreat-

buy we canat any. time sellit for any pur- ies of. a pious wife and children, and
pose, as well as get ‘the gdvance in price, | children gladden the hearts of anxious parand if we keep if, at’somé’ time in the fu- ents by volunteering under the banner of
ture it. will be of“ great value to us

denom-

Prince

inationally, located as it is in the central

Immanual,

to

good fight of faith.

fight manfully

Commencing in the

part of the city near the néw Court House.
As soon as we have a good title to the

venerable

land we can control the buildings. We
have as briefly as spossible stated the facts,

and extended tq,those in the flowery

heavenly

Will you not aid in saving our iiterest
in Cairo? Some made pledges that:are
not paid atthe Anniversaries in Hillsdale

gregations as soon as practicable.

and Tolford write from

the temporal

behalf _perity continue with
be brought into the
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
the world by their
and eventually go
rest prepared from
Mission Work in Penn.
world.

We are still at work here in. Penn. and
are sharinga fair dégree of success.,

back to their
their pleasures

The society has nearly completed a beautifal ohurch edifice, which has been furnished with a fine bell by the generosity
of Bro. B. L. Knight, of this place.

May

appeals'in

Rev. 8. M. Clark, one

them

and spiritual pros-

us,until hundreds shall
fold of Christ to bless
influence here below,
uphigher to enjoy the
the foundation of the
E. D. SARGENT.

North ScriBA, N.Y. The F. W. Baptist

of our Disciosary +'Church

in our

locality, having been some

Agents, writes of having recently fade a time without a pastor, was ina very low
trip through the western portion of the and discouraging conditio®® While in this
state, and was well received-by the breth- state, we ‘were providentially favored with
ren.

They responded to his calls

to some

extent by making payments on their pledges.

Bro. Clark does not spend all Eis time

as traveling agent, but attends to local interests at
time.

Harrisburg,

a portion

of

the

months.

"Rev. 0. C. Hills, agent forthe northern
field, is deveting all

“agent.

his

time as

the labors of Rev. M..H. Abbey, who came
to our assistance, #hd on the 9th of August
commenced a series of meetings, which
hae been continued nearly every evening
and frequently dfternoons for about three

The

truth preached

‘‘was

not

with enticing words of man’s wisdom,

but

in the demonstration of the

traveling

Spirit and of

He has visited several points, but

&

power,” which has had its effect. . We behas devoted quite a share of his time to the lieve one of the chief causes ot his success
interest: at Elmira. It will undoubtedly in promoting revivals is that he dwells upon
be a pleasure to the friends to learn of prog- no cliss of motives exclusively, but proress there. Our house is raised, except a’ claims the ‘‘aceeptable year of the Lord and’
part of the roof, and the body is sheeted the day of vengeance of our God.” The
with inch boards. As the church is yet work has progressed gradually, but it is
small and poor, it is necessary to call upon manifestly the workof the Spirit. As such
the inhabitants of the city for aid in its its fruit’gives promise of abiding. Sinners
erection, and several leading men with oth- and backsliders to the number of sixty or
ers less able, have responded nobly to the seventy, from the child of tweive to the
.« call, Letus thank God that the prospects man of sixty-five, are now, we hope, made
of the Elmira interest are brightening. And acquainted with the saving grace of God.

although our beginning as a people in
that city may be humble, yet through God
the work may be made glorious, and we
may become a strong people there.
We still ask the co-opération of all the
brethren and friends of our cause in this

state. No one is laboring for himself but
it is for the cause of Christ. ~ Already have

we

gathered

fruits

from

our

labors, and

those fruits are our joy and rejoicing.

Our agents will in due time give all a

The work has prevailed

among

to

a good

extent

the heads of families, and many do-

mestic altars have been erected. Some thirty

have united with the Church. We
feel
greatly indebted to Bro. Abbey for his untiring labors among us. We greatly regret
that his arrangements are such that he must
leave us,and our prayers are that he may be.a:
blessing to others as he has been to us.
A. C. Lorv,

call, but it will-not be necessary to wait for
that before sending to our treasurer, Rev.

- Wisconsin

A new church has recently been organized
James Calder, Harrisburg, Pa., a portion
or all of the pledges. We_ trust that God in the northern part of Wisconsin, inthe town
"of Wrightstown,by the faithful labors of Rev.
will give to the people a mid to work.
A. Phillips, with fair prospects of success.
J. W. Hits, Cor. Sec.
A large, ripened and inviting field of Chris-

Revivals, &c.
MeLviN ViLLace, N. H.

A good revival

is in progress in connection with the F. W.
Baptist church in this place. © M. CoLE.

CARMEL, Me:

Rev. T.D.

Clements

been holding a protracted meeting

place.

Several wanderers

has

at this

have been re-

claimed, and sinners are inquiring the way

to Christ.

The good work: is progressing.
A. L. GERR1SH,

three young ladies, whose purpose seems to
be to follow Christ.
A.D: K
HERMAN,

Me. We

are happy

to state

that the Lord is reviving his work in this
place where

darkness has so long reigned.

Théte

some

was

years

ago

a

Freewill

tian labor is opened in that part of the state,
and the call for help is thrilling to the heart
of every Christian minister who bears a
love for the cause of his Divine Master.
The last session of the Waupin Q. M. was
held with the New Vinland church, Rev.
T. B. Hayward, pastor.
:
That church was organized only three or

will again become a prominent place and
field in our denomination.
je
GEO. D. GARLAND,

tained its stated meetings and its pastor
since its organization. They have good
attendance on the Sabbath, and the society
society bid fair for future
cess. They have a neat
house of worship which
any society, and reflects

»

two weeks, during

progress and sucand commodious
would do honor to
much credit upon

the faithfulness of the pastor and generosity of the people. ' Our prayer. is. that
many precious souls may be permitted to
say in the end they were born there.
second city

in the

state

of

a place which ought to be

now living in Oshkosh.
and praying for

the

They are looking
day

to

come

when

‘and thriving city a church of their own

which

choice. It will, judging from present prospeats, become one of the principal cities of

the north west.

The lumber business, rail:

time fifteen were added to the church, thirroad facilities and commercial interests add
teenof whom I baptized, two having been much to its future prospects, as well as
baptized by anothér denomination. A part promise not a little in the present. If we
of the time we were favored with the assist- had a faithfol minister to send them, with
ance of Bro, Clark, of Harrisburg.
the divine blessing, we might in a short
Surely the Lord has blessed us.
Sixteen
have been baptized, and nineteen have been
received into the church since July. Our

time see a good church planted there,and a

pleasafit house of worship erected and well
filled with anxious and attentive hearers:
hearts are encouraged, and we feel like la- "~The condition of the church at Berlin is
»
boring on in the good cause.
"somewhat encouraging.
We -have now
- Fo Ai BRYANT.
“about fifty members in good standing -andSTARKSBORO', Vt. The unitdd
: labors the prospect of others joining soon, We
of Revs. R. M. Minard, J. Tucker and also have a good Sabbath sehool, numberC. J. Mott

have

been

the most extensive
within the history
church having long
perity and union,

blessed: by one

of

and effectual revivals
of' this church. The
enjoyed spiritual prosthe work commenced

in a gradual and thorough conviction of the
truth and importance of religious princi-

ing from fifty to seventy-five members. Our

choir will do honor to any church,
composed

mostly

also members.of the Bible class,and some
of then

connected

‘with the church.

ing.

The

church

is

looking - for

version

during the winter season.

and

position in society,

who

firm stand on the side of truth.

of

influence
have taken

The

interest in our prayer meetings is increas-

ples, and has resulted in the hopeful conpersons

Itis

of young people,who are

expecting

of many

Ordination.

2

a

and

visitation from the Master

ful charms.

at Gilmanton Iron Works,. Rev, J. C. Osgood,
after a very satisfactory’ examination as to his
call and qualifications, was publicly set apartto
the work of the gospel ministry. The exercises |

“Were
us Tol16WS
Reading

and

‘single hair.” ' Ladies

|

Scriptures by Rev. J. Malvern; Prayer

ian Hair Renewer,

Change

‘Ordaining Prayer by Rev..A. D. Smith; Hand of

its

FellowshipBy Rev. G. M. Park; Charge by Rev.

Rev.

Restorative;

a sure cure.

next

of Time.
session

The Exeter Q. M.

with

the

church

‘| dies which had been tried had failed.
every family 3 and

Newport

Spafford Q. M.,N.

Let every one send him something

Y.,

held

its Sept. term with

M. H. TARBOX.

Quarterly ‘Meetings.

York Co. @Q.

OTISFIELD

at Otisfield.

was very good, and the

with encouraging

The

attendance

meeting was

protracted

prospects.

ly.

Rev. J. F. John-

E. D, MARSHALL,

ASHTABULA

Q. M., O.—Held

with the church in Mecca, Oct. 23—25.
sion was interesting
Bro. John Ashley, of
The

session

N. H. FARR,

mencing,
A

the Gaines church.
A good interest was manifested in all the meetings of worshfp.
Revs.
Walker and Schoonover, from the .Rochester Q.
M., were present and labored acceptably.
The
following resplution was passed :
2
4

7 N

The Patriarch of the Greek Church at Con$tan-

¥

Congregational Council, which met, the 19th ult.,

to install Rev. E. A. Lawrence, D. D., pastor of
the Third Congregational church in Marblehead,
Mass, Dr. Smith préached the sermon on the occa-

oh

Dr. E. Pressense,of France, says,in the Watchman, that he does not hesitate to attribute the
on

Christians lately condemned
ChW

D Clark,

denominations.

Summer

§

Leave
voy-

F. Baptist Register for 1869,
This work is offered for sale, cash on de-

remit the

‘amount

of

tion

to

the price.

postage
The

Sickness.~—As

establishing

CN

addion

a

single copy is 2 cents}==six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
“This Register has a blank pag for memo-

this

reply, #ind

you

Whoever

A

R

R

A

has

N

T

»
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a

Orders are solicited from all parts of the

THE

BEST

PATENTED

hy
20,00
15,

.

W

An‘

10

LANG,

Pay for all.—Stencil Tool Samples '

$

free.

Address A.J.

SILENT

Sewing

APERIENT

FULLAM, Springleld,

Vt.

=

os

FEED

Machines.

NOISELESS, SIMPLE, PRACTICAL & DURABLE.

it as a

New England Office, 228 Washington 8t., Boston.

:

H. C. HAYDEN,

Agent.

2

J)

$5.00

GREENBACK
to any Book Agent,

AGENTS
a

MATTHEW

eo

of jull value

WANTED
HALE

SMITHS

sent free

FOR

NEW BOOK,

Sunshine and Shadow in New York,"

A work replete with ancedotes and incioents of
LIFE IN THE
GR
T METROPOLIS;

of both the BRIGHT and the SHADY SIDE OF NEw
YORK LIFE.
No Book. since the days of *' UNCLE
Toy ’8 CABIN” ever gold so TEpidIY.
One
agent sold

$0 in ome day, another sold
days, another 304 in 7 days.

z

PAVEMENT

HH.

Snow

FOR

teries are conducted ; how Stock Companies originate
and explode, &c., read this book.
It tells
you about

the'mysteries of New York, and contains

8heds,

A large

|uminated Pa

10,00
5,00
6.26

Treasurer.

IN

J. B.BURR

ARMERS

the Morning
4139

AT HOME.

paper of the kind in the country.
in several

brilliant

colors

MERRITT,

Supt.

or Falling

recurrence or in

when

Sold by all

This beautiful
Wheeler
4w3d,

and Stamp

as a reward for punctual attendance.
Price only Fifty cents a year: ten copies to one address,
Four Dollars.
Any person Taig
Sow 12 copies, with 6, may
receive the SABBATH AT
HOME for 1869, Free.

BOYS AND GIRLS! be sure and subscribe,
Published by the American Tract Society. Address,
A238 CHILD
AT HOME,164 Tremont St., Boston.

OOUGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.
SORE THROAT,
INFLUENZA, WHOOPING COUGH;
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronchitis, Difficulty.
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
Lungs, and every affection
of the Throat. Lungs and Chest,
Are jpeedily and permanently cured by the use of
that old and reliable remedy,

Balsam
CHERRY.
.

This well-known preparation does not dry up a
Cough and leave the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, -but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and-allays irritation, thus removing tie cause
of the complaint,

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.
Byat melg resort to this standard remedy, as

is
proved by hu imdreds of testimonials received by the
proprietors.
;
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, BosTox,
and sold by deale

8 generally.

Hartford, Conn.

READ! —'‘STERLITY

IS LAID:"—

:

GRAOCE’S

SALVE

Chilblaine, &c.

in

fa 3

AL GUIDE
FLOR
rT For 169.

|
~
rNHE arg ‘edition of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAKD OF
VICKS
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF SEEDS and
GUIDE IN THE FLOWER GARDEN is now
published.
It makes
werk of 100 Pages beautitully
illustrated,

Each number is embellished
engravings.
It is given by

Wistar’s
OF WILD

& Co.,

VICK?’S

and

either in beauty of design or adaptation to the spiritu-

June 22, 1868,

# ustrated.

4w39

bound in a volume it makes a beautiful PICTURE ALBUM. We endeavor to make it the best periodical in
al wants of the young.
by at least four original

finely

MANCHESTER, N. H. Conteats: —Cause and Remedy
for Yotatoe Disease: Special Fertilizer for Potatoes :
Teperinecis with Nitrogen, Potash, Lime and Phoshate of Lime; Pure
Sand for Soil; A complete
anure; How to Analyze Soils, &o., &c. Ville’s system is endorsed by Jour. of Chemistry, N. Y. Independen’, &c. Tried practically by ‘members of Bedford
Farmers’ Club. .dgents wanted in every town, 439
$600
ci ower v7 th Jarge commissions paid
=
0 sell Wonder of the World and three other
scoveries. ‘Address J. C. TILTON, Pittsburg, Pa.

COLORS.

Is the only

720 pages,

PROF, VILLE’S NEW SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE.
Pamphlet, Price 25 cents. Address JORN A. RIDDLE,

Co.,

It is printed

volume,

4139

Children,|

THE GHILD

octavo

The largest commission given. Our 32.page Circular
and a $5 Greenback sent free on application. For
full particulars and terms address the sole publishers,

&c.

Box 701 Dover, N. H,

is laid around

biographi-

cal sketches of its noted millionaires, Merchants, &c.

Ways,

&

2 7 in 15

t ymen’” are Swindled ; how Ministers and Merchants
and Concert Saloons are managed : how Gambling Houses and Lot-

SEPTEMBER 1, 1868,
¥F:

delivered

“are blackmailed ; how Dance Halls

Street Crossings,
Carriage

and

en
wish to know how Fortuuss are made and
1
0st; how shrewd men are ruined ; how “Coun-

State, County and Town Rights for salé by

2,70
2,08

with about 150 Fine
Wood Engravings of Flowers
and Vegetables, and an Elegant Colored Plate,
A BOQUET OF FLOWERS.
|
It is the most beautiful, as well as the most instructive Floral Guide published, giving plain and
thorough directiong for the CULTURE of FLOWERS and VEGETABLES» =
The Floral Guide is published for the benefit of my
customers, to whom it'is sent free without applica.
tion, but will be forwarded to all who apply by mail,

for

Ten

Steows0]

Cents, which is not half the cost,

Jed MES

Address

VICK, Rockester, JV. ¥°.

Elegant Christmas Presents,
Switable for
MINISTERS, 8S. 8. SUPERINTENDENTS,
S, 8, TEACHERS, 8. 8, SCHOLARS,
’
PARENTS, CHILDREN,

THE

\
AND EVERYBODY.
SABBATH AT HOME

An Illustrated Religious Magazine for bath old and
family, Price 83 a year.
oung, should be in every
Foon copy ten ote.
Bound volumes for 1807 and
1868, $3 each, or either bound volume

*

and the year’s

subscription for 860, $4.25." Splendid premiums for
new subscribers, SUBSCKIBE NOW 11
Published by the American Tract Society, Address,
SABBATH ik
AT HOME, 164
Tremont St.,atun
Boston.
sukoshi
Sanna

Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.

feos.—#

of patents, and appeals. Patents
European countries,
Lustrated

Address MUNN &
+ mds
Lb

COS

combined
Aromatic
Vegetable
Soap,
wi‘h Glycerine, is rocommended for Lae
Anfants,
dies an
1y15

Itis

prompt

action, soothes

the

fording reiief and a complete cure
= SETH W. FowLE & Soy. Propricotrs, Boston.

39

pain“takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angry looking swellings and inflammations; thus af-

the prettiest and most acceptable
‘“ CHRISTMAS PRESENT”
:
YOUNG LADY, is one of
you can give to any

U ST

\

EGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR

~~

J)

Diseases

of

theSaal

1

PRODUCE GRAY HAIR~o AND BALONERR: *.
“~ Loring’s Boxes of Note Paper, We
HATLL'S VEGETARLE
neatly stamped with her Initial or Pet Name.
have

»

York.

/ THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
WHEELER & WILSON’S

the

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,

Specifications, drawings, caveats; assignments pre.
pared; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interfer

&

MANSON

a

& DAVIS

Shop Floors,

How to Get Patents,

COLGATE

New

¢% Columbia St., New York City.

=
Ld
>
fold by all Druggists.

Side Walks,

antidote.

amphlets, 110 pages, sent free,
£0. No. 837 PARK Row, N. YX,

TRIBUNE,

20 cts., twice as many, 30 cts.

\.

a permanent cire’ of these periodical

ances, extension
taken out in all

published in the world.

Address, THE

LOMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

a
2

.

Pills.—Epilepsy

in size, and 810 first Government

CLUBS,

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED
Picture business.
Very profitable.
No risk.—
Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogues sent for

? Ss

SELTZER

NEWSPAPER

Terms, cash in advance.

will

experienced
i

PATENT

For opinion no charge. Send skefch and deseription. For application send model, not over one foot

randa for each month
;: glo, a fine cut of

country.

makes

SNOW

at 7.80 A. M., 12 M,, 3, bP, M,

theonly

OTHER NEWSPAPER.
IS THE TIME TO FORM

Being the most complete and graphic presentation

TAMMA IS IN HEAVEN.

mail, will

postage

You?

Abertisemens.

$1,60, or send stamp tor circular, 'C. H,
publisher, 129 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

TSA

in

with

d

prietors:”
89t51

preventives froma

braiu, they are

Great Family
Newspaper.
CHEAP
BECAUSE
ITS UIRCULATION
IS LARGER THAN THAT OF A

TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,
278 Greenwich and 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Pro-

fits, whether ariging froin a plethoric or enfeebled
constitution, Holloway’s I’ills bave been eminently
successful in every ingtance, They not only purify
but equalize the circulation of the vital fluids. stim-

the

PAPER.

TERMS,—Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11 copies, $15; 21 copies, to one address,
$25; 21 copies, to names of subscribers, $27; 60 copies,
to one address, $50 ; 50 copies,£0 names of subscribers,

Treasurer.
82tf

remedy.

picture 18 a gem for a holiday gift. 1t should
family. Specimen !0 x 12 seat for
be found jn ever

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
it sent by

who

T

Druggists,

of returning,

wishjng

Holloway’s

|

REDUCED,

tural and Agricultural information essential to coun-

many cases the answer is, ‘“ I don’t know exactly, butl
don’t feel well.” Look at the countenance of the

RAILROAD.

WM.

”

The Largest and Cheapest,

WEEKLY

What is the Matter

Notices.

Boston for Dover

CO.,

try residents; Stock, Financial; Cattle, Dry
Goods,
‘and General Market Reports; making it, altogether
the most
valuable,
interesting,
and
instructive

YORE,

EFFERVESCENT

per.

Arrangement.

&

The New York Weekly Tribune:

STREET,

~ H. H. BOODY,

ulate the torpid action of the functions and inyigorate the system, For apoplexy and rush of blood to

ct

Persons

NEW

$105,66

:

iige to Europe is indefinitely postponed. I have dis"
covered the ‘ fountain of health’ on this side of the
Atlantic, Three bottles of the Peruvian Syrup have
rescued me from the fangs of the fiend Dyspepsia’,
Dyspeptics should drink from this fountain.

CN

WALL

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p, Mm.

rem
Co tlP—

or-$7;00-per-hundred.

12

|

N H

MAINE

JUDD

by steamer ; ‘Reports of the Farmers’ Club of the’.
American Institute; Talks about Fruit, and Horticul-

No.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. ¥..545 P. M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 pr, M.
¢
For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5,51, 8.82,10.56 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friddy at 7.38 p.m,

receipt of $89,837,20,and the disbursement of $85,
356.92. The object of the Society is to aid in the
erection of meeting-houses.
Eighty were thus

livery, without the privilege

AND

Send

It contains all the important Editorials published in
the Daily Tribune, except those of merely local interest; ulso Literary and Scientific Intelligence;

many, Sabbath School Superintendents and Teachers

BOSTON

it.

particulars

245 Broadway, New York.

NOW

cation.

3

C. 0, LIBBY,

Special

those of other

writing to a friend says, '‘ My

accrued

Household,

we

The
IT IS

the country for children, and believe it unsurpassed

585,040, “members and probationers.” A separate enumeration of the two classes is needed in
order that Methodist statistics may be brought

aided during the year.

3
interest

and

Everybody wants

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR

ving an

Autumn business of 1869.
The Bonds are for sale at 97!4 and

what's the matter.”
effects of

;
on
Dover, N. H.

JOURNAL

THE GREAT FARMERS’

the

ays, and

Garden

included,

PRICE

STIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a
torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischief. “That's

ington In India,
A freewill offering
N Y,
Col Western R I Q M, Chepachet,
Col 1st Smithfield
Ch, R 1,

who

Farm,

;

complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole |

For Ed So 3d Ch, Lisbon, Me, for support of N Pur-

The Methodist Episcopal Church South numbers

with

Charles St, Dover.

FAMILY

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

A BEAUTIFUL

are preparing to enter the ripenisig harvest.

comparison

ony,

RI

the

iron; the rails are now

The first division

Holt, $2 each; Mrs 8 Burleigh, Mrs FE BurA= This pavement
leigh, Mrs N F Hoats
rs. J C Rogers,
Star building.
A
Blanchard, W A
ason, $1 each;
1
Bean, ,52; E IL.
Bean, M froulton, Mrs E
‘Watson, Mrs C Chase, Mrs L D Wiggin, A
Quimby, ,50 each; Mrs M Bean. Mrs. A
Wallace
H per G W Bean
20,02 |
y Cent
per
12,60
Ch Epsom¢N H per Mrs W Chase,

at his suggestion,
instruction

Miss Soc Lapham Inst,

or

in the World,

4w30

expression of the face dejected. - Interrogate the invalid more closely, and you will discover that CON-

Mrs GW Bean, 4,00 E Lewis, Mrs E Lewis, Mrs BB

of his captivity and owing to his inconsolable
grief because he was not allowed to preach Jesus
Christ to his counirymen.
He has done more for
them by his sufferings than by a long life of active
labor. His tears
and prayers have been more
powerful than the most energetic efforts in Spain
could have been. At Lausanné and at Pau instireceive

the line,

man or woman

Scituate, R I to con Rev 8 Philkips L M,

Pili’

a large part of

Coal

Ch Augusta, Me, per C F Penney,

AND

ree.

generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the

Me.

and County

in cufrency, and may be obtained through bankers
Reviews of New Books; the Letters from our large
and brokers throughont the country, or at the office
corps of Correspondents; the latest news by Teleof the Company,
12 Wall Street,
New York.
graph from all parts of the. world; a summary of all
Thé Trustees for the Bondholders is the Uniem
Trust Company of New York.
J important intelligence ; a Synops {s of Congress and
State Legislature when in session; the Foreign News
Pamphlets, giving full information sent on appli

R Whittemore,

Foreign Missions.

is the noble Matamoros, who died in consequence

where young Spaniards

furnishes

Rev. L Given, Boothbay; Me.

to the galleys and to exile for the grime of praying

A Clergyman

Maysville,

The

outlet to the coal, will be in operation in 60

‘Wm Bacon, S Windham, Me.

the

subject of religious liberty to the hoble sufferings

been founded,

I. R Giles, 3,50: D

pg

ORANGE

and is con-

holder.

Aug, 1st; in New

This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In

Rev. R Richardson, Cowlesville, N, Y.
“. M Atwood Hopkinton, N.Y.
“AD Williams, Flemington. W Va,
*» 1. D Howe, Caroline Center, N. Y,
“
C Halroyd, Campton, Del Co, Iowa.
N W Bixby, York, Del Co. Iowa,
** Geo Donnocker. Solford. C. W.
A Wheeler, Faribault, Minn.
J A McKenzie, Adamsville, R, 1.
‘A J Dutton. Irasburg. Vt.
P M Wight, Beaver Dam, N. Y.
J Ingerick, E Charlestown, Pa.
E Drew, Lincoln, N. H.
D Balcom, E Kendall, N. Y.
Mrs S Boyer. Fabius, N. Y.
J Hake, Martinsburg, W Va.
Rev W F Eaton, 8 Windham, Me.
¢ E Knowlton, S Montville, Me.
A A Coburn, Patten, Me,
Rev. J Fullonton, Raymond, N. H.
** E.S8 Bumpus, Xennard, Pa.
“ W Parker, Wayne, Pa.
*¢ W Johnon, Spring Creek, Pa. ,
* W H Cutter,
Waterford, Pa.
“ JS Staples, De auville, N. Y.
| ‘ Geo Wheeler, W Campton, N. H.
PRE
Carnwell, Ellington, N.Y.
EXPRESS.
J H Davis, Pittsfield, Me,
E Prescott, 8 Montville, Me.
ev M A Quimby, Limerick, Me.
‘ P 8 Burbank, Newton, N. H.
‘ TF Reed, Farmington, Me.
‘ Chester Hurd,
ery Line, Vt.
oodman & Hammett,
Boston, Mass.
Mankato, Minn,

Rev. J. Cotton Smith, D. D., rector of the Episcopal Church of the Ascension in New York consented to be enrolled as a regular member of the

into intelligent

8. Williams, Kirkville, Mo.

E Toothaker,

and

fi

track laying will from this time be prosecuted with
the utmost energy till the last rail isin position. - The
Company intend to have theroad in readiness for the

BY MAIL.
Rev H J Carr, Jackson, O.
“ W Whitacre, Chagrin Falls, O,
‘“ M H Tarbox, Houlton. Me.
“I Hyatt, Pawtucket, R. I.
‘A A Smith, Topsham, Me,
* H Preble, Alva, Me.
C F Penney. Augusta, Me,
‘ H Belden, Putnam, N. Y.
* FE E Collison, Lafayette, Chris, Co,Ky.
J G Burtch, Cardiff, Mitchell Co, Towa.

tinople refused to accept the letter of the Pope
presented to him by the Vicar of Armenia, the
Catholic Patriarch at Constantinople.
The Vicar
had to_leave the palace without an answer; and
the Greek priests consider the text of the letter
of the Pope an insult to the Oriental Church.
Itnow seems probable that the next meeting
-of the Evangelical Alliance will be held in New
York, in the autumn of 1869. An invitation to
this effect from prominent clergymen and laymen,
was sent across the water some months since,
and it has been accepted subject to the result of

£200 Sterling,

1st

ready for the

arriving upon

Books Forwarded.

3

Company.

and substantially

j
Mass.

Knox, Stark Co., Ind.

6 24;

Town

a Man, Woman,

for Premium List; giving terms and full

A Subscription of $8,800,0 0, at par, to the Capital

J.8. Manning, Hillsdale, Mich.

Huntington,

‘Village,

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST,

into stock at the option of the

Stock of the

Receipts for Books.
68,17.

of Spain

©

means required to-construct and equip the road.
Nearly half the entire length of the road is graded

Martin.

The
Congregationalists
of Canada have 102
churches and a membership of 3,682, of whom 869
have been received the past year. There are 67
Sabbath schools, with a membership 25 0.848.

tutions have

IDotson, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

in each

BESTRURAL

its rolling stock, and property of every sort.

Letters Received.
W L Alger—J Andrews—G W Alger—R Boothbay—E J
Bradbury—W Burnham—N Baker—G_ H Ball (2)—A J
Bird—D Branch—M Cole—D Chase—S8 M Carpenter—S8 D
Church—JO B LL
Cilley—A H Chase—E Dixon—D
W C Durgin—E N
Durrell—-R Deaghon—L Dewey—J G
English—J A Edmunds—C 8 Emerson—E Eisenhart—M
D Ford—J Farrow—J French—H Gould—H Graves—J
Granville—A Getehell—L Gleason—A R Hall-E H Higbee—R M Henry—C S Hendrick—G W Knapp—S C Kimball—F H Lyford—M P Lamprey—J Leonard—A A Laughton—J 8 Lefts—A Moses—J 8 Manning—C B Mills—G C
Nealley—W Nason—dJ Newhall—J Nickerson—W L Noyes
—J Newbald—D Prase=<€ Penney—A W Purinton—J Pink
ham—L Plu
—J Powers—W HPutnam—G 8 Peck—F
Reed—S W
Rawson—A M Richardson—J Robinson—J 1,
Sinelair—J A Stetson—dJ Small—J C Smith—A A Smith—G
Stiles—J T Simpson—J B Swain—I; Stark—G Tallant—E
Toothaker—D ‘Waterman—RWilllams—R B Wentworth—
$ Visnt—D Webster—L H Witham—E N Wright—C M

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Evangelical

“

J.D. Heath,

‘

WESTERN R. IL, Q. M—Held its Dec. term
with the Chepachet church,
The attendance
was not Jugs but the meetings were interesting
and profitable. Harmony and united effort seemed to be the motto, and a revival spirit was manifested. Rev. C. O. Libby was present and by
the sermons he preached—so practical and with
such directness to the heart, as well as by the
interesting narrative of -oul missionary
Te
among the heathen and his appeal in their behalf—added much to the interest of the meeting.
Bro. Pratt, of Newport, R. I., was also present
and as usual active in hig Master’s service.
The
meeting was protracted.
G. E. HOPKINS.

of the

T,Stevens, Saco, Me. *
A. Randlett, Groton Center,

‘J.

:
A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk,

change in the public sentiment

session

A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

¢
¢“

¢

address in favor of the % S. interest on Saturday
morning of the Dec. sesSion. Next session with

:

*

a

Monthly,

Child,to raise a club for the

York or L
, at
the option
of the holder.
The Road runs from Rockford in Northern Illinois
to St. Louis, a distance including tracks to Coal
Mines, &ec., of about 400 miles, and traverses the fin.
est districts of Illirois,
The Bonds have 50 Jedrs to run, and .are a lien of
$21,000
per mile upon the gompans’s railroad and franchises,its coal lands—of which it has 20,000 acres conIaiming A HUNDRED MILLION TONS OF COAL—

-

:

sion.

_ Each Bond is for $1000 or

vertible

- Post Office Addresses,
Rev. D. Waterman, Milton Mills,N. H.

Resolved, That this Q. M. set apart the Saturday morning service of each Q. M. for the hénefit
of Sabbath schools.
SED
Appointed Rev. A. Z. Mitchell to deliver an

Alliance.

and Sabbath in

Friday, P. M., Jan. §, 1869.
i
1.B COLEMAN, Clerk,

:

fifty cents

Weekly,

MONEY.

of every State

The First Mortgage Sevea#per Cent. Sinking Fund
Bonds of the Rockford, Rock Island and St. Louis
Railroad mpany, pay both Principal and Interest in
GOLD COIN,
FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX

M. H.TARBOX, Clerk.

Monroe Q. M., N. Y., will hold its next
with the Wheatville church, Dee. 25—27.

Whereas. there is a_lack of interest intheQ.
M.; and especially in the Sabbath schools,and as |
some effort ought to be’'made to increase said in-

General.

Wanted

Children

Rensselaer Q. M. will hold its winter session
with the
Stephentown and
Nassau church, com-

Clerk.

Harper's

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED,

_ecoupons are payable Feb.

MoxNROEQ. M., N. Y,—Held its last term with

the Wheatville church.

Saturday

Jan., 1869.

viz:

MAKE

for

ASA RANDLETH, Clerk,

Bro. Albert T. Curtis’s,
1st

organized

terest, therefore

every part

GOLD.

Epringacia Q. MK. will hold. its Jan. session
with the F'. W. Baptist church in Enfield, Me., near

Oct. 4., was received into fellowship, also the
Erie Q. M., Pa. Next session with the church at
Conneaut, Jan. 22,

?

following,

Bazar, Atlantic, Blackwood, or Galazy, thus giving a

SEVEN PIR CENT. INTEREST IN

in

style, at one dollar and

It will also’be sent one year for #4 with either

the

whole year to one of the widest-known journals of
the day, for ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
Address
4w39
J. 8. REDFIELD, 140 Fulton 8t., N. Y.

W. F. EATON, Clerk,

:

The ses-

church,

of

Jefferson Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Lowville, Dec. 19, 20, commencing Saturday, at 10 o’clock, A. M,

and, we trust, profitable.
Mich., and Bro. Bumpus,

Hartsgrove

:

much improved

year.

England Botanie Depot, Boston, Mass.

P. SMITH, Clerk.

C. Bean.

of Pa., werein attendance and preached to good

acceptance.

session

WONDER,” and.a State map given to

Januury 1st. the undersigned will begin the publication of a new series of this popular journal, in a

4m29

A.M.
Minister’s Conference on the Tuesday preceeding, at 2 o’clock,P. M., at the residence of Rev.

Clerk,

fits last

New

Clerk,

Cumberland @. M. will hold ite holy gession at
Gray,Me., on the last Wednesday in Jan.at 9 o’clock

son wished to unite his interests with_the Freewill Baptists, and was accepted by a committee
appointed for that
purpose. Next session with
the church, at W.
Paris. The meeting will be

protracted.

Me., held its last

in

MAP

mem

Hall's Journal of Health for 1869.

It has been thor

Prepared at the

Shapleigh; delegation small, but a good spirit -pervaded the meeting
Any church disposed to take
the Feb. session, please notify the clerk immediate.

Q. M., Me.s-Held its Nov. session

with the church

M.,

that those who once

The White Pine Compound is now sold

Friday,the 25th of Dec. Conference at 6 o’clock,P. M,
JOHN TYLER,

are sure

of the United States and British Provinces.

the Summer Hill Church, N. Y., Sept. i1—13.
The
next session will be held with the Richford Church,

to gladden his heart in'this time of need.

BOOKS.”

ILLUSTRATIONS

‘every subscriber ; -also to any person who
will procure a good agent. ¥or a descriptive pamphlet, address GOODSPEED. & CO-, Chicago, New
York and
Memphis,
We
4w3o,

oughly ‘tested by people in this city and vicinity, and
the proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons well known'to our citizens. We recommend
its
trial in all those ¢ases of disease to which itis adapted. It is for sale by all our druggists.—[N. ¥. Inde-

thé church in North Scriba, commencing Friday the
The. friends of Bro. Henry Preble, in sending
first day of Jan., 1869. A full attendance is desired,
Ww. H. SMITH, Clerk.
their donations to aidghim in his sickness and |
is Alva, Me.

NEW

It isan article,

virtues of the. White Pine Bark.

The Oswego Q. M. will hold its next session-with

need, will remember that his Post Office address

and

KING GF STOCK

1 200 PAGES—200

btain it and give it & fair trial, will not thereafter be
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.
A
VALUABLE MEDICINE.~Dr.J. W, Poland’s: White
Pine Compound advertised-in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and LPR the medicinal

the usual

time. Minister’s Conference will meet at Bro. J. 8,
Bridges’ house, Jan. 14 at 7 o’clock, P. M.
‘
N.F. WEYMOUTH

r

Agents
THE

which, in a climate so Promdiive of sudden and severe colds as is that of Néw England, ought to be in

will hold

in

\

y
—all about the history and varieties,
given it a thorough
trial we can confidently recomcrossing, breeding, fe
and man,
it, diseases
mend Poland's nie Pine Compound as a very valu.
and their remedies of tLe horse; cattle, sheep, swine
able article for
of colds, coughs, and pulmoe
nic.c
<
n
—In-soveral eases wo
known 1t to
give prompt relief when all other remerival, * Every aor
absolutely neeas it. * THE

A

commencing Jan. 15, one week later than

to the Church by
Com.

H. Preble.

Hair

ER TW
rT

Great New England Remedy.

POUND
:
Cures Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs,
therta, Fronchitis
Spitting
of Blood, and Pulmonar,
{
ections generally.—
is a remarkable remedy forKi ney Complaints, Dabetes, Difficulty of Voiding Urine,
Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel and other Complaints.
2
)
Bosrox, Jan. 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having

To Stop an itching head use Hall's “Vegetable Sieil-

by Rev. J. E. Danie ; Sermon by Rev. E. P. Ladd;
M. C. Hendérson; Address
Rev. J. M. Durgin.

“Barrett's Vegetable

The

Si

DR. J, W. POLAND'S WHITE PINE COM-

of

"ticesaud Agpointuei.

Invocation by Rev. J: Blake;

| the Star Office Building on the ‘cover.
The 'congrega-

tion is gradually increasing in number
interest.

a

is the only safeguard.—Syracuse Journal, =

Belknap Q. M., held

the Free Baptist denomiThe Church Extension Society of the Methodist
are quite a number of per- Episcopal Church held its anniversary at Philamembers of our churches | delphia, Nov. 19th. The Treasurer reported the

‘there will be established in that stirring

Larrose,Pa, We have just closed a meeting held about

:

reading the Word of God. The most emi
four years since, yet it has regularly main- | and
nent of these confessors of the nineteenth century

Baptist church in this place, but it long ** Oshkosh, the
since became extinct. During the past Wisconsin, is
season I have labored here some and have looked after by
"had the privilege of seeing God's work re- nation. -, There
vived. Several have been converted and
sons who were
some reclaimed ; and we are in hopes that it

-

At the late session of the

correspondence
with the several branches of the

Items,

us with

this country now-a-days are losing their magical
tresses by the use of vile nostrums, or by neglecting

8. C8.

been

and their reward.

of the mission there.

Home

have

Father dnd Christian brethren,

ranks to share their labors,

aid by taking up a collection in your conearnest

backsliders

who joyfully welcome

last January; will you not forward the
money? Will not you ministers of Christ

making

Several

draws

‘to apply the proper remedy to preserve their beauti-

paths

reclaimed from their wanderings, and
sought and obtained the forgiveness of their

to decide what shall be done. On you,
dear brethren, rests the responsibility.

Cairo,

of advanced age, it has

“Fair tresses man’s imperial race ensnare, and
beauty

‘‘ showers upon

the new moan grass.”

the strong ranks of middle life,

of youth.

and it is for the F. W. Baptists in the West

Bros. Manning

reached

circles

the

Our prayer is that God will send down
his blessing upon us. like

309
AREA

Tw

ONE

;

DOLLAR

DOLLAR

TWO DOLLAR BOXES.
We mail them to any address, postage
receipt of the price. Address
%
LORING, Publisher,

400

HAIR,

SICILIAN

BOXES

AND A HALF BOXES,

will restore it to its natural
gro Wi.

paid,

on
"

219 Washington 8t., Boston,

‘ia

promote Ha

color and
3 '

)

tise on the Hair reit free by mail,
RO Pr YALL & Co., Nashua, N, A Proprietors.
For sale by all druggists.
1meowsn
:
:

a

samme

What

with fresh energy of late. A new book appears
early into his- fold. The prayers of his is,—see, here :8 this stone, which I can’t every week bearing his imprint, allof which are
gardner
the
tell
would
mother
now
;
turn
Saturday morning, 1 received a note from a parents have been answered. Are such pe-good, some of which are of the very.highest
ex*
| to come and take it away for me; but God {.cellence, friend, asking me to come to her for she titions ever unheard? ...
;
wren
§itys, ** There's the stone, and there's you,
"The Upward Path is fie story of a family
ae
was in deep affliction. The mile that lay
Woolwich, Me.
Hal.”
i
bi
ai
dened and burdened by the untimely and terribetween my boarding-house and her cot~.**And J shouldn't want Him totsay more,” ‘ble death of the husband and father through the
tage home was traveled very quickly.
Thad | -

I Gave.

—

passed,

With the Children.

heard, two days previously, that hér hus-|’

Oe

‘band had returned from sea,

sick

with

said Frank; ‘because, when He says, ‘I

BY MARILLA.

fe-

death-angel had preceded. me.

listened a while to its lord.

He ha

Responsive at once to the call
Of the country, had poured out his treasure,

god

in his

dying

glowed with gold and crimson, and the

glistening icicles began to collect on the
‘outside of the window where Alice Raymond was sitting, when hér-#wo little

state his intellect was

clear as an unclouded sky at noon.

And what seemed harder than all,—

He rec-

brothers, rosy with

ognized his wile, as she bent over him.
His little boy came in, asking Papa .to
‘kiss him once more.” “Lift the child up ’

They had taxed all his broad rolling acres,
Had levied on flock and on herd :—
Then through the deep silence that followed,
There fell not an answering word:

he shall have the last kiss,” said the dying
{ man,
We obeyed. and the child, clasping

As if ’twere in awe of his greatness
- =... He counted the stillness of mine;
I checked on my lip the proud answer,
And thought of the pearls and the swine :—

Ah

once

strong man lay feeble as an infant in his
grasp. The ravings of delirium were over,

ned his coffers so freely,

“lg

The

{ his

arms

tightly

about his father’s

neck

}

would not let go until the ‘nurse took hin 1
| away sobbing as if his little heart woulc i
( break.

:

He'd trample my offering in scorning

3

“Emily,” said Captain Somers, “I mus t
leave you and my boy; but it will not b
| long that we shall be separated. And now,
| will you repeat the Lord's prayer, and like
| a child in the arms of his mother I can
fall asleep, for the music of those beautiful
words will be like a soft lullaby.”
Mrs. Somers had been weeping for th o

My souls hidden treasure to.earth:
O hearts that hold such in your keeping,
You'll estimat®truly its worth.

health and

excitement,

came in from their play and sought the sitting-room.
The young girl was just then
unusually glad of the -company of laughing little Clarence and the more inquisitive
George, for her thoughts had been far from"
| pleasant.
Alice was only fifteen years old, but
two years previous to this she had given
| her heart to the Saviour, and had been recognized by others as oneof the lambs of
the sacred

fold.

For

nearly

a year

mine isn't.”

"A stranger hand traced the last tidings;
God had broken the staff of my age;

| world'in which she.

reigned

or

When she arose from her knees and bent
over the couch,—only the words,—‘Emi-

Swept down by the tempést’s wild rage.

O God! but to hear the young voices

ly—God bless you—Farewell;” and John
Somers began a pew life.
Emily, from whose life the light-had gon o
out, came back to the old cares and duties,
with an aching heart and weary, sickening:
regret. She had made an idol and found it
clay. Only those who have loved and lost
can tell with what trembling earnestnes s
she still clung to the precious casket from

Ring out in our home as of old!
Forgive those who murmur before thee,
And miss but the clink of their gold !!

Joy in Sorrow.
Suggested by the death of Lua D, Pierce,
BY =
——

When the angels, gazing downward
From the heavenly citadel,

very

large,”

with all our sorrows,

-

”

Which
W us Is mystery now,

ae

Fiosts forever round Ler brow.

d

fe ling

1eelng

thatRl 1it brought
t
broug b tears

10 gyes

unused to weeping, and Emily’s sobs burst

en,

forth.

Though with mortal eyes we see not

:

They followed him to the

ASHES the heart chasms and the fears,

grave, and

when the bearers set the coffin re

e mysteries and doubtings,

23s

Parkling o'er the waiting years y—

:

*3

side of it, and laid back

+

by the

the lid, that

all

ious faith

didn't always come out wrong. Icould feel
God telling me to keep still, to count ten

after

and his

i
iE

Yetby faith we see the throne-light
. Beaming o'er the dark abyss,

might see, there was a pause, then a short
hymn was sung, and we prepared to leave.

a

Aud believe the night of sorrow

Emily stood for a moment, taking

view of the loved face, when little Eddie,
clasping her hand tightly in both his own,

.
.
amily
Cr
(~

. | cried out,— “O mamma, don’ let Papa be
cle
put down in the earth!” pointing to the
*
|grave. “Why did Papa die? O dear! O

The

¥
;

s
2
.

WY AIDSEN,

his childish mind had failed

“Our Father who art in heaven:
be

thy

name.

Thy

hallow-

kingdom

come.

Thy will be done ih earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And
torgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors. And lead us not, into tempta-

on hiding
mo

his face

ef Sure

is hiss

to

see before,

folds

» fod Passionately,

of his

It

“

was

B shone Ong to be remembered, Allaround
the grave Wept ia sympathy, for the be.
Yeaved vues. Ih en 1h @ clergyman, clear 3
ing his Earoat,said-— “Our Father who art in

tion, but deliver us from evil. For thine is heaven,” &2,, Tepeating the prayer so old,
the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, and yet fo new, :
:
~|
for ever. God bless my father and mother,|
Though yearshave passed since then,and
my litthe sisters and brother, my grandpa-| the little Eddie is now a young man, strong
rents,aunts and uncles, and all the friends I|in the strength God Las given him, I can
love, for Christ's sake. Amen.”

neyer forget his heart-rending appeal to his

I was standing partly unrobed, when little | mother, or the prayer which followed.

*

in Jesus P”

though Christ

did not love

have
Ever
about
been

I feel as

me now,

and

when I pray, I cannot feel as I once did.

sadly, ¢‘there is the secret of your unhappiness ; for we are assured in his sacred word

that if we from the heart forgive not every
one their

trespasses, neither

ther which is in heaven

passes.

Lizzie may

will

our

Fa-

forgive us our tres-

have réally believed

what she said about you; but be that as it
may, I fear you have done her a great

wrong in so long entertaining a spirit of
bitterness toward her. Let us ask God to
forgive you for this and to help you to for-

give as you would be forgiven,”

before I got angry.

If I" waited till- I was

¢ No, Frank, He didn’t

For

several

moments

both

were

Fhe

“What makes you look so sober,
Amy? What are you thinking ofp”

“You,

Alice dear,

and her tried, weary heart is at rest.

Aunt|

The

children were all invited home,and the rain
did not prevent their coming to grandmoth-

more than anything | er's to-day.

All wore merry faces, though

soon closed over

slept,

the

little dreaming

blue

ds

eyes, and

silent,

and to the mourning one light and peage

tell you Himself.

what a train

of

thoughther prayer had awakened. It was
the earnestness and simplicity in the voice

MEP 1 ShrMt

«Tt is part of God,"said Frank.

it ‘here

in

me, and

made

me

‘He put
that

such a ‘strong feeling: of‘ yes), and
could not come from any, one else.”

‘no’

“Well, let conscience alone.

That's the way the sun shines and

God f1ways does, only weare

in

such a hurry that we don’t pay attention.
Come, let us go home now; it must be dinner-time."—Sunday

School

Gazelle.

of, personages;

there

ers ‘and intelligent Sabbath
school teachers, if
they would procure a copy of this revised New
Testament and use it freely,
The changes in
language from the common version are made as
few as fidelity will allow, and there has been a
constant aim on the part'of the revisers to preserve the same general qualities of style where
“the language is changed,
.The translation is

sought to be eminently literal and exact, so that
the ordinary and unlearned reader may have the
that appears in the

original Greek.

Accuracy is sought for rather than elegance, and
fidelity

to

the

evidence

has

been

maintained

This version is by no means

above

criticism, but it will render essential aid in put
ting many

readerg in possession

of the exact

thought embodied in the Greek text, who had
previously missed it. The type is a clear, full
‘Pica,~a benediction to the eyes. The quotations

from tlie Old Testament are indicated by spacing
the words quoted,—a simple and excellent method. Poetic passages exhibit the poetic measure,—.
as they should do. The division of the text into

lustrations by L. Frolich,

D. F. Randolph.
1888.;
Sold by E. J. Lane. -°

God's

I think grandmother mmst have felt com-

doughnuts,

ing. Many times I had repeated the Lord's demolished.

heart.

Itis a noble undertaking,

and it has been wrought

ings.

plum-puddings

for the adiumo, Two months studious young man,

Influence.
a

Two boys had b een working in agajden
“since early breakfast time, and had doje as
to all much ‘talking as weeding. “ Well,” said

and pies were

But as there is an end
\prayer, but the beauty and solemnity of the feasting and merry-making, so towards
words filed inspire
to
me. Short as it is, night this ended. Only little Alice was lett
of all the grandchildren who had come in
ah years aga Eta woossicn io 15 the morning. Edward does not seem to
member it. 1 had been touching in the note the absence of his cousins, but sits
gu of M—— duringthe summer, and reading as sual, evenings, He is a quiet,

God has called him

one of them, ** if God would really help me,

help.

What 1 ‘mean

and

ungram-

New York: Anson

Square

12mo. pp. 226.

is a charming book for children.

Itis

delight to inspect again -and again, and the clear

past;

and,

blessings vouchsafed

witht

an

awe

that is not

steps of the gates of the Eternal World.

f

LITERARY MISCELLANY,
Deer

and Deer;

Hunting.a

The deer’s three - senses,—sight,

hearing

and smell,—are neither of them, by itself,
quite adequate to advise him of danger. A
noise excites his attention and ealls’in vision

to discover

the

cause,

yet

both

together

may not insure his safety, it danger le near.

The ndise may be made by the leaping of a
squirrel or the scratching -of a bird among
the leaves; or, it may be any other of the
thousand notes that a

hear. in

time.

of the cause.
:
The sense of vision seemsto be impeifect
in this particular; it takes no cognizance of
form and little of color, unless the form and
color be those which come most naturally”

Not many juvenile books will constitute a

prettier

present

than

this

for the

during the season of holiday gilts.

little people

PATTY BAILY; or, Who knows best? Philadel
phia: J. P. Skelly & Co. 1868.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

18mo.

pp. 219.
ti

woods.

listener can

the silent

If alarmed by

any of

these, he recovers confidence when apprised

within the «phere of its recognition,—those

of its own species. It is motion that draws.
MARY MORNE AND HER FRIEND. By Mrs. E. its attention. When sitting quite still a
E. Boyd, author of the * Little Slate Picker,”
deer has approached within a few feet of:
2 iy ‘wame Publishers, etc. 1868. 18mo. pp.
‘me, and whiked quietly away again, una[5
HazeL FArM.

From the English Edition. Bos-

ton: Henry Hoyt.
18mo, pp. 123.
These three additional juveniles belong to the
better class of books for the young, whose aim is
not simply to amuse but to instruct and profit,
They carry the reader’s thought steadily™and
strongly upward, and point out its true restingplace at the cross of Christ and in the fellowship
of his sympathy.
PrymMouTH Porprr.
Messrs, J. B. Ford &
Co.’s weekly pamphlet, containing Mr, Beech.er’s carefully revised and admirably printed ser-

mons, comes to us régularly and is more than
welcome. The discourses exhibit marked mechanical excellences, the pamphlet is paged so as

to be ready for binding

into a volume, and these

are henceforth to be the only sermons printed
with Mr. B's endorsement, The prayer offered
in connection with each sermon is usually re-

ported.

Terms:

8 cts. per single copy; $3.00

per year,
Subscriptions received by the publishers at New York.
:
In Mr. Greeley’s Recollections, noticed last
week, there are a few passages which we mark-

ed while looking

through

not fail to interest our

the volume

readers.

that will

They

are fuli of

what is characteristic in the author's mind and
philosophy of life, and they possess an intrinsic

.

suggestiveness that impels us to quote a few of
them in these columns.
Here is a specimen of
the uniqiie and blunt independence that marks
the man:
The last summer that we lived in New Hampshire, an offer was made by the leading men of
our neighborhood to send me to Phillips Academy Ee
and thence to college,~the ex-

ware, although I was in plain view all the
time, that it was so close to one who might

have

been its enemy.

smells
listen.

danger,
Hence,

But

when

a deer

it needs not to look nor to
the attempt to approach

him is useless when the wind is blowing
from the hunter towards him. But this
sense is. the least valuable when be is to
windward.

Acting;

then,

on

knowledge of these faculties

his own

of the animal

to discern danger, and their limitation, the

hunter, by advancing against the wind, or
at least,

not

with it,

has nothing

to fear

from this sense, and has only to deceive the
He learns to walk in almost
other two,
perfect silence,

and

if he can

avoid being

seen, his point is gained. Upon & single
deer the approach is comparatively easy.
He is generally walking slowly, and now
and then putting down his head to crop
something.
In this latter case he cannot
see an approaching object; but the moment
he raises his head to look about (which he

does as often as every half minute or thereabouts), the hunter stops and remains quite

still.

The

deer,

at ed¥ery ¢movement it

makes, putting down or raising its head,
shakes its tail. Koowing this the hunter
knows just when to advance and when to
stop. Thus observant of every motion of
the animal, he makes an spproach, of which
itisquite unaware ; and,

should it at length

‘pérceive-the final movemeént,—the preparation to fire,—it does not immediately run
away, but waits alittle to see what is the
matter.
When two deer are together, it is

more difficult to come near them, as they
may not both feed at the same moments,

unless by accident; and the difficulty is increased just in proportio
the number of
Il on my parents.
They listened thoughtfully
the od is greater;
hen there are
to the proposal, briefly deliberated, then firmly ‘several togethar, it1s
nearly useless fo atthough
tefully declined it; saying thatthey
tempt to come within Fans
but better
would
give their children the best education
and look for a smaller herd.
er could afford, and there stop. I do not re- to go away
pense being so defrayed thatho part of it should

ember that [ bad

then any decided opinion or

wish in the premises;
from the bottom of my
ents for their wise and

but I now have; und,
heart, I thank my parly decision. Much

I had a right

to ask

and ex-

Mr. Greeley’s great undertaking and achievement is of course the New York Tribune. What
it has becomeas a public journal, and how he estimates it and the labor devoted to it, the following extracts show :
The

Tribune,

for example,

now

pays

more

This is the mode of hunting where, asin
prairies, there is no_means of concealment.

In woods the hunter
of trees or bushes,

The best hour

advances

under cover

for hunting

is the first

clear daylightof the morning.

Just before

night again, deer are generally

feeding.

In the summer time they will get up atany
hour of the day if a shower
on.
When flies or mosquitoes are very numer-

ous they keep within the thickets by day,

and feed almost entirely by night.

times, fire-hunting may

At such

take the place of

still-hunting.
[It is gengrally known that
when dogs, cattle, horses, and many other
animals look dt a bright light by night. the
rays are

reflected;

and, to any

one in the

line passing from their eyes through the
light, they look like ‘balls of fire,
Deer
increased from year to year, its expenses have
. suffer the hunteg, witha
inevitably been swelled even more rapidly; so will, oftentimes;
that, at the close of 1866, in which its receipts
light, tocome very near them. An old fryhad been over nine hundred thousand dollars, its dng-pan, having its flat bottom replaced by
expenses had been very nearly equal in amount,
some curved iron hoops, serves to bold the
leaving no profit beyond a fair rent for the prempieces of resinous pine... The handle is fast- .
ises it owned and occupied.
And yet its stocketied to a strip of plank which is borne on
holders were satisfied that they had done a good
business,~that
the increase in the patronage
the shoulder. The deer
gazes atthe light,

and value of the establishment amounted
fair interest on their investment, and might
be accepted in lieu of a dividend,
. , .
Fame is a vapor; popularity an accident;
.e8 take wings; the only earthly certainty
livion; no man can foresee what a day

bring forth; while

often curse

toa
well

and sees nothing of the
hunter who is between it and the fire. Generally, deer can

richis obma

be approached more closely by night than
by day. The aim is at the eyes, or straight
below them so as to break the neck ; or une

those who cheer to-duy will

to-morrow;

and

yet

I cherish

the

hope that the journal I projected and established
will live and flourish long afterI shall have moldered into forgotten dust, being guided by a larger wisdom, a’ more unerring sagacity
to discern
the right, though not by a more
"unfaltering

readiness to embrace
personal

and defend it at whatever

cost; and that the stone which

covers

ny ashes may bear to future eyes the still intelli-.
ible inscription, *‘ Founder of the New York
ibune.”

There is something

pathetic

and truly touch-

ing in the view of such aman as Mr. Greeley,
fondly picturing the childish beauty of his. dead

boy, and bowing down beneath the burden of a
grief that bereavement brings to him. There
are many readers whose souls will answer to
these words out of a shadowed heart that dwells
upon

the

memories

theseLoa)words:

~,

body is often

shoot

seen, so that

where

he

the. hunter can

pleases.

A deer rarely

falls when shot,-where it was standing, but
generally dashes away
fifty to a hundred
aces or

even ‘if shot

more,

through

the

eart. If he raises his tail,—shows the
white feather,—it may be suspected he was
not hit.

[If struck
by the

bullet,

he

runs

off at his utmost speed with the tail pressed

close down.
In the daytime, the hunter
goes where the deer was standing, which

may be known

by the deep tracks made at

the first spring, and looks for hair cut off by
the bullet. If he finds it, he is sure of having

hit his game;

and

following on the

track, he soon comes upon the blood, when
he can

track it more easily.

This is where

there are bushesor tall grass. In more,
be seen to run
way unhindered. Itis the open places, the deer may
futher that-volces itself in | it race and fall dead. any part of the
spinal column be touched, the animal falls
+« .
Fr
of a sainted

child and lets

Arthur had points of similarity to each of us,
but with decided
superiority, as. a whole, to

where it is ganding, bus if the ome he» ou
ly slightly
hurt it may
get u
on.

anxious to hear

the words

two years

just as I was about to bag my

of the Messiali and of the apostles uttered in clear
and unequivocal tones, for it has helpto offer
them,

UPWARD

Davis,

PATH.

Boston:

By

Henry

Caroline
Hoyt,

E, Kell

16mo.

pp.

A Néw York Story,

By

Mra, J. McNair Wright, author «ff = Golden
Heart,” ete. Same Publisher.
16m, pp. 257,

Mr. Hoyt's contributions to our higher juvenile hterature have been large and valuable for

after he was

taken

from

ug, for

any

physical merely, but visibly dung from the’
soul, His hair was of the finest and richest gold ;
‘* the sunshine of
picture” never glorified its
equal: and the delicacy of his complexion at
once fixed rhe attention of observers like the late
N. P. Willis, who had traversed both hemispheres without having his gnze ‘arrested by nny
ohild who ‘could bear a comparison
with this one,

Yet he was not one of those paragons sometimes
met with, whose idiest chatter would edigy
a
Sunday school.~who never do or suy aught that
ropriety would not sanction and piety delight
n~=but thoroughly human, and endued with a

love of play and “mischief which kept. him bugy
yenrs pust; but he has given himself to the work | sod happy the hvelong day, while rendering him
-n

»

ex

in the

white paper and full open type will take reading
from the sphere of labor and turn it over to pas.

5
,

my

full parallel to his dazzling beauty,~a beauty not Jumped up and taken: leg-bail.—d4m, Natur-,

“Tir Corner 8TALL,

no special

Bo; look-

close of

either. Ilooked in vain through Italian galleries,

be good;

“That's

past.

that

of all who are really

just as mother does, it would be easier'to.
“Why, Hal, how can you ray 8
gave your mother to you especially, anil
made you smart and clever,”

out in results that

for

should make the Christian world grateful.—
Again we commend this version to the attention

‘THE

but He don’t.”

_ ° .

fear, and a consciousness of demerit which dges
.not exclude hope, await the opening befordmy

life-likesin its descriptions of almost everything
that a child finds in the country; the little people who figure in it are painted in an admirable
way ; the information conveyed is abundant and
valuable; the pictures are such as children will

the tears have their
|but of Christian scholars
who are fn earnest
to | affec
the real
oftion
the common

and hateful

humbly,

erently thank God for the

un-

is a surfeit of talk

that is as rough, crude

but those of whom
pect it.

THE NEW TESTAMENT of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.
The Common English Version,
corrected by the final Committee of the American Bible Union.
Second
Revision,
New
York: Am. Bible Union.
London: Trubner
& Co. 1867. Octavo. pp. 488.

yet.

me

panorama of wretchedness

as I bave needed a fuller,
Better education, I rejoice that
I am indebted for schooling to nore

Library Review,

precise idea

calmly,

There is a whole

This

youlearnt, not from God.”
“Yes, "replied Frank again ; ‘‘but my parents learnt from God. They told me a great

thé" way

ing

‘mortul career which cannot be far distant, I rev-

Your par-

ents used to teach you, and it was from them

second.

those of the: bloedy

home the duty

LITTLE ROSY’S
TRAVELS; or Country Scenes
in the South of France, - With twenty-four 1l-

know’

bring the real word of Seripture in contact with

Money Creek, Minn.

and manner
that touched my heart. - It had plimented if she noticed the way in which
been» long time since I had heard that her nice meats, vegetables, light, puffy
© prayer, feeling the whole force of its mean-

SRCOELELS
Saat

i

few or

endured so

its predecessors; yet I trust that progress isi
general law of our being, and that the ills and
woes of the future shall ‘be less crushing than

matical as can well be and yet be intelligible and
allowable; and yet a most devout and earnest
and yearning spirit runs through the volume
from beginning to end.
:

you acted wisely, and conscience isn’t exact-

ly God.

and if.indirectly presses

reported

were restored.
paragraphs is a real help, because it respects the
The next evening when she returned sense instead of adhering to a division that is oftfrom school she found a chance to whisper en thoroughly arbitrary; but, for convenience

happy

she

prolonged

long, and that it has abounded in’ opportunities.
in experifor good not wholly unimproved, an
ences of the nobler as well as the baser impulses

and the promise. connected with faithful mission work among the vicious and perishing.

lection

else,” I answered, trying to assume a cheer- | I fear there were some sad hearts among us “in her mother’s ear, ‘I asked Lizzio's for
in reference, the numbering of the verses in our
ful tone. She looked thoughtful, and twin- | older ones. The big, square table, with its giveness to-day; when we understood all}
common version {is also retained. This version
ing her arms about my neck; kissed me,and | large mahogany wings, was spread and we freely forgave each othe rand Iam OQ! *® iy pot the work of partisans, tyros or icohoclasts,

y x nestled down into her warm bed.

Whether it shall be

more years, I am grateful that

rolled here; hard eharacters abound in’ this col-

Conscience made you keep cool, so of course

throughout.*

then the young girl dropped on her knees
Alice's voice réached my ear, and pausing,
It so happened that I spent the recent beside her mother, and from the deep1listened until the sounds died away, and | Thanksgiving of 1868 with the grandpa- est recesses of a spirit broken and conthe prattler of eight summers asked to be|rents of Edward Somers with whom he is trite, she poured out her supplications in
lifted into bed. Then lifting her blue eyes to | living. Hismother has joined her husband + | the ear that is never deaf to our entreaties,

my face, she asked,—

joyless.

even among the lowliest and most un-

refined;

angry, then I forgot all about Him but as
sure as I kept my temper, God did somehow
tell me what to do.”
pd
:

“ “I could, Idid, and I was very happy in

a sort of bitterness in my soul.

Iie says:

My life has been bdsy and anxious, but.not

TG night when you spoke of forgiving our
This edition of the revised New Testament than one hundred thousand dollars per annum
enemies, I felt as though my heart would represents the last and best results of the special for intellectual labor (reporting included) in
dear! What shall we do, mamma? How | burst. Ihave never forgiven Lizzie, and I work with which the American Bible Union has about its office, and one hundred thousand dois
lars more {or correspondence und telegraphing,
been for years occupied.
Of the importance and
can we live without Papa ? The child, * in ‘don’t see how I can.”
—in other words, for collecting and transmitting
value of this work we have recently ¥poken at news.
And, while its income his been largely
that one moment, took in at a glance what
“¢‘Ah my daughter,” said Mrs." Raymond,
length. It would be of real-ggrvice to our preach-.

Reminiscences.

ed

the last

Suon
will lapse in light and bliss,
SS
i

we have a Pilot ever faithful and true who,

if we trust in him, will bring us safely to
the desired haven. Can you not still trust

his love; but for more than a year I
seemed to be groping in darkness.
since Lizzie Mills said so many things
me that were wholly false, there has

1seinit.

ous classes; if assures us, moreover, that there
are jewels of character and noble types of relig-

see that some one took care of me, and that
when my guardian was cross, ye! things

which the gem had been riven.

‘While heaven’s bright, translucent halo

affirm a hope that perhaps

has as much human bravery as scriptural prom-

given you sopie friend to.help you. , Let us home-life that iy here, portrayed, rebuking what 'vincible . in Boks senting and 2 gh. slut
ysit down and talk. You know I'm not parselfish. and Jrapsfiguring what is high and no- upspringing and growth of. principles a
pe
which I hai] as destined to root out sonie
e.
3
}
ticularly good, and don’t like stupid talks
of the most flagrant ahd pervading evils that yét
any better than youdo, But thisis what If * The'Corner Stall is a telling revelation of the remain. I realize that each generation is destinwretched life lived
by the neglected and danger¢éd to confront new and peculiar perils,—to wresmean. After ny. parents died, I began to
tle with temptations und
seductions unknown to

dow she leaned her head on her hand. It” deal, and then, when I began to uhderstand
was with painful emotions that Mrs. Ray- more, God told me through my conscience.
mond observed the dejected appearance of Sometimes I know hé ig helping me directher daughter. = =
cn
:
5 Fi
a
TER
The story told to. George and Clarence Fo don't see how. Of course, I know
| that night was the ‘‘ sweet story of old,” when my conscience plagues me.”
which, though it may be heard a thousand
I think God has made everything work
times, is always new, always unspeakably by the ways he likes best, and that some
precious to.the heart of the believer. Alice things go on well of themselves, because He
listened while her mother talked of the started them; but if He chose to say they
| blessed Jesus, -his great love, his tender shouldnt go on, they would all stop in a

sympathy

=~

Christian seholar has to meet, are fall of interest | of human nature. I lave been sparedto see the
and suggestiveness: (1t:isia (trué and sacréd end of giant
wrongs Which-1 once deemed in-

| the trees grow.
But then, you see, He has
wonderful forgiveness.
:
made
us
boysalso,
and we can’t be left to
“
Remember,
my
little
boys,”
said
Mrs.
Saw the angel we call Lua,—
The day of burial came.
It was one of
f|
Raymond
kindly,
‘“
we
are
always
to
folourselves;
so
He
put
conscience in us.
Saw the one we loved so well;
| the brightest of October days,—the last -o
And with saddened eyes looked onward"
the dying month. All nature rejoiced in the low Jesus in this respect. No matter how And then He sees itis not enough ; so someTo the paths of life so rough,
sunlight. The frost had turied the green cruelly one may treat us, how persistently times, when we're feeling half sorry and
Through
which
earth-born
ones
must
wander,
leaves
of the maples Ti
and beeches into others may speak evil of us without cause, ‘half naughty, He encourages usby akind
. Paused, and whispered—**’tis enough ;”"—
i
En
.| bright orange, scarlet, érimison and" gold ’ ‘how often they may wrong us, we must of warm feeling that we can do better. Or
Then they hushed their gong of gladness ;
| with touches of greenstill lingering asif still forgive them, and thus show our love else we see something we can do, and when
Mute their golden harp-strings lay,
{oth to leave their Summer abode; Emily for the Saviour, and our desire to follow we have done it, we feel so much better
eh
Ty uling vr piness
. that I can’t help thinking God put it there
| Somers found the gayety of the outer world his example.”
Alice
listened
to
this
in
silence,
whil
onpurpose for usto do.”
|
;
Caine snd took our little angel,~
| coming in painful contrast to the world
‘« But you don’t know positively.”
Took the one we loved so well,”
~ °
| within. She had prayed without ceasing tear after tear fell upon the work which re“No, I don’t. Last winter I used to wish
Bore her on their snowy bosoms,
| for strength to carry her through the last mained untouched in ber lap. The mother
noticed
this,
and
when
her
little
boys
that
I did. Now I don’t seem to care. I
To the Better Land to dwell.
trial, and it seemed to have been given her
were tucked nicely in their beds, and she often wonder, and I guess He thinks I'm
0, we weep through all the noonday ;
She sat pale gad ggjm, while the clergy.
foolish to wonder, because I never shall find
And we sit alone at night,
man discoursed solemnly, and’ with an elo- and Alice were alone, she said tenderly,
out; except when He speaks right out loud
¢¢
Alice,
come
here.
For
a
long
time
you
Thinking of our sainted Lua
quence born of grace and = grief nursed in
Inthe land of seraphs bright.
the lap of godliness,—of man’s frailty and have seemed sad and unlike yourself; now in my heart, then I am sure it is He. None
: of the other boys could make me think then
And we hear sweet cadence floating
the immediate necessity of building upon a tell me what troubles you.”
Through the lambent air of heaven,
sare foundation,
.
that God has not come into my heart more
With
a
fresh
burst
of
tears,
she
leaned
He spoke briefly, urging
From the harp of heaven-born sweetness
.
Aigh my conscience.”
her head on her mother’s shoulder, ex- than jus
Which to her our God has given.
those present to seek God first of all. Then
“One does feel braver,” said Hal, ¢ for
”
:
in a low voice, full of pathos, he said that , | claiming,
Now yes«0 mother, it is dark, and I cannot see walking alittle bit in the dark.
i
sagely;
on the one hand, we could but regret tha t
terday, just as I was going to hit little
the path in which I would walk.”
They sre crowned in starry brightness,
so much excellence had been lost to earth
«Call on the Saviouf, my child." He will Jo,I saw a lame boy pass by ; and I thought
They are robed in spotless white!
but on the other, lookirg into the Great Be "|
if I should make Joe a cripple, what should
make
it light.”
And the life-tree sheds its fragrance
©
yond, where the angels were rejoicing over
«I have called, but my cries do not avail. I do. Do you think that God made that
O’er the fresh, immortal springs,
one more freed soul as in the light of the
‘While the crowned and ‘white-robed seraphs | Father's welcome smile it was bathed in the O my mother, I wish you could know how lame boy come near me just then ?”
I think he was going on his errand withTeach the earth-child hidden things.
splendor of heaven, we should rejoice. For Ifeel. I can think of nothing else only
Passed beyond the golden portals,
life is but a moment, and while it is passing that I am ina boat, tossing about on the out thinking of you, perhaps to do someIn life’s fair and radiant morn,
we need to watch and pray that we may ente r | stormy sea® and it is dreadful!” said the thing for God ;but your eye happened to
fall on him, and God made your consciéhce
‘Where the sunlight knows no changing,
the same haven of rest.
Then in his las t | weeping girl, trembling with excitement.
_ Andthe bright flowers have no thorn ;—
prayer he appealed to God in behalf of the
i Yes, my child,our life is much like that twinge, and made you look at him till yous
She will learn the wondrous lesson
widowed and fatherless with so much power of a mariner tossed by wind and wave; but thought what you were doing. And that's

Line

ppm

be

submissiveness, and

of the eldest

carry Richard through college, and the pictured

;

stone wont

©

The words are thoughtful, they breathe a sort of

experiences of the young student hingself, grappling with just the temptations that évery poor:

replied ‘Frank. “Or, if it-is, God will have

for a story, and seating herself by the wine

supreme

was suddenly darkened.

I bowed like a tree in the forest,

rr

had

TY

|. ¢t Then'the

heroism

downhillof I life.

| It is thus that Mr. Greeley ends his narrative.

members, the life flowed on in steadiness and
strength and blessing. The sacrificing efforts to

“But supposing your back wasn't strong?

her baptism she had truly seemed to be led
by the tender Shepherd in the sacred paths
My lips with their anguish were dumb,
When they told me death softly had darkened
| °F Peace. Then there. came a_change, the
reason of which no one but herself knew,
The eyes of my beautiful one.
|
if, indeed, she . possessed any. true idea of
“My youngest)” with eyes like his mother’s,—
She died when this youngest was born,
last few moments bitterly, but trying to | It:it. She had been thinking how far her feet
His hair touched with just the soft golden
choke down the sobs, she began,—*
Ou r were wandering from the true fold, and
That glints ofl. the silk of the corn.
Father who art in heaven,” and slowly, conscience was strongly upbraiding her for
Then my hearts broken tendrils reached. up- | with great effort, repeated it.
“Thy will neglect of duty, when thus interrupted by
ward,
be done” she said over and over, as if she her brothers. She cheerfully amused them
Clinging nearer and nearer to him
could not feel the submissive spirit implied until the tea-bell rang, but-when, after tea,
‘Who marched by the side of my Allen;—
in the words. How could she, with the 4hey all returned to the sitting-room. she
‘Who wept when his young-eyes grew dim.
black shadows all about her? The little was glad to hear them call on their mother

Thou knowest, O “God of the battle,”

mother, the struggling

ove hy Shi roach of in Av

ver

must be along the

tian faith and wise affection of the widowed

The long winter day was fading into a brains, so that you : can find out. the easiest
glorious twilight, and all‘ the western sky way to dig up the stone.”
g

ed the sick-room I could not but see that the

k scenesof this world, I knew that the Summerof

fay s

influence of the cup, but, animated by the Chris-

| have made you, Hal,’ He means that He
has
given
you a strong back and arms and

el
A

The village that sprung like a gourd,
On the fair green slopes of the river,

the delight and admiration of all around him. .
« «+ When at length the 8
le ended with his
last breath, and everthis mother was convinced
that_ his ‘eyes would never’
open on the

when, one’

aE

icin

Bs
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BY ADELAIDE STOUT.
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1868.

:

of the latter season had

Thergd

16,

STAR: DECEMBER

‘THE MORNING
error

-

-

have End a case

or oy of this Ring, when

game, he has

alist. -

.

Whether your life is to be long or short,

let it he a life in earnest—a life that ghows

religion, not as something among. other
things, but as absolutely everything,
The

highest

evidence

ofa

noble nature

i4 that candor which receives the truth withe

out off nee,

whenever

respectfully told,

it is truthfully and

A

v

the Slave-Trader.

‘New York was the great center where

the slave-tradersof the world bought their

seen the record which Mr. Archibald,

ion.

with

rage,

swore

between

was tried, and another he was hanged !

Yes, my friend, he was hanged. “I know
about what is called the sacredness of human life. For my part, I believe a man’s
life is as sacred as his liberty, and no more
so. Aud I believe when his country requires either his lifefber his liberty, she may
use it, if she takes the responsibility. In
this case, I am very glad my country took
this responsibility. Whatever Gordon's life!
may have been worth to him or to his
triends, I think this country put it to a very
good use when she hanged him. A storm
of protest was made against his death.
Twenty-five thousand people petitioned
Abraham Lincoln to spare that man’s life,
and Abraham Lincoln refused.
Gordon
was_hanged.
And all through the little
ports and . big ports

of the United States

it

« was known that a slave-trader had been
hanged- And when that was known, the
American slave-trade ended. All up and
down little African rivers that you never

board, and two benches—one has
a back.
As-our bedstead has not yetcome from ‘‘the

The culinary adornments which suffice
for the female of the race anser, may
be
relished also with the masculine adult of

day

we

yee

Pint,” we make our beds on the floor.

We

bakes

very

well,.

We

have no chairs,

the

or

calf, two turkeys, and two dogs—which, I
believe, isall thelive stock we have yet.

Chinese.

v

>

.

perpetual

.to Louis

Spain :

ary hencoops follow it as it slowly travels
along, as faithfully as if their brains were
furnished with aeliostats.—0.
W. Hulmes.
A

Ra

A correépondent of one

writes as follows:

1 desire to'show

your

of

the

Journals

readers

how

itis

that Martin Farquhar Tupper, constructs
his ¢* Proverbial Philosophy,” in ‘chunks
in -of
wisdom; and-T desire to-give you a fo
ii “made right out of my own
Wo have seldom seen any thing more ex- aT
head.”
:
»
quisitely womanly and captivating, says the
The modus operandi is thus : Take the
Home Journal, than the following letter, simplest and most common maxim and
not written for publication, but coming spread it out hy the use of the longest and

ie A

Wife

out West.

from a wife who accompanied her husband | most_high-sounding words you ean find,
to Kansas.
The Portsmouth Tribune, giv- always bearing in mind that profuglity of
ing it, says, that on getting to their place
of settlement in Kansas, they stopped first

ina log-house, where they ‘had to hold the
bed-clothes with their teeth to keep them
from blowing away.” And thus runs the
rest of the letter :

:

I wish I could give you a drawing of our

‘house ind furniture, but I can't do the thing

langhage is ‘compounded of mpny simples,” and to ¢ covera large piece of bread
with a small piece of butter” is the true
Tupperian practice. >
yh
pa

artake of a few samp os) with the vorig-:

inals prefixed :
}
‘Accidents will happen in the
families,”
:
)

* Disasters will eventuate even

holds of the supremest integrity.

“Prices

much trouble for a short space of time.
scene isabout to change.

Thd
Se

A republic in Spain would be a warning to
Europe and tc kings in peace ;it would imply

:
best of

in house-

an appropriate hymn fell from her lips, and she
died in holy peace.
°
8. W. CowgLL,
CHRISTIAN

MOTHER

died

in

Litch-

field, Me.,Oct. 23, at the advanced age of 90 years,
after an illness of some five weeks, occasiongd by
a fall, North * Berwick was her birthplace,,

church in L. and died in its fellowship,

bless the

do

¢new her.

She leaves a bereaved husband and a

motherless infant to tread life's way ulone. Two
weeks
previous to her death she was much de-

pressed
in spirit, felt the necessity of havin
Christ as a friend and then che sought, an
sought only to find him. Her soul was flooded with

~~

2mo.

do

of madness;

you

to

|..

These Bonds are the duly authorized and accredited
obligations of one of. the most responsible Corporations of the American Continent, and are secured by
an ®hsolute first lien upon the valuable grants, franchises, railroad equipment, business, ¢te., of the BEST
RORTION of the GREAT
;

;

the very

4

J

(that I have just got through with,y that most awful,
most heart-withering, mot} Strengih des(roying most
«8pirit-breaking, and mind-Weakening, of al the dis

San

When

you have

the

National Pacific Railroad Line,

do

do
History,

-

11,88
1,26

1,96

12,524

dozen,

8,18

96

9,14

15,36 . 3,26
1,20. 20

18,62
140

do
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single,

do

Bound,
do

single,
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0

dozen,

1,44

28

1

single, . ,25
dozen, 2,10
single,
1,00
.dozen, 940

do

the Year, (Ques. Book)
do.
- do ~.-do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do

Communionist,
0
_Choralist,

do
Minutes of Géneral
ence,

:

,16

1,44

28

1,1”

single,
dazen,.
single,
dozen,

,20
2,00
,14
1,36

,04
4
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,20

224
2,4
,18
1,66

dozen,

1,20

1,44

8,64

single,

,76

-pingle,
‘dozen,’
single,

i

,08
IT
, 7%

,02
20.
,12°

discount

on

dozen.

490

the

At retail
24134

of steady investors;

Remedy,

was

afilieted with

remedies

but

obtained

no

commenced

using it I had nearly lost my

package.

a.

]

AMERICAN.

The THROUGH LINE ACROSS

untill

less

Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co., G, C.
& Wiley, Weeks & Potter,
Agent for Dover.
:

through connection were not made.
The best lands,

:
and Pillows.

and

MOTHERS!
DON'T

Com-

M. D.,

18th, 1868.

C.L.FOWLE, Esq.
DEAR SIR :—Most cheerfully do I say that the cushions you furnished for our new meeting-house are
much morethan satisfactory to the Church and Society. Many strangers and triends from abroad have

been strong in their expressions of praise. The
cushions are remarkable for neatness of appearance
and permanency
.

and

|

corrects

Pastor of Baptist Church, Westfield, Mass.

A HOLIDAY

men, ue

PRESENT.—Ladies

and old, desirous

beautiful for the

Holidays,

and

of having

should

|

Accrued Interest,

other materials of various objections to them.
Severalmonths’ use has not, however, shown any ot

founded.

remove all irritation or dandruff

keeping

I never sat on

the

Respecttiully Yours,
LOWELL
New York, Nov, 17, 1868.

MASON, JR.

THE WILOOX &

gentle-

a bottle

of

AUBURNDALE, Mass., Nov. 16, 1863.

Elastic

Sponge

of those

Cushions

who

before

had

used

adopting

/
Dover, N. H. Jan, 27, 1868,

the

them.

Some of us were prejudiced against them on account
of their being a new article. Our inquiries satisfied
us that we were in erfor. “Im happy to say that

durmg

four months’

trial

expression with regard
entire satisfaction.

I have

to

them

never

other

OF THE

TRIBUNE,

New

York, July

8, 1868.

Dear Sic:—If you woulddo so, or could get it done
without extra trouble, I wish you would have a Bed
and two Pillows of Elastic Sponge made up for me,
and sent by Harlem R. R. to
HORACE GREELEY.

NEW

YOXK, Aug.

16,

1868.

5 pay

for

them

and

to

Yours, ete.,

be

OFFICE SOUTH BOSTON

quoted

HORACE

as

one

of their

GREELEY,

has been in constant use since. The cushions appear
to be as elastic and plump as they were when they

were put

into

the ear,

am

Supt, 80, Boston R. R.
Messrs,

CHAS.

L.

BOSTON, Oct. 22, 1868.
FOWLE
& CO.—The Elastic

Sponge Mattresses and Pillows you manufactured for
me have proved
highly
satisfactory.
They have
qualities, which, 1 think, adapt them especially for
hospital use, and 1 do not hesitate to: recommend

them to Superintendents of Hospitals and public
institutions,
8. F, COUES, M. D., Surgeon U, 8. N, -

OFFICE
OF THE OOMPANY,
20

NDIA
SELLING

C.

L.
121

o

WHARF.

450

Family

Knitting

i

Smsl

in

THE

HOWE

4137
te

SEWING

the only¢¢ Cross
!

Machine

as

AND

DEALERS
—

No. 5 Nassau

of the

.

Legion

of Hons,

:

&§ CO.,

. To

AND

Securities

at our office and
RATES.

SkoURITIRG,

—

Strees., New

York.

H,

Tadies

Nicely.

30

LEWIS

Ee

&

MURRAY STREET,

;

B
any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, Xu may learn
how to save money in purchasingand also
how to
preserve your instrument’ and always
ki
it in
d tune, by address
L.L. HARMO
mots) di
ing
Portamonth, i:

"HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
the Metropolitan Organ, or

RP

ER

SL SE

ps

RAND,
NEW

Ba Ask your Merchants to-try them,

% full etipply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
“found at Woodman and Hammett's,37 and 89, Brattle

[Iwss

SKIRTS

Fit

RAND,

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.

v

BANK,
BANK.

GOVT.

That«demand is now niet by

Agents,
N,

IN

Corpulent

:
Dover

BEFORE purchasing

2

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

Jr,,

1t is operatéd with a treadle, in the same

ag

NATIONAL
NATIONAL

HOOP

HOWE,

advertisement in another column,

manver

at our cost,

of Banks, Bankers, and others, re-

MACHINE.

1867, ELIAS

Will knit 20,000 stitches of perfect work in a minute,
It is the only machine that can knit astocking as com
letely as by hand from top to toe, including a perfect
cel, without taking the stocking from the machine, and will knit any form, size or shape required.
a sewing machine, Good Agents wiinted in every
city and county in New England. a
mp for
ciroular.
iw M, MASURY & CO.
Gen, Eastern Agents 210 Washington 8, ,Roeton.

|
ram

Financial Agents of the Central Pacific Railroad Co.

St., Boston; Mass, They furnish our books to all par
ties desiring them, at our published rates, See their

a

sent by return Express

Sold, or Exchanged,

BANKERS

President of the Howe Machine Co,, was awarded,’
over eighty-two competitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PREMIUMS,

pay

FISK & HATCH,

Embossed

Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations
weare entirely out of both of these works.

At the Paris Exposition,

time they

accounts,

WORSHIP.

Also a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul
pit; price § 2.00.
oT
Our friends will please send for no more Sacred

...

Boston.

BRIDGEPORT

OF

?

mes MEU poet phones

THE

& Co., M.S,

for Circular.

J. BE. GOODWIN

wad

sates

Sold by all Druggists.

We have a few copies of this work
morocco with gilt edges; price $ 1-50,

Exhibited

AGENT,

Bonds

’

BOOK

At

ceived and favorible arrangements inde for desirable

Medal,for the Sewing Muchines
~—Tor,”
aud the G old

FOWLE,

Summer.

THE

for car

‘R. JOHNSON,

price.

DR. H. W. DUBOIS, Proprietor, 72 Friend 8t., Bos-

satiefied that Elastic

Sponge is far superior to anything now in use
seats,
Yours truly,
jk

such advance willbe

present

olccounts

or two pack-

Burr & Co., Boston.

Send

advance.
actually

this

at

by Mail and Telegraph at MARKET

:

Tested¥ree.

to

orders

#o-All descriptions of Government

Severe cases have

Price $1 per package.
.
Wholesale yp
Geo. C. Goodwin
ton.

right

all

filled

Bought,

BY USING ONE PACKAGE.
THIS REMEDY HAS MET WITH GREAT SUCCESS IN
EUROPE, AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS OF
THE WORST CASES.
Catarrh causes dropping in the Throat, Hawkin
and Spitting,
the Head, Weak 8 es, Deaf
ness, Hoste, Tightness across the Forehead, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Canker, Brohchitis, Heart Dis.ease, Asthma, and finally end inthe great teryor of

mankind—CONSUMPTION.

RAILROAD, CO.,

South Boston, Nov. 10, 1868.

Messrs,
CHAS. L. FOWLE & CO.,—~Gentlemen :
/About five months gince I had a set.of your Elastic
Sponge Cushions put into one or our cars, The car

but

in transitu at the time of any

STRAFFORD
AND DOVER

REMEDY.

ages before they receive a benefit,

Dear Sir: —I duly received the Bed and Pillows and
found them all right—at least I could Suggest no imrovement. I enjoy them thoroughly.
am ready
admirers.

CATARRH

been cured

time;

L. R. BURLINGAME,

tients will not have to use more than one

Chappaqua, Westchester Co., N.Y.
Send Bil to me here.
oe

any

United States, Canada and Enrvope,and by

WARRANTED TO CURE THAT LOATHSOME DISEASE.
CATARRH is a disease little understood by phy,
sicians; in fact many say there is no cure for it; but
hundreds will testify t& having been entirely cured
by using DR. DUBOIS’ CATARRH COMPOUND.
Pa

CHAS. W. ROBINSON. for Com, on Repairs.

OFFICE

at

-

BF Subscriptions received by Banks and
Bankers, Jdgents for loan, throughout the

CATARRH.
.
DUBOIS’
GREAT EUROPEAN

DR.

heard any

than that of

of:

o

elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines.

‘erry, that you furnished for the Auburndale Congre: gational Church in July last, are everything that we
could desire. You will remember that our committée

price

cation.

MACHINE.

During the last six years, the undersigned has had
in use for family sewing
the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing
Machine.
For the simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ease with which it is operated, the
noiseless manner in which it does its work, and the

C.L.FOWLE, Esq., Ag’t Patent Elastic Sponge Co.
Dear Bir:—It gives
me
great pleasure to inform
ou that the 88 Church. Cushions, covered with Green

made diligent inquiries

from the scalp, thus

GIBBS SEWING

h

can be made.

from National and State laws, guarantees peculiar to
themselves,
y
We receive all classes of Government Bonds, at
their full market rates, .in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent. profit ang keep the
principal of their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention,
Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, ete., giviaga
full account of the Organization, Progress, Business
and Prospects of the Enterprise furnished on appli-

their hair

use

bi /

a

reliable

more than 8 per cent, upon the investment, and have,

the hair beautiful to the latest
period of life,
SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D.,
’
]
1123 Broadway, N. Y.

1m37]

leasanter cushions, and so far, at least, they seem to
ustify all you claim in théir behalf.

productive

in Currency.

The Bonds are of $1,000 each.
A3~The Company reserve the

CHEVALIER’S LIFE
FOR THE HAIR at once.
Sponge Cushions in use in the Con
egational Church
Read Chevalier’s Treatise on the Hair.
Free to all.
at Orange, (Rev: Geo. B. Bacows) give, go far as I |-Given away at the Drug Stores, or sent by mail free.
know, entire satisfaction. They were selected after This book should be read by every person, It teaches
careful comparison and inquiry, with some hesitahow to cultivate and have
beautiful hair, and restore
tion, because we were warned by those interested in
gray hair to its original color, stop its falling out,
these objections to be well

so

103 Per Cent, and

|

6mlb

CHAS. L. FowLE, EsQ., 121 Summer St., Boston.—
Dear Sir ;—I reply to your inquiry of yesterday that the

upon

A portion of the remainder of this Loan is now

imitations

elasticity of position.
Yours truly,
JOHN JENNINGS,

Mortgage

fered to investors at

acidity, and gives tone and energy to the whoie
system.
It will also instantly relieve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colic.
‘We believe it the BEST and SUREST REM.
EDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DY&
ENTERY and DIARRHEA IN CHILDREN,
whether arising from teething or any other canse.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and.call for _
# MRS. WINSLOW'S BOOTHING BYRUP,*
Having the fge-simile of “ CURTIR & PRREING,”
on the sutside wrapper
All others are base

Analytical and Consulting Chemist.
Nov.

secured by a First

|

securities now offered. No better Bonds

and bowels,

41
|
tl

property are among the most promising and

Teething.

invigorates the stomach

1|

;

that the

BONDS,

PROCU RE

LING

18 permanently
preserved, and that the article is
excellently adapted to the uses for which it is offered.

WESTFIELD,

TO

This valuable
ration has been used wtp
SUCCESS IN THOU.
NEVER
FAI
LANDS OF CASES.
It not only relieves the child from pain, hut

Mass,, Oct. 23, 1868.

T. JACKSON,

FAIL

For Children

process I believe that the vital elasticity of the Sponge
CHAS,

MOTHERS!

Mrs, Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

Reasonablé

I have examined the Elastic Sponge, manufac
tured by the American Patent Sponge Co. By their

State Assayer,

with

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD

MOTHERS!!!

The Following Tetsimonials:
BOSTON,

together

afr
From these considerations it is submitted

PRICE:

The particular attention of Church Building
mittees, and all others interested, is called to

mines,

portion
of the Pacific Railroad,and the future development of business thereon will be proportionally
great.
ET
Sa

Where Hair, Feathers or their Substitutes would naturally be used.
IN

the richest

largest settlement and nearest markets, lie along this

For any Purpose

Elastic, Durable,

THE CONTINENT.will#):"

gold after expenses and interest are paid—even if the

For Church Upholstering.

:

twp: hun»

The net profit upon the Company’s business on the
completed portion, is about double the amount of
annual interest ligbilities to be assumed thereupon,
and will yield a surplus of nearly a million in

office, 117 Hanover St., Boston.

The Best Material

The Best Material
For Mattresses
The Best Material

and

be completed by the middle of next year, wien the,
Overland travél will be véty-large,
The local business alone, upon the completed por.
tion, is so heavy, and so advantageous, that the gross
earnings average MORE THAN A QUARTER
OF A MILLION IN GOLD PER MONTH,
of which 35 per cent, only is required for operating
‘expenses,
:

Patent Elastic Sponge.
- .

progresses,

built and the grading is well advanced on
dred and fifty miles additional.

D..J. DEMERITT & C0., Proprietors.

Tested free at their
Send for Circular.
‘Wholesale Agents in
Goodwin. & C 0.,.Carter
Xa THOS, L. SMITH,
12w3

a)
NS

£

work

“Nearly five hundred miles of the road are now

When I

voice;

pce”

to the same extent only as the U. S. Subsidy Bonds
granted by the government to .the Pdcifie Railroad
Companies,
ot

I have

help

Remedy.

.

They are issued only as the

fifteen

Chronic Catarrh,

used many

LS

i

and it is probable that before

for at the highest rates.

BOSTON, June 19, 1868,
For the last

|)

many months, when the Road is completed andthe
Loan closed, the Bonds will be eagerly sought

than two packages completely restored it to me
again.
N. 8. LILLIE,
Employed for 16 years by Am. Ex. Co.
These testimonials are a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists., Price $1.25a

.

‘THE

©

& Co., Gents:

tried your North American Catarrh

10
9
87

by

the Minutes

& Co., Port-

FOR

Oatarrh

:
D.J. Dear

Confer-

There is no

CURE

The purchaser is charged the accrued interest from

the date of the last paid Coupon, at the Currency
rate only.
:
ae
This issue of Bonds constitutes one of the LARGEST
AND MOST POPULAR CORPORATE LOANS of the country, and therefore will-be constantlydesltin.
The greater portion of the Loans now-in the hand

ARRHE.

DEMERITT’S

years

220°

The semi-annual Coupons are payable, July 1st and
January 1st, in New York City. .
:
:

CAMBRIDGEPORT, Mass,, June 26," 1867,
D. J. Demeritt =—Dear Sir:—This is to certify that I have
been afilicted with that loathsome disease, Catarrh, in its
worst forms for nine years, I used many kinds of remedies, but did not receive any lasting benefit until I tried
our North American Catarrh Remedy.
I can truly say
hat I received more relief by one application than
others that I have ever used. Less than one package has
entirely cured me, I heartily recommend i$ to
who
may be afllicted with Catarrh,
Yr
DANIEL STONE, Proprietor, Union House.

,15

dozed,

~

A SURE

;

29
2,66
1,20
.11,76

04...

Phillips, Y. W. Perkins

North American

17

,04
06
20
2,16

W.F,

CAT

1,00
,200
1,20
$60.
2,40 12,00
80
08
,38
2,88
.,00. 848
,25 = ,04 . 29
2,40
38
2,76

of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,

0

,02

Coin.”

Roxbury, Mass.

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle.

13,92
129
2,88

Thoughts upon Thought,
do.
‘do
+ do
The Book of Worship,
0
do
0 ' .

Lessons for every Sunday in

2,40

,15

Boston.

1,88

204
48

single,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

AF

,—

D. KENNEDY,

ik

They bear 8ix per cent. interest per annum, in gold,
AND BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ARE EXPRESSLY MADE ¢ payable im United States Gold

Wholesale Agents, George C. Goodwin & Co., M,
8. Burr
& Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,
' Gilman & Bro. Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,

98

,25
2,40

Life of Marks,
40s
0
el
Chuych Member’s Book,
+
qo
us dO
Treatise,
0

Story

0

1,60

do Paper Covers, single;

*do

,08

dozen, 11,52

do

Manufactured by

2,28
,16

single,

Christian Baptism,
do
do

1

9,60
1,10
,8

the Eastern States.

ina few days is not the Greatest

of water three times a day, and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass off by the Bidners,

on the same.

2

digeas

Medical Blessing of the Age, tell
us what is!
Directions to Use,
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls

10,66

single,

extending easterly from the navigable waters of the
Pacific Coast to the lines now rapidly building from

rourself in bed, and every movement will go to your
Arie like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of

dozen,

do

i

LUMBAGO,

lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn

Price. Postage.. Total.
1,00
20

gingle,

Butler's Theology,

Lord.”

IsABELL KB. HENDERSON died of quick con:
fumption, Nov.9, aged21 years and 6 months,
She was a native of Winthrop. Mass,, and oceuied a large place in the affections of all: who

do

do

in joyful ise

As children (five in all, and all living) we love
and revere her memory,
Very dear mother, we
will try to meet thee in heaven.
’
{
A. H. MORRELL.

18mo. in Sheep,

do do
dozen,
do Embossed Morocco, gingle,

hope of heaven,
She seemed much animated by
religious songs aud prayers at her bedside, often

the Lord,

PACIFIC R-R. CO.

the most venomous and hot poison

your heart, "and driving

hen you have'the .
SCIATICA,

of Freewill Baptist Books,

Psalmody,

About forty-three years since, our family removed to L. She was baptized by Elder Nathaniel
Purinton, and became a member of the ¥. W. B,

responding, **Bless

vege

Di L. EDGERLY.

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage

again become equal to France and England,
Providence makes a grand offer. The oppottunity is inal, “Will Spain neglegt to avail
herself ofit?
%
Of what tise would another monarchy on
the Continent be? How belittling a speetacle.would Spain, the subject of a King

MY oWN

around

any ofthese

existed as the foremost in Europe, ana was
equal to Greece in point of poetry, to Italy

Christian woman and while longing for weeks
to reach heaven she thanked God that no disease
nor thirsty bodies would he there. Some lines of

~~ Proverbial Philosophy.

wasp, circulating

Adbertisements.

pt

into the world great? That is the question.
Spain can reassume her rank.
She can

er house, and every man like every other
man.
Then
there are so many of them

The

eases that can afflict our poor human nature:

During almost one thousand yéars—from
the sixth to the sixteenth century—a nation

subjected to the Powers, furnish! Besides,
to establish at present a monarchy is to-tak

' CENTRAL

RHEUMATIC

there. She was esteemed very highly by all who
knew her. She died with a good hope and leaves
a husband, one child, an aged ‘mother, and many

and terror

GOLD BONDS

Kennedy’s Rheumatic and Néuralg

pain, and you cannot even turn Joprself in bed, or
-gitting” in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the
morning wishing li vas night, and at night wishing
it was morning :
.
;
When you have the
:
NEURALGIA,
..
when every nerve in your being is like the sting ofa

ago, while at Dover, and united with the church

Napoleon, thus makes his appeal to the better spirit that is springing to its feet in

FIRST MORTAGS, | :

Thirty-Year, Six Per €ent,

AGH

EADERyou miay consider this a sort of a spread¢agle
heading, but I mean every word ofit. 7
have been there. When your system jg raced with

:

.

THE

Dissolvent.

SARAH A., wife of Cyrus Wingate, died in
Strafford, Nov. 21, aged 40 years and 9 months.
She experienced religion quite anumber of years

et

menace

Dr.

before her

field; assisted in the services,

umbus would not have discovered America.
mh
Now, that nation is being born anew of
its ashes. What is false concerning the
phbeenix is true when spoken of the people.
That nation is being born?anew.
Will it
come into the world small
Will it come

like a nightmare. Every city is like every
other city, and every house like every oth-

her a few weeks

The fiery and poetic Frenchman whose
republican heart and magnetic speech are (other friends‘to mourn their loss.
a

She

services were at the church. The gathering was
very large and solemn. Rev. G. 8. Hill, of Deer-

iven oirth to tragedy, and Christopher Co-

Chinese life presently begins to oppress one

false doctrine.

of the writer to preach on the occasion.

aM

*

met with

Exoellent Security.

silly |

N G

BLESSI
OR
THT

death, I spoke of the interest, she said: “It
commenced in this room last June, while I was’
wrestling with God in prayer.’ She made choice

2

in Spain.

when

conversation with

K

Victor Hugo

MEDICAL

life,

ed God to whom she desired to go. It was atime
of revival interest when she died, and when in

Proceed to the arch-enemy of man and
agitate your person.
)
“None so deaf as those that won't hear.”
No persons are obtrase in their auricular
apprehension equal to those ‘who repudiate
.

lived a devoted Christian

was faithfully waited upon by her son and family
with whon she lived.
hen ‘told by her nurse
that she was dying she raised her hand and prais-

les. who was called El Cid ; that nation com-

It is easy enough to see wliy DeQuincy
felt that if he lived in China he should certainly go mad. This artificialness of the

beyond, as the sun moves up the hgavens. ..
The sensible barn-yard fowls of the Tpfirm- |

especially

>

vocal incomes by adverse inclination,

has

She experienced Freligion

re.
Shescalled goat nower aid onof eu
po”ry easily
any occasion,

menced with Viriathus and Riego; Lepante
was to it as Salamis to the Greeks; had it
not have lived Corneille would not have

-

—

in 1818, and

i

"THE GREATEST

writer.

N. L. ROWELL.
widow of the late Solomon Clark, of

SARAH,

s,
t
n
e
m
e
s
i
f
r
e
v
d
W
i

Qberfisements,

er

Barnstead, died of dropey and other complaints,

in poiat of art, to France in point of philosophy ; that nation had a Leonidas of its own
who bore the name of Pelago, and an Achil-

We have not seen butter singe we left the
boat—it is not fashionable here. D——is
going to build a house next week—a frame
one, too. How I wish you were here; I
long to see you. The country is lovely,
and we have a splendid place. I have two
beautiful bouquets I gathered yesterday,
when I went with D——after wood. 1 rode
in an ox-wagon! It has been so cold lately
that I have worn two dresses. I think the
comet does it; what do you think of it by
this time? We have the most gooseberries
and raspberries you, gyér. saw, all near the
house ; besides strawberries all around the
door, and plenty of wild plums.

The

same species.

Obitmries

space

PRT

Nov. 10, aged75 years.

“Go to the Devil and shake yourself.”

that the monotony becomes intolerable.
And when one begins to remember how the neutralization of France and Prussia :the
heard the names of, it was known that an long it all has lasted, he has reached the improbability of warsbetween military monAmerican slave-trader had been hanged; verge of madness. For how many centu- archies ; the muzzling of Sadowaas of Ausand cowardly pirates trembled, and brave ries has this human ant-hill swarmed with terlitz ; the prospect of massacres displaced
seamen cheered, when
they heard it. its uncounted myriads, looking just as they by the prospect of labor and fecundity;
Mothers of children thanked such gods as look to-day, living just as they live to-day! Chassepot dismissed vice Jacquart ; it.would
they knew how to thank; and slaves shut How long itis since these great cities were secure the sudden equilibriation of Europe
up in barracoons, waiting for the voyage, completed, and took on that look of change- effected, at the expense of fiction, by the
got signal that something had happened lessness which they still wear! How long weight of truth in the scale; it would regenwhich was to give them freedom. That and steadily the nation has been grinding erate Spain by means of that youthful power
something was that Gordon was hanged. at the mill of old routine, till there seems the people ;it would (from a marine and comSo far that little candle threw its beams. no nature left to it but the second nature, mercial stand-point give life to the coast
The civilization of this peopie seems that reigned over the Mediterranean before
I an told, and I believe, that when that habit!
‘poor wretch was under sentence -of death, to have become a hindrance to it instead Venice and over the ocean before England;
his *“ friends” kept-him in liquor to the mo- of a help. It binds it hand and foot with ‘it would send industry as a substitute for
ment of his death,—so anxious were they grave-clothes, instead of girding it for misery ;it would render Cadiz equal to Southlest he should implicate some of them by progress, and arraying it in beauty, One ampton, Barcelona equal to Liverpool, Maa confession. And when he was dead they has a hopeless feeling as he sees such a drid equal to Paris.
:
celebrated his death in the last great orgy complex, artificial civilization which has
Danger there is none. Citizen Spain is
of the slave-trade,~in one ‘drunken feast been motionless so long ; a social life with- strength : democratic Spain is a citadel. A
they held together,—so rejoiced were ney out enthusiusm or inspiration; & morality republic in Spain would be honestly adminthat they had escaped his testimony. Such well nigh without religion’; a scholarship istering, truth ruling, diberty reignigg; it
And if would be a mighty and sovereign reality;
is the honor among thieves. — Atlantic without advancement in learning.
the thought that they are *‘no better than liberty is ealm because invincible, and inMonthly.
their fathers” were, could stir these celes- vincible because contagious.
Whatsoever
tial scholars as it ought to, how full the wil- attacks it becomes innoculated with it. The
{ derness would be of Elijahs sitting under army sent against it flies back upon the desLight and Health.
| their juniper trees and * requesting for pot. And, therefore, it is left in peace. A
:
—
OB
| themselves that they might die !”
republic.in Spain would bring the beams of
The dark side of a street is far more subtruth
on the horizon, with promises for all
ject to disease than the light side.
Sir |
and threats for the evil only; it wouldbe a
James Wylie found three times as man |
The Government of Japan.
giant—Right towering in Europe behind a
cases of disease on the shaded side of the
barricade, the Pyrenees.
———
:
barracks at St. Petersburg as on the other Fo
If Spain is born anew as a monarchy, she
The government of Japan is unlike any
%ide. Dupuytren is said to have wrought a
is little.
:
other
on
the
face
of
the
earth.
In
some
recure in the case of a lady in a seemingly
- If she is bornanew as a republic, she is
desperate condition, by simply removing spects there is an approach towards the old great.
;
her from her dark quarters toa brighter feudal systemof Earope. For a long while
Let her choose!
residence, and keeping her as much as pos- we have been in the dark in regard to the
sible in the daylight.. There is no better politics of the empire. The treaty negoti- a
testimony~on any such point than that of ated by Commodore Derry was with the TyMiss Florence Nightingale. What she says coon, as also were all subsequent treaties;
of the value of light to those who are illin- but last year the foreign ministers, after get4
dicates no less its necessity for those who ting outof patience with the dilly-dallying
of the Tycoon about opening the port of Hioare well: —
Chi
I
0, ascertained that the Tycoon was not at
** Second only to fresh air, however,I
Particular Notice, Fan wishing obituae head of the government, and that’ the
should be inclined to rank light in importance for the sick. Direct sunlight, not on- real title of the Tycoon should be Shogoon. ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
ly aaylight, is necessary for speedy recov- To understand the organization of the gov- patronize it, must accompany them with cash
ery. . . . Instances could be given almost ernment we must go back several centuries, equal to flve cents a lire, to insure an insertion.
endless, where in dark wards, or in wards to the time when the system was more feuwith a northern aspect; even when thor- dal than at present, when there was an Em- “Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
Mikado and the leading princgs single square can well be afforded to any single:
oughly ventilated, the sick could not by peror, the
or damios each supreme in his—own district] obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
any means be made speedily to recover.”
Very few persons seem to have a due but owing allegiance to the Mikado. There
sense of the luxury and benefit of aprica- came a time when one of the damios obtainGrORGE T., only child ot Lreorge W. and Mary.
tion
, or immersion in the sunshine bath, ed great power, became ruler of 21ght dis- E.-Palmer,
died in Charlestown, M ass., Dee. 5, of
which every fair day will furnish gratui- | tricts, and secured a revenue of forty mil- croup, aged 1 year and 4 months, Our loved
He became the ex- ones with Jesus are our trea
tously to all applicants. One ancient man, lion dollars per annum.
heaven. May
very poor, and very simple in most mat- ecutive officer of the Empire, wielded .all our hearts be there also.
S. CC. KIMBALL.
ters, whose clay pipe I sometimes replenish power, was in effect the head of the nation
for him, is almost the only person I happen while the Mikado became his dependant,
SARAH A., daughter of Josiah and Susan Bigto know who seems really to enjoy the sun- was supported by him, obeyed the Shogoon, elow, died in Burnham, Me., aged 25 years and
shine as much as if he were a vegetable. and signed such documents as he required. 7 months. Sister B. united with the 1st Free
That these humbler creatures enjoy it, if No law nor document was valid unless it Baptist church in Lewiston, Me., June 156, 1862.
She manifested great respect for the ordinances
they enjoy anything, we may guess by bore the signature of the Mikado—a fact of
religion, and was accustomed to frequent the
otheir actions.
The passion of the sunflow- which was not known when the treaties were place of social prayer. She became much endearer-for ‘‘her god” is famous insong. But negotiated. The Shogoon who first acquir- ed to many acquaintances; indeed her great lovethere are examples of still more ardent de- ed this commanding position was of the liness of character could not fail to win the affecVv
than hers. Mr. Jesse tells how a Tokugawa family, and the law of succes- tion of every virtuous heart. Her final sickness
her resigned and rustful pay, joyful in
po
, left in a dark cellar with only one sion which was accepted continued it. in the found
prospect of so speedily joining the blood-washed
appointing his suc- throng
vpaiing, sent its shoot twenty feet to get family—each Shogoon
to be forever with the Lord.
J. A. L.
athe light through that little crevice.
Af- cessor. The Shogoons kept the other damios
PERS
ter this story, the ‘‘eye” of a potatoe seems under their control, »y compelling them to
BURROUGHS died in Corinth,
a well-deserved
name for the bud that can send their wives and children to Yeddo, as Vt.,Mrs.Oct,BETSEY
19. This industrious woman had passed.
see a crack so far off. The feathered bipeds hostages for their good behavior. Yeddo is a half century at death, She sufferd intensel
value sunshine more than many of the un- the Shogoon capital while the capital of the from a eancerous difficulty in the stomach, whic
plumed ones appear to. There isa little Mikado is at Kioto, not far from the recent- cansed extreme thirst, satiated only by ice water, and lived months without eating a morsel of
streak of morning sun which in early ly opened port of Hiogo.
food. Her kindness, capability, and readiness
spring comes in between two buildings
among the sick became proverbial. She wasa

© DEAT oy me and traverses the open

gain, Services by the
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“Sauce for the goose is sauce- for the
gander

The

3

white

his clenched teeth, ¢ You would not have
known me hit for your bloody English
Consul in New York.” Almost every man
of the projectors was known to the English
government through this secret service.
But
they all ran riot till Mr. Lincoln came
in, and then one fine. day one Gordon was
arrested for slave-trading, another day he

=

got

purpose.

purpose.

anything that ‘‘town people” require.
sent the dgscription to the Admiralty, and
-Iwish you had seen us eating our first
ey to
oast.
“ Let me
go below,” dinner; wehad no dishes.
Charley ate off,
said an English officer, on hoard
a slaver in a shingle ; Mr. S——took the lid of a shovel!
one of the African rivers. ‘You go at your M-—ate off her bread; I had a big piece
eril,” said the captain, brave in the per- of brown paper. We drank our
coffee out
fectly regular papers he had, in the Stars of tin-cups, D-——and Mr.S——-have made
and Stripes over his head, in the new coat two of the nicest gardens you ever saw.
of paint he had taken atthe Western Is- They fenced them all in three days.
1
lands, and in the fact, perhaps, that, though helped D——clear off the garden for three
he sailed a bark, he was now a brig. “Youn days—and I wish you could see my hands!
go below at your peril.” «I will take the But I have been very happy-—it is so nice
risk,” said the Englishman; went below, to work alone with one’s husband. Thursand found all the slave-fittings, casks, cook- day I did a three weeks’ washing.
D—is
ing stove, hand-cuffs and the rest, and of very well, and as happy as he can be.
He
course, seized the vessel. The outwitted has a wagon-and a yoke of oxen, cow and
captain,

PY

We have no
By reason of the adverse disposition of
window, but something
far more conveni- his optics—a natural defect—he is forced to
ent, made by simply moving the shingles Sem nize in duple directions for the Christo one side, as they are not nailed; it an-

the have two shelves where we put all.our pretEnglish Consul and Commissioner in New ty things. Three or four bags hanging
+ York, kept of one hundred and seventy-one around the walls help the appearance of
of these vessels in three years’ time. His them very much.
My guitar occupies a
secret agents boarded them in New York friendly position dear the meal-bag. I
~ Harbor, and desgiibed them for him in de- have a nice little cooking-stove, which
* tail, even down tej the brandof cizars which
* the Saptain had inhis cabin. Mr, Archibald

:

‘‘He looks two ways for Sunday!”

years, if we have good luck.

else, were the minor places iti the operation,
The voyages were arranged at Havana, the
ships were partly fitted in New York, thence swers every
—Sey-slifiped ta sea, picked up-the-sess of heres
their equipment and
the right papers else-|
where if New York would not answer, and
brought up on the Western Coast. I have

Tory

“A nod- is as good as a-wink; to a horse glory. She lost her burdenof guilt and felt to
that is not blind.” ,
g
: say in the face of death ‘My sins are all forI have not a goubt of my acceptance, &c.”
hewn on’ the inside—they still retail
their
An abrupt inclination of the head is given,
oubtless this young wife gnd Christian will
natural appearance on the outside, #X have equivalent to a contraction of the eye to
have
a
part
in the first resurrection, and while
the greatest quantity .of kindlings
Yy\ just a steed untroubled with obliguity of vis- tears unbidden
flow we feel that our loss is her

vessels, Havana was the "great center going around the walls and pulling
Shem
Whore they laid their plans. Boston, New off. We will have enough to last séveral

* Bedford, New London, Cadiz, Barcelona,
the Western Islands, and I know not where

.
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The -President’s Message.

News Summary.
a

We print below so much of Mr. Johnson's mes-

|

=

CONGRESS.

branches; in the House on the case of Mr. Christie,
and in the Senate, on that of Mr. Hill. Opposition to their admission was made by memorials

own language which we quote, and it must speak

The Senate laid it on the table
the House referred it to the

The matter of universal

suffrage came up in the Senate by a bill from Mr.
Sumner; in the House by one proposed bill, and
three constitutional amendments,

ferred.

Hural md Bomestic. |

:
Women’s Homes.
and quite enough to shaw the#cool audacity, the
reprehensible tone, the vicious temper, the apa
peals to passion and prejudice, and the unpardon- | - We hear a good many sermons now-a-days
able perversion of facts which mark it. It is his from the text that the chief duty of woman is to

= All

were

Felon

Creams
vy ~the—Nenet

Representatives ==

;

render

re-

A large number of financial bills were

proposed,but nothing was said or done to indicate

the temper of either House on that subject,
Rev-:
erdy Johnson was threatened with recall by the
House. Other business was unimportant.
On Tuesday, the Senate was in session only
299 minutes, and no business of special impor -

my

state of the

ized

duty

to call

nie

your attention to

the

Union, and to its continued disorgan-

condition

under the

laws

various

hich

have been passed upon the subject of reconstruc-

tion, Our own history, although embracing a period of less than a century, affords abundant

of the orles are directly. traceable to violations The
most
excessive

legislation.

striking illustrations of this fact are furnished by

the'enactments of the last three years'upon the
After a fair trial
question. of reconstruction.
they have substantially failed and peeved pernic-

ious in their results, and

there

to her

husband.

No

seems no good

tance was transacted. The House passed’ bills | reason why they should longer remain upon the
imposing additional duties on copper, and ‘trans- | statute book. The States to which the Constitu-

16,1868,

B73

early chickens.
The pullets of these will commence to lay in October or November, and Will

another phaseof the matter which is sadly overlooked—the duty,of the husband to make Honfe

draft a few of the

pleasant for the wife. Asa very small portion
of his waking hours is spent in the house, where

and Killed off as :soon as they have positively

quite as important that her “convenience
tastes should be consulted as his,
In

their

capacity of head

of jthe

family, nfen

think that the ordering of the house
belongs to them.

and
:

naturally

them

very

best of these

breeders, the

ceased laying,

balance

and keep

being

CANDLES.
Moulda..errsltsd

cording to their fancy, and manage things generally with some deference to their wife’s wishes, it is true, but a great deal more to their own,
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THE WORKING CLASS,
1am now prepared to furnish constant employment

to all classes at their homes, for their Spare moments ¥
Business new, light and profitable, Fifty cents to
evening is easily earned, and boys ad gir B
\
ucem
are
edrr Beaty as much
as 3men. Great
send mo their adoffered. A who see this notice
emselves,
If notewell
dress and test the business for
!
satisfied I will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing
mail for
me. Fall pariioutars sent free. Samples sent
Me, 4t39
Address, K.C. ALLEN, Augusta;
ten ots.
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War

to the
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fattened

hens fatseason,

the case is that they fattened because they did
not lay. = At this age they are delightfully tender
and juicy, and we would about as soon think of
fattening a cow that gave twenty quarts of milk
a day as to think of fattening a laying hen.—
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character of the
agaThe Co
zine, and at the same time to Elite ita
an
od
ol
They
hensive and practical cast t
feel confident that the arrangements they have
| for the coming year, will answer all ‘reasonable demands of parents and educators for a Magazine at
once entertaining and useful,
The following are some of the princinal features of

1869:
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